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ABSTRACT

A finite element code is presented for analyzing the stress-strain behavior of a bufer-

structure interaction problem raised in the Canadian nuclear fuel waste disposal man-

agement program. A th¡ee-modulus anisotropic model of hypoelasticity by Yin, Graham

and Saadat (1989), is implemented in the code. Generalization is performed to transfer

the three modulus constitutive relationships expressed in two principal effective stresses

and two principal strains into the multi-axial engineering stress and strain condition.

A symmetric stifness matrix is developed and thus the hypoelasticity model can be

added to an existing FEM program without major modification. The finite elernent iter-

ative scheme is developed from the satulated polous boundary value problem and then

reduced to several simplified cases, providing options for different levels of requirements.

The code has been checked using a numl¡er of verification examples where either

analytical solution or expelimentai data are available. Excellent agreement between the

numerical and analytical results, and satisfactory matching of FEM and Experimental

outcome confirm the validity of the finite element code developed.

The nuclear waste disposal vault proposed in the Canadian progÌam is modelled by the

numerical code under three possible extreme environmental conditions, narnely, sudden

high fluid pressure acting on the bufer through a fracture in rock mass; the loading from

waste container weight and backfill; and swelling pressures developed and then released

due to the contact with natural glound rvater, Discussions and conclusions are made

from these numerical modeìling results.
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C}IAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

T.1. GENERAL

Geomechanics and finite eiement methods (FEM) have exerted a mutual influence in

their recent development (Desai and Gioda, 1990). The complexity of many geomechan-

ical systems necessitiates the use of modern numerical methods such âs flnite element

method and its branch approaches (such as boundary element method, finite difference

method, etc.), With the almost unlimited power of the current and future computers,

these methods can provide extremely powerful tools for analysis and design of engineer-

ing systems that are very difficult with the use of conventional methods, often based on

closed-form analytical solutions.

The computational power available will be of limited use unless the mechanical re-

sponse of materials constituting the engineering system is properly defined and irnple-

mented. Constitutive modelling of geological materials, which are usually more complex

than many other engineering materials plays an important role in robust, consistent

and reliable solutions from computational methods. Conversely, implementation of the



models in efficient finite element procedures assumes a vital role towards the solution

of practical and realistic engineering problems. With the remarkable advances made in

computers, a great many new geomechanical rnodels are developed every year. To im-

plement all of these models in a set of finite element codes is impossible and impractical.

Too general approaches sometimes lead to nowhere. Usually it is more pertinent to solve

a concrete problem using specific particular solutions. Laboratory models are set up for

a stress-strain space in which the principal directions are predetermined and simplified,

and the ambient boundary conditions are greatly idealized. Modelling specialists have

to be concerned about the agreement of their models with real solutions if they are

implemented to predict the performance of engineering systems with multi-dimensional,

complex geometry and boundary conditions. There tends to be a gap between laboratory

model tests and engineering applications which needs to be filled by predictive numerical

analysis. The finite element method provides an efficient, versatile and powerful means

io filI this gap. This is what the present work sets out to do. It implements a newly

developed nonlinear, anisotropic hypoelastic model using the finite element method to

model the geomechanical behavior of a problem raised by the Canadian nuclear fuel

waste disposal management ptogram.

1.2. BACKGROUND

The spent fuel from nuclear power plants is strongly toxic and a hazatd to the social

environment. Today many countries have extensive nuclear waste rnanagement programs

for disposal of spent fuel (Olivier 1986). The Canadian program is based on the concept

that the waste can be isolated effectively and permanently by disposal underground in

deep stable geological formations. A compacted mixture of sand and bentonite (knorvn

as bufrer) is proposed as an efective barrier to limit radionuclide escape to the biosphere.



Bentonites with their swelling property of absorbing water into their crystalline struc-

ture, can potentially provide a chemically and mechanically stable environment around

the waste canisters (Saadat, 1989). The addition of sand to bentonite provides a high

density material with low sensitivity of compaction density to moisture content, and

decreases the shrinkage potential of the mixture. The buffer is an engineered mixture of

50/50 dry mass of crushed silica sand and sodium bentonite.

The mechanical behavior of the compacted buffer has been studied extensively by the

group led by Dr. J. Graham at the University of Manitoba. Many conclusions and several

constitutive models have been made on the basis of experimental observations (Saadat,

1989, Yin 1990). However, little information is available on numerical implementation

of these newly developed constitutive models. Numerical analysis of the behavior of

the bufer material is essential for assessing the safety for the containers of nuclear

fuel waste in resisting groundwater pressures, pressure from swelling of the bufier, any

ambient stresses transferred through the buffer from the surrounding rock, and other

pressures acting on the container through the bufe¡.

Buffer mass tests at the Stripa mine in Sweden, and small-scale laboratory experi-

ments, have indicated that the bufer can be expected to become fully saturated after

emplacement. It is therefore necessary to study the bufier behavior as a two-phase

materail, taking separate account of the solid phase and the liquid phase of the bufer.

The research described in this thesis has focused on finite element modelling of saturat-

ed soil materials using constitutive relations in the form of a new nonlinear 3-modulus

anisotropic hypoelastic model (called the I(GJ model). Applications will be made to the

rock-buffer-container-backfill problem in the Canadian nuclear fuel waste management

program.



1.3. OUTLINE OF PRÐSENT WORK

The objectives of this research are as follows.

(1) To formulate a rational finite element scheme for tracing the stress-strain response

of a two-phase problem representing saturated soil. The constitutive relations for

the solid phase are initially expressed in a general form. This allows use of the

I(GJ model in this thesis, and later use of other nonlinear models.

(2) To formulate the finite element schemes for simple problems of fully drained shear,

undrained shear, and decoupling behavior of saturated soil. This can be done by

reduction from the general scheme developed in (1).

(3) To translate the original hypoelastic KGJ model which is expressed in two di-

rnensional space ({p', q} ot {e,., e"}) to engineering six dimensional space, i.e., in

\o,,, o n, o,, T,n,, Tn 
", 

r ""j ot \e,, eo, e 
",, 

1 ro, 1n z t.l zcl¡ space.

(4) To develop a computer program reÌated to the above formulations. The program

is w¡itten in FORITRAN and developed under the UNIX operating system. An

independent module is designed for the constitutive modelling modiflcations, and

allows addition of further developed models.

(5) To test the finite element code. Numerical results will be compared with results

from analytical solutions and experimental data. Results will also be compared

with critical state modelling.



(6) To study the stress-strain behavior for rock-bufier-container-backfi11 interaction

by means of the finite element code that has been developed. Special cases will

include the conditions of sudden high fluid impact on the buffer through fissures

or cracks existing in rock mass; gravity loading of the bufer, canister and backfill;

and prescribed displacements due to partial release of swelling pressures in the

bufer.



CHAPTER, 2

THREE-MODULUS HYPOELASTICITY MODEL
AND ITS SYMMETRIC STiFFNESS FORMULATION

After having briefly introduced the 3-modulus (K,G,J) hypoelastic model proposed

by Yin, Graharn and Saadat (1990), its generalized symmetric form is formulated in this

chapter for finite element implementation. The model provides the constitutive relation-

ship between the skeleton stress and the soil deformation for a two-phase porous medium.

The formulation is based on the simplified anisotropic elastic theory proposed by Graham

and Houlsby (1983) using a 3-modulus elastic model. The material anisotropy appears

as the simplest cross-isotropic case, for after some simplifying assumptions, it can be

described by only three independent parameters which are functions of mean effective

stress, shear stress and volume strain, The numerical implications are discussed for the

case where the compliance matrix of the constitutive equation becomes indefinite.



2.1 THE THREE-MODULUS HYPOELASTICITY MODEL

Yin, Graham, Saadat and Azizi (1989) proposed a new hypoelastic model develope-

d mathematically from curves fitted from simple isotropic compression and undrained

triaxial shear tests on saturated specimens (Fig. 2,1), The model describes non-linear

incremental elasticity, It contains shear-generated volume strains (dilatancy) and the

related phenomenon of shear strains arising from changes in mean effective pressu¡e.

This model was calibrated for two different densities of the sand-bentonite buffer pro-

posed for nuclear fuel waste containment in Canada, and validated for medium dense

sand from China and stif piastic clay from France. It may also be used for sand-clay

mixtures for highway construction in western Canada and for other less active soils, The

hypoelasticity approach emphasizes the nonlinear nature of soil response to loading but

does not readily include some of the transient behavior (for example, pore-water pres-

sure generation or dissipation) that is perhaps better handled by elastoplasticity. Some

criticism for its lack of incremental continuity of response along certain load paths was

presented by Mroz (1980). This may be the topic fol luture discussion.

The model is chalacterized by ihree stress-strain dependent modulus functions that

are referred to Ìoosely as "moluli", These are a bulk modulus function ,Il, a shear

modulus function G and a coupling modulus function ,.I, which relates strains to stresses

in the following way

{1. }=1,;, ,':;,H':,} (2.1)

where

n':!{r'r+zo'"¡, s-oi
e, = et * 2es,, ,, - l{r,

- o'"t

-.r) (2.2)

with o{, a! being the principal effective stresses, and e1, e3 the principle strains. In the

terminology of soil mechanics, p', q, e, and e, are referred to as efective mean stress, de-



viator stress, volume strain and shear strain, respectively (Graham, 1989; Wood, 1990),

The hypoelastic model incorporates non-reversibilit¡ non-linearity, dilatancy and the

related phenomenon which produces shear strains from mean stress changes. In eq (2.1)

the bulk modulus (1( > 0) represents the volumetric stiffness of the soil with respect to

dp'. The shear modulus G (G > 0) controls shear deformations with respect to dq. The

coupling modulus J accounts both for the volumetric strain produced by an increment in

deviator stress, dq, and for the shear strain produced by an increment in mean effective

stress, tJpt. This is actually a t'compliance" approach with 1lI( representing the volume

compliance.

Generally the expressions for the moduli which are developed from curve fitting func-

tions of triaxial tests differ from soil to soil. For the sand-bentonite buffer as well as the

Paris stiff clay, Yin et al (1990) showed that they can be obtained from the following

three elemetary curve fitting functions fitted to undrained shear data. (Note: In this

thesis, some modifications to the original expressions have been made ¿fter personal

contact with Prof. Graham and Dr. Yin. These changes are listed in Table 2.1 and 2.2.)

(i) p'"""" - e, relationship from isotropic compression tests,

€"-^l\ln(pl,*")*e,o (2.3)

(ii) q - p' relation from undrained triaxial compression tests (ClU-tests), with pore-

water pressure measurement,

qlp!* ": A(7 - p'lp'"on)

(iii) q - e" relation from CIÛ tests,

(2.4)

qlp!". 
"=e"l(E+Fe")

(2.5)

In the above equations À/Vi, euo, A, n, E and F are curve fitting constants, and p1,,," is

the consolidation mean efective stress. Table 2.3 references the curve-fitting constants

8



Table 2.1. Reference changes needed to Yin, Saadat and Graham (1990)

to perform calculations in this thesis

Original This thesis Change for Write

Eq(11)

Eq(ta)
Eq(15)

Eq(21)

Eqs(22)

Eqs(23)

Eq(2a)

Table 2

Fig.5 and Fig.6

7 lines below eq(11)

3 lines above eq(15)

2 lines below eq(25)

5 lines below eq(20)

Eqs(2.10),(2.14)

Eq(2.1t)
Eq(5.1)

Ðq(5.3)

Table 2.3

Fig.2a and b

v
K'
80cpt

Klu
rcdlQ + d)\c
KdlQ + d)^c
0.0475

n - 0.81

P'-n"
I( lI(" - 5.8

K' I P'"o,." = 80

I(' :80p'
I(" :80p'

u
I(
13.7 cp'

^ludl1 + d)c

dl$ + tl)c
0.277

n - 0.77

pl

r( lr{" : 0.1713

I(lpt - 13.7

K :73.7p'
I( - 73.7p'

Table 2.2. Reference changes needed to Yin (1990)

to perform calculations in this thesis

Oliginal This thesis Change for Write

Eq(a.13) Eq(2.15)

Eq(a.15) Eq(2.i8)
Eq(a.17) Eq(2.18)

1 line below eq(a.la) Eq(2.9)

(6867 + 39.4p',)2 16867

tJ2 -2IlU,h-[JoIJuu
(oÐ^lv
7 - 0.0015

lo: I

U"u:70

(R + Sp')r lR
T(Uz -2UU"u*UsU,¡)
(oL\* l3v
? - 0.0015(kPa)--1

7o = 7(kPa)1--
I/"r¿ = 10(kPa)1--



deveìoped for two types of sand-bentonite soils and the Paris clay. For Wuhan sand,

which was tested in drained shear, the three elementary relations are repiaced by

(i) ," - p'".^", from isotropic compression,

e" = p'"on"l(R I Sp'"..")

(ii) q - e, behavior, from drained triaxial compression (CID) tests,

(2.6)

e" - T(U - Uo)U l(U - U"h)

(iii) q - e, behavior, from CID tests,

(2.7)

qlþÐ^ -- e"l(V +We") (2.8)

where -R, S, T, U6, Uuht tu¡ V, anà W are curve fitting constants which are

,R: 6867.0(kPa), ,9 - 39.4, ? - 0.0015(kPa)1--,

Uo - 7.0(kPa)--1, U"r¿ - 10.0(kPa)--1, n¿ = 0.85, (2.9)

V - 0.001(kPa--l), W:0.10(kPa--1)

and U: slþÐ*.
The three culve fitting functions allow the moduli 1(, G,, J to be developed mathe-

matically from eq (2.1). The moduli are functions of the measured quantities oÍ p', q., eu,

and have difrerent expressions for first-time loading, and unloading/reloading expressed

in terms of unit st¡ain energy. In the frrst-time loading range, they depend on 1, q, e,

and a small number of experimental constants.

For the sand-bentonite soils and Paris stiff clay, the expressions fot I(, G and ./ are

given by

I(¡ - (V¡)p' (2.10)

Jt - I(c(p'"" "|ùd (2.11)

10



G¡: (2.12)

(2.13)

with
. 1_-c:nAi, d::--:, V^:Ul^

n

,,:o# (, _,t;)'
p'".." : .xp[Vs(e, - eoo)]

where the subscript / denotes first-time loading. The unloading/reloading behavior of

the soil is assumed isotropically elastic. Thus there is no diÌatancy nor anisotropy for

the unloading/reloading stage. The moduli are functions of p' and e, only

I{" - (\1rc)pt, J" --+ æ, G" -- D" -- sp'"on" (2.r4)

wherc rcfV and s are experimental constants obtained from the triaxial tests, and are

shown in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3. Material constants

Dry density(Mg/m3) 
^lU

,lU Éto

1.50

1.66

Paris clay

0.073 0.0125

0.052

0.029

-0.003 t.32
-0.039 t.25
-0.172 -8.93

0.71 0.0086 2.15 37.5

0.65 0.0108 1.83

1.0 0.0039 0.92

For Wuhan sand, the coupling modulus J and shear modulus G were developed by

means of CID tests. Taking into account the bulk modulus 1l developed from isotropic

compression, J atd G can be expressed as

I(r=(R+Sp')2 lR,,

J¡ = 3I{J" l(31{ - J')

(2.15)

(2.16)

l1



G¡:3G"Jl$J -3G")

re, þÐ^(u -u,t,)'" - T(Ur-2UU"rr+UoU"k)

f - î(o¡¡,e;¡) -f, | ",oi,oat

{ > î-, first-time loading
F=\

( < .F,., unloading/reloading

(2.17)

where

(2.18)

c" =Vg-wqlþ,")^12
Appropriate moduli are chosen depending on whether the changes of stress state

relates to first-time loading or unloading/reloading. The distinction of the state is made

on the basis of the total unit strain energy (Yin et al, 1990) which can be expressed as

(2.1e)

Where df is an increment of time. Let.F be the current totai unit strain energy and

.F* be the highest level of total unit strain energy previously counted. 11 F > F. the

stress state is said to be in the first-time loading stage and the moduli 1f¡, J ¡ ., G ¡ , e.g.,

eq (2.10), are to be used. On the countrary if f < f., the unloading/reloading takes

place and the moduli I{., J., G" in eq (2.14) go into effect. This may be expressed as

a criterion in terms of:

(2.20)

This is an analogue to the pÌastic loading criterion used primarily in plasticity. (Note

that the neutral case when .F = f* is defined as first-time loading in this work, follow-

ing the practice in other branches of geotechnical engineering.) Other criteria, e.g. on

the l¡asis of previous higher values of. p' or q, may be adopted (see, for example, Yin

et al 1988). However the criterion defined in energy is considered superior (Mroz 1980;

Duncan 1981). The total unit strain energy expressed in eq (2.19) will be computed on

average over an eiement in the frnite element approximation, and the maximum element

t2



strain energy will be updated at each load step.

2.2 NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

The KGJ model deals with the nou-linearity, loading/unloading, anisotrpy, expansion

during shear and shear strain accompanied in mean stress changes by the three moduli

I(, G, J, These three moduli can be determined either from routine undrained CIÜ

triaxial tests or draiued CID tests, depending on whichever is more conveniently avail-

able. These merits make the model very attractive. However, from the point of view

of numerical work, two major problems raised by the new model have to be considered.

The first one is that although the mat¡ix of the model appears to be symmetric, it may

not generate a symmetric compliance or stiffness matrix in six dimensional engineering

stress-strain space (Yin,1990, Yin, Graham, Saadat and Azizi, 1989). In fact the engi-

neering stifness generalized from KGJ model is not unique. This problem will l¡e dealt

with in next section. The other problem concerns the definiteness of the stifness ma-

trix which wili be formulated later. The necessary and suficient conditions for positive

definiteness of matrix in eq (2.1) requiÌes that all principal minors of the matrix must

be gleater than zero; that is

I . J2 -3GI(
K>oand gGI(Jt >o (2.21)

Fo¡ most engineering soil foundations it may be pertinent to assume that the efective

stress p' ) 0 and p'"on" ) 0, In the discussion in last section it can reasonably be in-

ferred tlrat 1( > 0 and G ) 0. Therefore it is seen lhat iÎ J2 > \GI( and G > 0,

then tlie matrix of eq (2.1) remains positive definite. Otherwise it is indefinite. This

is evident when the soil is stressed towarcls critical state or the multiplication of bulk

modulus and shea¡ modulus is increasecl beyond a certain amount. The possibility of

13



an indefinite rnatrix implies that some of the most popular solution algorithms, such

as the Choleski method, may not always be applied to finite element implementation.

Other alternatives, for instance Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme, should be applied. One

more numerical consideration is the singularity existing in the KGJ model when G -r 0.

For example the matrix in eq (2.1) becomes singular il q -- pt". 
"f 

F for the buffer soil,

see eqs (2.11) and (2.12). Fortunately in compressive soils, this phenomenon generally

means physically that the soil reaches its critical state (that is steady state failure) and

plastic flow takes place.

2.3 ENGINEERING FORM OF THE MODEL

To make the new model applicable for use with finite element approximations, Yin et

al (1989) extended it to the engineering form by

at I2h az*bt *l:z azlh*ba cL c2 ca

øzlh*l¡z at*2bz az*bz*bs cl c2 ca

az*û*bs az+bz+bs a1 lZbs cr c2 ca

.rl2 "rl2 ""12 1l2G 0 0

"tl2 "rl2 ""12 0 1l2G 0

.'12 "rl2 cal2 0 0 1l2G

whele

dett ì
d'rr" I

d.", t_

:iül

d"'tt )
doL" I

d"L" I
d"'t" I
d"L" I

d"L, )
(2.22)

11 llat= glt* O, or: gK- 6G,

, _2olr-oLz-oLs , _2oL"-ol-oLsur-- 6qJ , oz=---6j-,

, 2oL" - o'n - oLz o'rz oL" oL,
u3 : ------------;--- , Cr : ----;-. C2 = ---=, Ce = -----

Unfortunately tu" 
"on.titutl"Imatrix 

is r* 1í-**r"Ï un¿ tu,rL'i, not convenient

for implementation in existing finite element programs. However, this problem may be

solved using the following approach.



Graham and Houlsby (1983) proposed a l{ , G, J linear elasticity model for describing

the transverse isotropy of soils as measured in the triaxial test, which may be written as

{n\:15 {,1{Í:: }
(2.23)

Note that the hypoelastic compliance moduli in eq (2.1) are not directly comparable to

the elastic stiffness moduli in above equation but can be related to them by inversion of

R--) t. j=J!-. Õ=-9-1-€ e-1' 1-€ (2.24)

(2.25)

wiili
3GKç-_s- J2

The essential difference between Graham, Houlsby' model (2.23) and Yin et al's model

(2.1) is that the latter describes the transversely hypoeiastic isotropy of soils by func-

tioning R, G and J to I((p', q, eu), G(p'., q, e,) and J(p',, q, e,) while the former treats

them as elastic constants. The former model is a special case of the latter one. Therefore

sorne of the capabilities of the elastic model should be held as a limiting capability for

the establishment of stress-strain relations using the hypoelastic model. From eq (2.25),

it is seen that if J -+ oo, then 6 - 0 and

limJ-0 (2.26)

Generally, anisotropy is expected if ,/ varies within limited real number domain.

A transvelsely isotropic mate¡ial possesses an axis of symmetry in the sense that its

properties are independent of rotation about the axis. The behavio¡ of a transversely

isotropic elastic material may be described by five parameters which may be shown as

(d"i,,) lA B B
l¿oL, I ln c n
J¿"å.[_lanc|¿"i"(-l c-D

li:i:) L ' o
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where zero terms have been omitted for clarity. (The ".4" in eq (2.27) is different from

",4" in Table 2.3. Both have appeared in earlier publications and have been retained

here for consistency.) Returning to the calibration of Yin et al's model, the triaxial

tests were carried out on transversely isotropic cylindrical specimens with the axis of

symmetry of the material properties corresponding to vertical axis of the specimen. The

tests applied no shear stresses (o{r, oLs., oL) nor r¡rere the shear strains (e12, e23, e31)

measured. So stress-strain relationship may be described as

It rnay be assumed that all horizontal stresses and all horizontal strains were equal, thus

oLz : oLs anà e22 : e33. Therefore the matrix may be further reduced to

(2.2s)

Tlre matlix is unsymmetric. In a triaxial test only the 2 x 2 mattix in eq (2.29) can

be investigated. Since the elastic properties C and D only appear as their sum in this

equation they can not be investigated separately. Thus if fI - C + D only three hypoe-

lastic properties A, B and fI may be found from triaxial tests on vertically cut samples.

Because testing programmes commonly examine only vertically cut samples, calcula-

tions for general stress states require assumptions to be made regarding the relationship

l¡etween the frve parameters in eq (2.27). ln order to do this, consider first an isotropic

material, for which the stiffness matrix may be written:

{i:ù=lÊ "'T,l {i::: }

{l:il:lâ"ß"){,tl)

{i:il:lå'a.)hil)

(2.28)

(2.30)

This is tlie case when C - A and D : B in eq (2.29). Houlsby (1981) assumed that the

anisotropy can be expressed by multiplying the stifiress coefficients in isotropic matrix

(2.30) to increase the stiffness in a ho¡izontal direction by an anisotropy factor a. While
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preserving the symmetry of the matrix, this may be achieved by multiplying the second

row, second column and the third row and third column by a to give the form

I i:i:\ :l :" :,"^ :,",] 
{ j::i }| ¿oL" ) laB a2B a2

(2.31)

Houlsby's assumption was proved to represent reasonable hypotheses about certain as-

pects of soil behavior (Graham and Houlsby, 1983). When a : 1 the material is isotropic.

For o ) I the material is stifer horizontally than vertically and for a < I the mate¡ial

is stifer vertically than horizontally. The factor o2 is the ratio of the direct-stifnesses

in the horizontal and vertical clirections, i.e., the ratio of the second and first te¡ms on

the leading diagonal of the stiffness matrix in eq (2.28).

The full 6 x 6 stiffness matrix with three independent parameters can be expressed,

by the rule that from the matrix for isotropic material, for every occurrence of 2 or 3 in

the lal¡els identifying the row and column of the matrix entry, that entry is multiplied

by 1/a, as

( do'r, ) I 1-, dv -alv
I ¿"1, I I "1, az(t-u¡ a2u

I d"L" I _"1 au a2(t-u) a2u

)¿"i, l-"1 a2(r-zu)

li:i:) | "(1-2u)

(1+,)o.jrl
(2.33)

l1
| -,o

1 | -ula
EI

t

Ur,ä
I I d.",

a(l -2u) ) I ¿r,,
(2.32)

whereá: El0+u)(l-22). This formula can be inverted and expressed as a compliance

matrix

It:i:I de""

I d,,',
I dur"

-u la ua
7l o' -v la2

-r lo2 1lo,
(1 + u)ld2

(1+ u)ld



The five parameters more commonly used to describe a transversely isotropic material

are often chosen as 8", E¡, v",, uun a,Ld G,n, and are given in the following relation

( do",
I a"i,
I ¿oL"

\ ¿"1"

I ¿"1,

I ¿"'r"
(2.34)

Comparing eqs (2.33) and (2.34), it can be established that E, -- E, E¡ = a2 E, u,u =

uf a, u,¡ = z and 2G"¡ - aEl(l* z). Therefore the 3-modulus model is a particular

form of transversely isotropic models with only three independent parameters.

The three sets of parameters, (.4, B, II),, (I{, G, J) and (8, u, a) can be related to

each other by the following procedure. Eq (2.t) can be rewritten by substitutin g eq (2.2)

in components of stresses and strains as

de,- * 2d.ess = #f 0.,,, +ffia,,r"
(2.35)

zra". 
- 1a,"" - #f o"r, + 

2fj 
a";"

Since in the triaxial tests all horizontal stresses and horizontal strains are equal, eq (2.31)

can be rewritten as

do't : ¡¿rr, * 2aÙd,ess

ilot"" - e,B¿rrt + a2 (A + B)de""

Substituting the above equation into eq (2.21) leads to

(31{J)de¡ * (61(J)d,ess - [(J + 3I()A+ (2J - 3l()Ba]de11

+12(J + 3I()aB * (2J - 3I()(A ¡ B)a2l d,qs

(t -l u"n) I En
1l2G"h

112G,¡
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and

(2GJ)de11 - (2GJ)dess = [(c + J)A+ (2G - J)aBldey

+12(G + J)aB + (2C - J)(A+ B)a2ldq3 (2.37)

Comparing the coefficients of incremental strains on both sides of eqs (2.36) and (2.37),

yieids

3KJ - A(J + 31() + aB(2J - 3I{)

6KJ -2aB(J +31()+ a'(A+ B)(zJ -sK)

2GJ:A(GIJ)+aB(2G-J)

_2GJ :2aB(G * J) + d2(A + B)(2G _ J)

The solution of equations (2.38) converts the I{, G, J moduli parameters to

(2.38)

A_ 4GI(J - I(J2 t 4GJ2 13
3GI{ _ J2

rvhere

H - 2J -3K, F = l3I(J - A(J +31()ll H (2.40)

Since in the special case of isotropic problems, J -+ oo, manipulation of the last equation

of eq (2.39) results in

o 3I(J - A(J +3r()
(2J - 7t{)a

-HF+@
2AH

-F+(F+24)ot 2A-

(2.3e)

(2.41)

Because the hypoelastic cross-isotropic model must include the case where the mate¡ial

is isotropic when a -+ 1, the only possible sign of '*'in eq (2.41) is positive. Hence
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The first two equations in eq (2.39) as well as eq (2.a2) are used in the first-loading stage

when 1(, G, J arc computed from eqs (2.10) through (2.13). For the unloading-reloading

stage when I(, G, J are replaced by I(", G" with J" --+ co, the following relations can

be found through a similar procedure which gives

^A" - K.+;G.

"" - (o. -'uc.) t""

de:1

(2.43)

where the subscript e denotes the unloading-reloading stage. The relationships between

(I(, G, J) and (E, v, a) can be established through (A, B, a) as follows

- (1 + u)(1-2u) ,tt : 

-A

l-u

(2.44)

Bu: (A+ B)

This relation is usefui for computer codes which use E, u as the isotropic elastic param-

ete¡s.

In the finite element code developed by the author, engineeting stress and strain

notations are used, and eq (2.32) can be rewritten for 3-D problern as

rI
(2.45)

Note here that the 3r-axis represents the direction of material symmetry, The stresses

and strains defined in eq (2.2) lor triaxial soil tests are generalized in terms of engineering

( d"', ) | a2A aB a2B

l¿"il l"B A aB
J d"'" I _l o'B aB a2A

1¿n, (- | a(A-B)12

l!;:: ) t o(A- B)t2 
o"1¿- a1¡z



stresses and strains to give

Á\

o':!{", 1ou*o,),

:Ê"i 3 iË1 JÍ:; I0 0 a(A-B)12 0lìdr", I
a2B aB o azAll dee )

, = {llt", - oò" + (oo - o")' * (o. - o,)" +6 (,}u+,1, *r:")l}t e.47)

eu=e,!er!e,

(2.46)

(2.48)

(2.50)

(2.53)

(2 t.* = tO l(e, - eo¡" * (eu - e")2 * (e" - e,)2 *f,(r:, + +,, +.Ê,)]\à e.4s)

For axisymmetlic problem where dr,s = d,rye = 0, il1,s = d.lne : 0, the relations of eq

(2.45) become

These definitions are identicaÌ to the those defined in eq (2.2) under triaxial test condi-

tions.

For plane strain problem, d,r", = /,7,o : 0, d.1", : il^/"y : de, = g, ¡¡,rt

d,o'"-a91o¿r,*Oro, (2.51)

and
(d"',) la2AaB 0 l(dr,)

\l::,]=Lr t,1o!"¡¡,] t¿l j <zszt

For plane stress problem, d,o'": ¿r", : Tzs = 0, d4", : d,1ry: 0, therefore

a,,=-!pae.*deu)

and

{ i?,1 = +1"'i;u' ,oï"u)t, S 1{ i:: } ,,,n,l¿,,") ^ L o o ae)lþ,u)
In all of the previous discussion it is tacitly assumed that the normal st¡esses and normal

strains are positive in compression. This is opposite to the convention commonly used

in solid mechanics.
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CHAPTER, 3

FINITE ELEMENT ITERATIVE SCHEME
FOR TWO-PHASE MATERIAL

The main characteristic of soil under saturated conditions is its porous or two-phase

nature: a skeleton of loose (or cemented) particles is surrounded by a fluid (usually

water) in which shear stresses are small and which exerts a ptessure z on the solid phase.

The essential behavioral relationship of such materials with a linear elastic skeleton was

formulated by Biot (1941), and Schifman et al(1969). Schiffman and Chen (1969) and

Zienkiewicz et a1 (1977) extended the formulation to the general non-linear case using

finite element discretization. He¡e the basic governing equations and the finite element

formulations involved in the present study will be presented. Following sections are

based loosely on the references given previously. It is assumed that mass transformation

may be neglected, the deformations are small and the fluid flow is very siow so that

all acceleration forces are negligibie. The formulation starts from a general case but a

number of simplified cases are deduced for practical uses,
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J.1 GOVERNING EQUATIONS

EFT'ÐCTIVE STRESSES

The total stress state under pure statics may be decomposed into two parts, one of

these being the hydrostatic pressure mz acting externally and internally on the solid

skeleton and the second being the unit loads (stress) transferred between the particles

as an 'effective'stress. Thus

o: o'+mu (3.1)

where ø'is the efective stress vector, and m : il 1 1 0 0 0)r is the unit vector. In this

context, bold face letters represent matrix or vector quantities, while scalars are printed

in italics.

Constitutive Law

Well established soil mechanics principles conclude that it is the efective stress ø/

which is responsible for a1l major deformations, linear or non-linear, and indeed that

failure states can only be adequately expressed in te¡ms of such effective stresses. Witlt

this generally agreed assumption the constitutive relations of the soil skeleton can be

written in the incremental form as

d,o' : Dr(d, - d,e' - rJe" - d,e') (3.2)

in which D,¡ is the tangent modulus matrix, r represents temperature, and the strains

on the right hand side are, in turn, the total incremental strains de, i.e.,

d.e : Ld,a (3.3)

where L is a 6 x 3 matrix operator for 3-D problems and a is the displacement vector.;

the creep strains de", which with some generality can be written as

¿r" : g(ot)dt
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where g(øt) is a stress dependent vector; the strains due to pore water pressure changes,

de", which are generally neglected but in less porous material can be computed as

d,.":rng (3.5)
3,K,

in which 1(" is the average bulk modulus of the solid phase; the thermal strains, de',

caused by the temperature change in the soil, which, if are assumed uncoupled with

deformation, can ge generally expressed as

d," : h(x) dr (3.6)

where h(x) is a vector dependent on coordinates.

In the above, the modulus matrix D, is defined by the form of the constitutive rela-

tionship used and generally will depend on d, e, å, etc. In this work the three-modulus

nonlinear model introduced in previous chapter will be applied.

OVERALL EQUILIBRIUM AND EQUILIBRIUM OF FLUID FLO\,V

For the static state, the overall equilibrium must exist between the total stress gradi-

ents and body forces. That is, incremental equilibrium must satisfy

Lrdo+db:0

L' d,o' + Vdu t d,b : 0

(3.7)

where L is the operator equivalent to strain definition, V the Hamilton operator and db

the body force vecto¡,

With the hydraulic head ñ. defined as

h-z*uf"t-
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where 7., is the fluid density and z the vertical coordinate, fluid flow velocities can be

obtained by Darcyts law as

v:-kV(å) --kv(z+ult-) (3.e)

In the above, k is the hydraulic conductivity matrix, which in orthotropic situations can

be reduced by a matrix with three independent parameters,

-:f * r'r.f
where k,, ks, k" ate the hydraulic conductivity coefficients in each Cartsian coordinate

direction.

The basic statement of continuity of flow requires that the divergence of the flow

velocity vector be equal to the rate of fluid accumulation per unit volume of space, i.e.,

Yrv : rate of f luid, accumulation. Subsiituting the velocity expression (3.9) into the

left hand side and adding the contribution to the rate of fluid accumulation, leads to

(3.10)

(3.1 1)

whe¡e r¿ is the porosity and B the bulk modulus of the fluid.

The terms on the right hand side of eq (3.11) represent, from the first term to the third

respectively, the change of total strain; the change of particle volume due to pressure

change; the change of fluid volume contributed by fluid compressibility. The last term

is the compression of solid grains due to efective stress changes A6tlAt. This st¡ain is

srnail but is important in rock flow associated with oil technology. Finally, the combined

diferential equation governing the flow becomes on substitution of eq (3.2)

-yrkv(t..2+,l: m'9j 1 âtL n âtt 1 -âol___ Att lr 
_") 

K ôt * B * * zt*r",,

Vr kY (1*21 z) + (mr + fr-'n, ¡ff

#*'o',r+h)-¡ (3'i2)
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In the above, the sources of perturbations are not considered.

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

A porous medium occupies a certain domain O within a certain boundary I of the

domain. The boundary I may be divided into parts according to the physical nature

prescribed. The boundary can be described as composed of a boundary lo on which the

displacements or their increments are prescribed as

d,a: d,a on l"

and a boundary l¿ at which the tractions are prescribed, in incremental form, as

(3.13)

(3.14)do'n: t on 11

where n is the unit vector normal to the boundary surface, and t is a traction vector on

the boundary l¿.

If we only consider the physical behavior of fluid flow, the boundaries of the soil

domain can l¡e divided into a part consisting of pressure (head or potential) conditions

on which the pore pressure is given to a known value, i.e.,

u:ú on lu (3.15)

and a part of flow boundary conditions where the fluid flux, p, is equal to a known value

p(f ), namely,

V(kz)'n: -p on ln (3.16)

If the finite element formulation is based on the displacement approach where nodal

displacements and nodal pore pressutes are the basic unkowns, the natural boundary

conditions for traction (3.1a) and for flow (3.16) will be automatically satisfred. The

boundaries for displacement-force may overlap those for pressure-flux, that is

loul¿:l.,ulB:f
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3.2 FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION IN SOIL SPACE

The system of governing equations given in last section is called 'a-z' formulation, for

the displacements a and pore pressure u are the only retained basic variables. This may

be seen clearly after the finite element discretization. Using the notation ol Zienkiewicz

(1977) with d and u defining the nodal displacements and pressure parameters

a:Ná, e :Bó, r:Ñu (3.18)

and fo¡ the incremental equilibrium equation in the total incremental stress state

I n, do - d.r : o (3.19)
Ja

where df stands for any changes of external forces due to boundary, body or thermal

force loading

dr:/ N'dbdo+/, N'drds+/ N'rao (3.20)

Substitution of eqs (3.1), (3.2) and (3.18) into (3.19) gives immediately the incremental

equilibrium conditions as

xff+nfi -ff-.:o
where K is the tangential stiffness matrix

r - r[ n'n.nao

n:/ e.1--Drm/Br,)ñd0

":rl n'n.19+h)do

Equation (3.21) is the fundamental one. It is in general non-linear, wiih the tangential

stiffness matrìx dependent on stresses and strains which occur at a particular increment,

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)
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The pore pressure development is coupled with the strain changes which hence have to

be found for the flow conditions.

The finite element discretization of the flow continuity condition of (3.i2) can be

performed by using the Galerkin procedure or variational principie in a standard way

incorporating the flow boundary conditions (Sandha and Wilson, 1969). The discretiza-

tion using the interpolation expression (3.18), results in

with

Hp+R'#+s#:r

H: / (vñ)'k(vñ)do

': ¿ ñ' lff +i- &*,'n.*]Nan

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)

1 = - lrN.Vrk(.y.vz) da* lr"ñ'¿ds-,[ *'#"r(s+h)do (8.28)

(details can be found ftipp 424-427, 542-543, by Zienkiewicz,1977) The first term on the

right hand side of eq (3.28) exists only for non-linear hydraulic conductivity problems.

It vanishes when k is a constant matrix. Eq (3.27) represents the compressibility term

of the soil. If the soil is incompressible, S --+ 0.

Summarizing, the complete coupled behavior of the two phase skeleton-fluid state is

governed by a system of ordinary diferential equations which can be written concisely

ls $l { i }-' 1"5' ål#{ i }:{ ""Í." }
(3.2e)

Displacement boundary conditions (3.13) and pressure boundary conditions (3.15) have

both been forced to satisfaction. Natural boundary conditions (3.14) and (3.16) are both

automatically satisfied.

The general solution of eq (3.29) can be obtained provided initial conditions of ø6, ü¡

etc. are known, Solution of such transient equations can be accomplished by various



processes of time stepping and provide a complete consolidation history.

3.3 FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION IN TIME DOMAIN

Equation (3.25) is a frrst-o¡der difierential equation and various numerical schemes

may be used to solve it. However, in this work, solutions will be restricted to the

simplest types of two-point formulae established from a weighted residual approach.

Proceeding in the usual manner of discretization, with time as the independent vari-

able, the unknowns ó and u at any time may be written as

6:lN;a¿,, u-f ,Â4ui (3.30)

where ó; (or u;) stands for a model set of á (or u) at time t¿. The shape function,Ä/¡(ú)

in time domain is taken to be the same for each component of the vectors ô and u and

therefore ,À/¡ is a scalar.

Consider now a typical time element of length A¿ with ó; taking on nodal values ó,,

and 6?¿+1, corresponding to time f* and f¿41 respectively. The interpolation functions

and their first time derivatives can be written in terms of local variables as

A typical weighted residual equation to eq (3.25) can now be written assuming that the

{ull domain of investigation corresponds with that of one element

0<€<1, €:tlLt ì
Nn:7 - €, N^: -IlLt I
Nn+t : €, Ñ"+t = IlLt )

¡1

J" w;[a) (Ñ"0' * rü'+iô"+r) + s(//""" * rü'+ru"+r)

+H(//"u, * rV"+ru*+r) + fl d€ : 0

(3.31)

(3.32)

As the problem is an initial value one, one of the parameter sets ó,", u,, is assumed

known and the equation will serve to determine ô¿*1r ü¿+1 approximately. On inserting
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eq (3.31) a recurrence relation can be written as

In the above matrices R, S and H have been assumed to be independent of f within a

time step.

Quite generally eq (3.33) can be written for any weighting function as

(n' lo' -,a€lxr)0,*, - (*'l' w¡dqut) q

* (.1' u;d(lLt +u l"' -,€a¿) ",*, - (.1' u¡ d(lLt

-H lo' -,(t - €)dÐ ,r", * I' w¡|d,¿ : s

R: lLt(6"+1- ó") + (S/A¿ * H9)u,*'

-(s/A¿-H(1-d))u,+î-o

e - l"' -,e ae f Io' 
.n o,

^ t7 t¡7
f - J" u;f d€ f J" -,d€

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

and

where

The factor á varies from 0 to 1. It is logical and convenient to assume that the same

interpolation is applied to the function î as that used for ô and u, i.e.,

î :li.+t + (1 - P)f,

Various possible cases related by varying the transient factor d were disscussed in

Zienkiewicz's work (1977). Correspondingly, 0 =0,7f2 anð,1 give the forward difierence

(explicit), mid-diference and backward difference formulaes. If 0 < d < 7 f2, a criterion

for numerical stability must be met for the success of solution. When d > 112 the

schemes are proved to be unconditionally stable.

(3.37)



Let Aó - 6n¡1-6n, Au: u¿+r -u¿, on substitution of them with eq (3.34), we have

where

where

and

R'Aó+(S+Hp^¿)Au-Af-6

af - -[df,+1 + (1 - d)f"]a¿ + (a¿ H)u,

(3.38)

(3.3e)

Replacing the differential notation "d" in the first expression of eq (3.29) with "4" and

the second expression with eq (3.38), leads to

(3.40)

For some problems, such as incompressibility problem when S : 0 with an explicit

scheme when á : 0 or for an instantaneous phenomenon like an undrained problem, the

term áAfH { S may tend to zero. This makes the direct solution of eq (3.40) dificult,

This singlarity problem can be solved by resolving eq (3.a0) to a non-singular formula

as follows.

3.3. ITERATIVE SCHEMES

Since the stifrness matrix K is positive definite, from the first set of equations in eq

(3.40), it gives

Aá : K-l(Af + cAr - RAu) - y* XAu (3.41)

(3.42)y:K-l(af+ca¿)

x - K-1R (3.43)

are constant at the begining of each iterative loop. Substitution of eq (3.a1) into the

second set of equations in expression (3.40) leads to

(04¿H + s * RrX)Au : Af - R'y

f x R ll¡rì flr+clzl
LR' (parH+s)ll^u/-l 

^î J
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Let

^:'L'II+S+RrX
aq: ai - R'v

ae:¡r*Arc-RAu
then the resolved system of solution can be written as

(3.45)

Ä(At)Au: Àq(A¿)

Ae-^f*Atc-RAu (3.46)

KAo: Ae(A¿)

If the two-phase problem under consideration is linear, the solution at each time node

can be computed directly by running through eq (3.a6) only. The accuracy of the result

depends on the numerical strategy adopted and the time interval length used. However,

if the problem is considered nonlinear, an iterative algorithm is inevitable within eaclr

time step. The most obvious and direct solution procedure, starting from an initial guess

Ko : K(ø0, eo), may be the d,irect iterøtion scheme presented below.

Consider just one loop of iteration. Suppose all quantities at the ¡¿th iteration are

known. Then, starting from the known results at r¿th iteration, we can proceed to the

(rn + l)th iteration, where r¿: 0, 7,2, '... Moving through eqs (3.41) to (3.45), the

improved approximation is obtained as

"(m+t) 
- (K-1)('l¿)(^f(-+t) a ¡¿s(?ù)¡

¡(-+r¡ _ (K-1){m)p

Ä(-+1) - 96¿¡1lnl) +S(-)+¡¿r¡(-)

Aq(-+t¡ : Af(-+l) - ¡¿r"(zn+t)

¡q(rz+t) _ (A-1 )(m+l)^q('¿)

Ag(-+r¡ _ Af('¿+1) * A¿c(-) - R^u(-+1)

^á(m+r) 
: (K-1)(m)tr*(rz+t)

(3.47)
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Repetition of the process until the convergence criterion

llAa(-+tl-Aó(-)ll <p (3.48)

is met, where p is a specified convergence factor.

The formulation (3.a7) derived from a direct interation scheme always directly leads

to the original form of eq (3.40). And for the cases when the stiffness is not diferentiable

or the expression is too complicated to get its pertinent derivatives, as for example in the

Yin and Graham' model, the direct iteration scheme manifests its peculiar merit. The

disadvantage of the scheme is that it may lack convergence for some situations if large

increments are used. A variety of alternatives of numerical schemes to the solution of

eq (3.a0) exist in the literature (Zienkiewicz,1977). Each has its particular advantages,

such as being computationally economic or faster in acceleration of convergence in cer-

tain cases. However it is not possible to identify a "best" scheme, for a process that is

r¡ost economical in one context may be divergent in another. Nevertheless, it is certain

that convegence can always be attained by using sufficiciently small increments. To

focus ¿ttention on the aspect of finite element modelling to porous medi¿ with nonlinear

constitutive models, the direct iteration approach will be used thoughout this work. No

other choice of algorithm will be further discussed.

3.5 PARTICULAR FORMS

FOUNDATION CONSOLIDATION

The general theory of consolidation of an elastic porous medium was introduced by

Biot (1941). It is based on a number of simplifying assumptions: (1). Isotropic of the

material; (2). Reversibiiity of stress-strain relations under fina1 equilibrium conditions;

(3). Linearity of stress-strain relations; (a). The water contained in the pores is in-

compressible; (5). Small strains; (6). The deformation due to the change of pore water
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pressure is negligible; (7). The water flows through the porous skeleton according to

Darcy's lali' with constant linear permeability. Here we will generalize the solid plrase

as being anisotropic, nonlinear and ir¡eversible and accept tlie remainder of the Biot

assumptions.

Figure 3.1 Reference frame of hydraulic head

Consider a foundation with the origin of the coo¡dinates fixed on the top of a ground

surface and the datum at z = -1, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Tlie hydraulic head at any point

A in the soil can be w¡itten as

h=I*zlul.l_

The body forces are caused due to gravity of soil

(3.4e)

b - b6 - {0, 0, 276}r (3.50)

wlrere ,y6 : ^l - ^l- is the buoyant unit weight of soil ('y is the total unit weight, and

1- is the unit weight of water). During the transient consolidation process, the total

pore pressuÌe p can be taken as the superposition of an excessive pore pressure z and a



steady state pore pressure us, that is

u(z,t)-u(z,t)luo(z)

in which u6 is equal to the static water pressure

us(z) : -1-z

Replacing z in equilibrium equation (3.7) with eq (3.51), then

Ld,o'-Yd,u:0

(3.51)

(3.52)

(3.53)

Substitution of eq (3.51) into the fluid continuity conditions (3.11) results in

v'kv¿ : r"'# (8.54)

where the solid particles and fluid are both assumed incompressible.

Tlirough a similar process similar to that used in previous section, the finite element

formula for the consolidation problem becornes

fr R lf¡, l_1^fì¡n' oÁiHJtÃ;l:tÃi.i (355)

Note that in this equation ,, Au = Lu, hence the actual pore water pressure is

u: uo IDLu (3.56)

The incremental external forces at time 1," are due to change of tractions on l¿,

Lf^: [_ N'^r" ds (8.57)

with the initial forces at time 16 being

ro : ,[ N'to ao + /, N.to as (8.5s)
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Similarly, the incremental flux vector Ai here is defined the same as eq (3.39) with

reduced form for flux f as

1" : lr"ñ'¿, d,9, r¿ : o, 1,2,3,. . . (3.5e)

If the constant external forces are acted on the foundation with constant flow velocity

boundaries, then Af, = 0 and L = 0, where n :7,2,3,.... From eqs (3.39) and (3.55),

the solution of eq (3.40) is therefore reduced to

(0L|II- RrK-lR)Au - -AúHu,o
(3.60)

A6: K-IRAU

It is seen that the consoiidation is then merely due to the gradual dissipation of excessive

pore water pressute in the soil.

FULLY DRAINED BEHAVIOR

Under steady state conditions, all transient behavior has ceased, i.e., å = 0, u : 0. In

eq (3.29), complete uncoupling of equations occurs and they reduce to

Hu:f (3.61)

Now the pressures can be independently determined, provided that the hydraulic con-

ductivity is known and is independent of strain. Eq (3.a0) then results in

KAó : Af, AT : A(f + Ru) (3.62)

In eq (3.62) Af is an increment of the resultant of external forces f and pore pressutes

u independent of time at steady state.

Now the solution o{ the system reduces to the nonlinear solid mechanics problem

given in eq (3.62) with the addition of forces Ru due to pore pressures. The standard
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programs and numerical approaches used for nonlinear problems can be applied directly.

For a linear elastic skeleton, integration of eq (3.62) yields

Kó:f*Ru:i (3.63)

Therefore, the consolidation problem can be solved in terms of total quantities if the

problem is linear. Otherwise an incremental form of eq (3.62) and must be applied using

an iterative process.

UNDRAINED BEHAVIOR

This is an instantaneous phenomenon that can be modelled either by allowing df --+ 0,

or by allowing the hydraulic conductivity to tend to zero. If eq (3.29) is multiplied by

d,t, and dt --+ 0, all finite te¡ms disappear. Reforming the equation gives

f x nllaa 't _l¿rì
Ln sJ\aul-l o I (3.64)

Once again, this can be solved using the iteration formula (3.aa) by setting Âú to zero,

This leads to
(R'X-S)Au:RrK-]Af

KAô: Af _ RAU
(3.65)

For the incompressible case when S : 0, eq (3.64) indicaies that Au is in effect the

Lagrangian multiplier inserted to ensure the incompressibility. However for the case

when S f 0 which corresponds to the type of formulation used in solid mechanics when

a Poisson's ratio is not equal to 0.5, the solution of eq (3.64) can be further simplified.

Note that if no flow occurs, the continuity equation (3.12) in the absence of creep

strain and thermal strains, becomes

(*'+ ft*'",)X: ^4#

. l-n n 1tu:i+p=-13¡¡,y*'D'*
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Substitution of eq (3.66) in eqs (3.1) and (3.2) results in the direct incremental stress-

strain relationship

d,o = d,o'* mdu : Drde * D, d'e (3.68)

(3.6e)

(3.70)

where

R- / B'D,Bdo (s.21)
Jn

Standard iteration approaches for solid mechanics can be used. Again if the problem is

linear the solution can be obtained in terms of total quantities.

DECOUPLING ANALYSIS (SEEPAGE)

The finite element formulation (3.a0) is in fact formed in a decoupled rnanner for

two-phase mate¡ial within an incremental step. For computation, the pore pressure is

calculated first at each time step, and then the solution for the skeleton deformation

follows. Therefore a computer program for a two-phase medium should be conveniently

used to deal with uncoupled situations where the requirements of only one phase are

needed. For instance, if the hydraulic effect is removed out from eq (3.40), the equation

¡educes immediately to

KAo: ¡¡ 4 ¡¿" (3.72)

which accounts for the FE formula in solid mechanics. However in this work we will

confine our discussion just to one of the essential problems - linear steady state seepage,

and leave the rest for further studv.

(* - fra.-)a" =

where

Dr : Dr * # (* - å",-) (*'+ fr-'o,)
Subsequently the deformation can be calculated directly from the solid phase

KAá: Af



For seepage problem the water head ñ, usually is a variable of mo¡e concern than the

pore pressure z. At steady state, the flow continuity requirement (3,12) reduces to

vrkvh - Q (3.73)

in which Q is the source flux per unit volume. The boundary condition on 1,, is replaced

by

h:h on lu (3.74)

where å. is the specified head. After some manipulation the finite element formula can

be obtained

Hu:f (3.75)

where

H: / rvñl'wvñ)do
Jn.

i- / l,r.lras+ / ñ'Çd0
JI" JN

Comparing eq (3.75) with eq (3.25), it is seen that É can be obtained by setting 7", : 1

in H, and i can be deduced by replacing u by ã and m"D,(g*h)/3 I("by Q, respective-

ly. All the particular forms discussed in this section can be developed from the general

formulation (3.a6). The program developed for eq (3.46) can therefore be applied to a

wide range of reduced problems by specifying particular values to the arguments in eq

(3.46).

FURTHER SIMPLIFICATION

For most of foundation problems the compressibility of the solid particles 1/11, is

insignificant and can be ignored. Furthermore, if the hydraulic conductivity is assumed

linear, the matrices in eqs (3.23), (3.27), (3.28) and (3.69) can be rewritten as

R: / Brmñdo
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(3.27',)

(3.28')

(3.69')

If the flow boundary condition is impermeable in the problem under consideration, then

eq (3.28') vanishes. Further simplification can be made if the deformation caused by

creep and temperature changes are ruled out. In eq (3.27') S becomes null if both fluid

and solid phases are assumed incompressible.

':.¿ 
ñ' (ä)**
I

f : / 
" 

Nred.t

/ í1\
Dr : Dr + [iJ *-'



CHAPTER 4

ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF FINITE ELEMENT CODE

The development of an appropriate finite element program written in FORIIRAN for

the computational implementation of the I(GJ th¡ee-moduli model is detailed in this

Chapter. The design of the modulus I/O ports allow the range of applicability of the

finite element program to be broadend by incolporation of additional models in future

when such need arises. An abstract data type (ADT) designed {or the current problem

is introduced to make the program easy to read and maintain. Effort will be focused

on a numbe¡ of special operations, for example, the implementation of different loading

paths, selection of incremental steps, etc. Commonly known finite element operatiorrs,

such as the establishment of element libraries, wili be omitted for brevity, The finite

eiement program will be readily usable for computational analyses of mechanical prob-

ler¡s encountered in soil engineering practice. A brief description of the user's rnanual

is provided at the top of the program body to faciliate data input, see Appendix C.



4.1. ADT ORDERED LIST OPERATION

An abstract data type (ADT) is a collection of data values together with a set of op-

er¿tions on those data (Helman and Verof, 1988). This allows control of the interaction

between a, program and its data structures, It makes programs easier to design, imple-

ment, read and modify. Several levels of ADTs were designed before the development of

the finite element increment-iteration algorithm. Here the first two levels of ADTs are

presented below. Deeper levels are referred to the program context where the operations

are stated straight forwardly. The designed operating hierarchy is shown in Figure 4.1.

MAIN ADT INCREMÐNTAL OPERATIONS

r CALL DIMEN('..)

Preset variables associated with dynamic dimensioning to prevent the data from

causing a potential crash by too large dimension input.

¡ CALL INPUT(.'.)

Read the computational controlling information, the data defining the geometry

of the material domain and the physical properties.

¡ CALL CHECK(.")

Check the input data and report âny etrors detected, including the dimensional

governing variables.

r CALL DLENG(...)

Calculate the diagonal addresses for the spars, half triangular, variable width s-

tifness matrix stored in one dimensional arry.

¡ CALL LOADPS(...)
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Read in the load information and evaluate the consistent nodal forces for each

element.

c Initialization operati,on.

t Perform incrementally the hypoelastic computation

Four sub-operations are performed in this operation:

1. CALL DLTAF(...)

Initialize the arrays for incremental stresses, incremental displacements, etc.

Form and concoct the inc¡emental load combination.

2. Perfonn the iterate operation

This performance is composed of several suboperations which will be discril¡ed

late¡.

3. CALL UPDPSTR(...)

Update the displacernents, energies and the stresses from the newly cornputed

incremental results.

4. 0ALL OUTPUT(...)

Output the computed results. Selections can be made to print out increa-

mental quantities or total quantities, Several output manners can be select-

ed. Nodes where displacements are required to be output as well as Gaussian

points where stresses need to be observed can be seiected.

. preserae the final information for future operations

Information on the results will be written to a data base for later reference. This

operation enables the future continuing operations which can be started and be

based on current results. Post data ptocesses, such as graphics can use the data

base as we1l.
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INITIALIZATION OPERATiON

Initialize the stress, displacement and energy state for all nodes and Gaussian points.

The initiai state may have three kinds of conditions.

o Both stress and displacements are zero or the displacements at all nodes are zero

but the stresses at all element Gaussian points are constant.

r Both displacement field and stress field are non-zero and inherited from a previous

computation data base. Some information besides displacements and stresses, e.g.

F, eu¡ a.t all integration points, will restored, This renders the different loading

path requirement realized for certain problems. It also allows a big long-run job

to be broken into several consecutive executives, making it easy for one to check

the intermediate results and decide whether to continue or abandon the job that

has been run.

r The displacements are zero at all element nodes while the stresses are inherited

from the previous run. This is designed to meet some special requirements, for

instance, if the analysis needs to start f¡om a static earth pressure state where soil

weight causes a non-zeÌo stress distribution but the settlement of soil is assumed

ceased.

ITERATÐ OPERATIONS

¡ CALL STIFFP(...)

Evaluate the element stifrness matrices. Two key sub-operations are performed.

- OALL CNSTTV(...)

Evaluate the constitutive matrix [D7]. This is a module designed for free

modification to accomodate new stress-strain constitutive models. Details

about the input and output variables are listed in section 4.3.
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- Form the ele¡nent matrices by calling the element libraries.

r CALL ASSEMB('..)

Assemble elemental strifnesses to the global stifness matrìx/matrices.

r CALL BOUND(...)

Emplace the displacement boundary conditions.

¡ CALL EQSOLV(.'.)

Solve simultaneous equations. Three choices can be made either automatically

or manually. They are the Cholisky LDL" method, the Gauss lower half matrix

elemination method and the Gauss-Seidle iteration method. The second solution

method will be appiied automatically if criterion (2.21) is violated in the compu-

tation.

¡ CALL ESTRSS(...)

Evaluate incremental efective stresses at all elemenet Gaussian integration points.

r CALL CONVER(...)

Check if the convergence criterion for iteration is met. If not the iteration will

continue. Otherwise the iteration operation will be jumped out.

4,2. LOAD COMBINATION AND INCREMENTS

Generally for a non-linear problem, choosing a suitably small increment of load vector f
will guarantee convergence, and reasonable results will be obtained. On the other hand,

if the increments of the load are too small, a large number of increments is inevitable

and the computing time may be very long to reach the actual fu1l load. Many solid

mechanics problems exhibit high non-linearity within a starting period right after the

load is exerted on the material domain. The non-linearity attenuates with the increase
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of the load amount when the computation runs towards convergency. Thus a variable

incremental load is designed for the purpose of both precise and economic requirements.

Denote the total load between 0 and f by f¡. Then let

f;:fDÀ¿ (4.1)

with
I Àr for );()i
I

)i : { ,\, for )¡ ( À; ( À¡¡ (4.2)

I

[ À3 for À; ) À¡¡

where )¡ and À¡¡ are two preset bench marks to control the load increasing amount.

To make the load input flexible, a total load is assumed to be composed of two

elernentary load cases denoted by f1 and f2, respectively. Thus the total load vector can

be expressed as

f - (1f1 a {2f2 (4.3)

where {1 and {2 are the parameters to combining the load cases.

4.3. CONSTITUTIVE MODULE

Subroutine CNSTTV evaluates the matrix D7 according to the constitutive formulae

coded. It can be modified at the user's discretion by combining the data input through

a variable port which provides the following data.

INPUT:

r ENRG0(KGAUS), The engergy .Fo at Gaussian point KGAUS, at begining of cur-

rent load/time increment.

r ENRG1(KGAUS), The engergy 'F1 at Gaussian point KGAUS, of current iteration

within cu¡rent load/time ìncrement.
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. EPSV(KGAUS), The volume strain at Gaussian point KGAUS, o{ current itera-

tion.

r STRSl(4,KGAUS), The stresses {a", oo, r.a, ou} for plane probiems or {o,, os, r,r,os}

for axisymmetric problems at Gaussian point KGAUS, of current iteration.

o PROPS(LPROP,14), The material properties defined by 14 parameters for the

material group LPROP.

OUTPUT:

r ALFA, A parameter used for certain circumstance. This is not a necessary param-

eter for all. It serves as a spare output information.

r DMATX(4,4), The stifness matrix D7 to be designed.
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CHAPTER 5

VERIFiCATION OF THE FEM CODE

Subroutines of the standald finite element proceduÌes, that is, the creation of eleme¡t

stifnesses, assembly of stiffnesses, the solution process etc., have been tested and verified

for a nurnber of problerns with analytical or theoletical results. In tìris chapter, attention

will only be focused on the exatnples related to the I(GJ rnodel using a series of analytical

and experimental solutions that ale currently available. compalison will also be made

with predictions from the Modified Cam Clay Model performed by Saadat (1989). The

stress system imposed by laboratoly triaxial shear specimens and their finite element

simulation, shown in Fig. 5.1a and b respectively, will be used in the following examples

in this chapter'. Programs and input data for both analytical and FEM solutions are

attachecl in Appendices A to C for researchels who wish to check the results or to faciliate

their further rnodelling work.
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5.1 EXPER]MENTAL, ANALYTICAL AND FEM RESULTS

EXAMPLtr 1. Sand - Bentonite Bufrer

First, consider a drained triaxial test rvith constant p'. The stress systen on the triax-

ial shear specimen is drawn in Fig. 5.1a. Both experirnentally measured and analytical

results from Yin et al (1989 and 1990) are available to check the FEM prediction. The

initial stress and strain conditions are:

(e,); : 0, (e"); : 0, Q;:0, pi,,: constønt

and tlre loading path requires dp' = 0. Note that the subscript i indicates the initial

value. For the bufer soil with clry density of 1.5 Mg/m3 or 1.66 MG/rn3, the three

rnoduli ale

for' frrst-tirne loading:

I{¡ : Y^o', 3G t : 3D4 lQi + 3DI(t)

J t : 73.7 cp' {exp lV¡ ' d . (r" - ,àll q}o

D = exp lV¡(r" -.,.)]{1 - Fqexp [e,o - ,")]]'

for unloadìng/reloading:

(5,1)

I{. = ggr', J. : æ, G" : 37.5exp [Y.r(., -.,")l (5.2)

If the current state were to be unloading/reloading (in which case the sand-bentonite

bufer is isotropic, and dq is decoupled from de,), deu : g, the only variation in strain

energy is due to gde" which is positive due to the shearing strain produced in the same

direction as shearing stress. This would rnean F > f., which contradicts the assurnption

of state of unloading/reloading, Thus the current state has to l¡e first-loading and tlie

gloup of moduli (5.1) must l¡e used.
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It is seen in eq (5.1), that all moduli are functions of q and the volumetric strain e,

which on integration can be found as

I
c,: 

¡tn(p') t t,"

O¡ combination of eqs (2.1), (5.1)

function of shear stress alone:

**u,l'-#* (#)'.'] (53)

and (5.3), the shear strain can be obtained as a

'": I o,åøaü (5.4)

The numerical value of e, can either be computed by the Runge-I(utta approach for

ordinary differential equations or by any other numerical integration scheme. The pre-

dictions ofthe relationships of e, versus q/7-rl ancl e, versus qlpt by eqs (5.8) and (5.a)

are shown in solid curves through Fig.5.2a, b and Fig.5.3.

with an analytical solution available, the finite element code ca' then be easily veri-

fied' In the finite element computation, four 8-node axisymmetric elements are used to

sirnulate the domain of a laboratory triaxial shearing specimen, see Fig. b.1b. A quarter

of the vertical cross section is discretized because of symmetry of the specirnen. The

axial pressure o'o ot o| and the cell pressure o', or o'" are forced to change in such a way

that the mean efective stress is kept constant at p' : pl. Tirus

oL :3P' - zol

Incremental load must be added so that

(5.5)

Lo'u: -26o' (5.6)

and the condition of no-tension in soil r¡edia (using "compressive stress positive" sign

convention) requires

(o');+ Lo'") 0 and (o',);+ Xo', > o
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If positive signs are used to define tension, the above condition should l¡e reversed.

A unifolmly distril¡uted isotropic initial stress freld is set up from input values of

(o,); - (oo);: (ol')i - pt;: constant, which gives qi = 0. Subsequently, the axial loads

are increased in accordance with eqs (5.6) and (5.7) f¡orn zero until divergent shear strain

appears and the specimen fails. Figures 5.2 tlirough 5.4 compare the measured, analyti-

cal and tlre FEM solutions lor e" - q fp'r, q I pi - e" and e, - e" relationships, respectively,

whele round dots represent the experimentally rneasured values and dash-triangle lines

indicate the FEM results. It is seen that the FEM and the analytical solutions are so

close that the dash-triangle ìines overlap the solid ones. A series of computations was

performed with diferent values of consolidation pÌessures. The predicted normaìized

curves of e, against qlp'i are unique provided other.initial conditions remain unchanged.

The experimental data in these figures had not l¡een used earlier in calibrating the 1(,

G, J functions.

The extreme (failure) state is attained when the shear strain tends to infinity. Fig.

5.3 shows a sudden turn up of the FEM curve when the curve reaches the point where

qlpli : 0.+S and the volume strain €, = 0.003 for the 1.5 Mg/m3 buffet soil. The

divergency is caused by the zero value of the Dy modulus, referring to eq (2.12), which

generates singularity in the fundamental model eq (2.1). The curve of solution (5.3)

meets tlre curve G :0 at qlp'; : 0.495, e, : 0.0031, as shown in Fig. 5.3. This

singularity rnakes the deterrninant of the stiffness matrix in eq (2.23) equal to zero, thus

leading to divergence in the computation. Physically the numerical divergency means

that the soil reaches its critical state as is clearly seen in Fig. 5.2a rvhere the shear strain

tends to infinity as t1f pt, noves near its limiting value of 0.5.

Fig. 5,4 illustrates the relationship between e, and e" for bufer soils with both dry

densities that have been tested. It is seen that at the begining of the shear test, the

volume strain increases at almost the same rate as the shear strain does. Later, however,
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the ¡ate of shear strain increases faster. The shear strain tends to infinity as the volume

strain moves close to 0.003 for 1.5 Mg/m3 buffer and 0.009 for 1.66 Mg/m3 bufier. This

corresponds to the critical stress state as mentioned in previous paragraph.

one more ol¡se¡vation is that the 3-modulus hypoelasticity model could not describe

the situation when either p! is very srnall oï q = 0. Because if q : g, from eqs (2.25) and

(2.28) the calculation of parameters A, B a:nd C gives a null stifness matrix. As it is,

the original constitutive relation (2.1) becomes singular when J (which is the function of

q) tends to zero. This problem arose at the onset of the computation and was solved by

forcing the state at the first loop of iteration of the first increment to the unload-reload

case.

The FORTRAN program for predicting the analytical results and the input data for

the FEM solution are provided in Appendice A and B.

EXAMPLE 2. Wuhan sand.

The test on Wuhan sand (Yin and Yuan, 1985) that will be used for this comparison

was performed at constant mean eflective pressure. The model itself was calibrated froln

drained compression tests with øl: const.., in contrast with the undrained tests used

previously. The expressions of the I(, G, J mocluli as well as the values of parameters

were given ealier in section 2.1. The measured and analytical results for q vs e" and e, vs

€o are seen in the references by Yin (1990), and Yin, Saadat and Graharn (1g88); and are

reproduced here in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. Tlie initial conditions used in the computation

are

p'; = p'"on", þ,)¡ _ p,*,,,f (R + Sp,"_,") (b.g)

and tlre testing stress path requires dp' : 0, do'" - -¿O¡3. Figures 5.5a,b and 5.6

illustrate the comparisons of the experimentally measured, analytical and FEM results
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to q vs e" and e, vs e, for the cases of plo,"" : 0.2 Mpa and pt".^s: 0.4Mpa, respectively.

The parameters appearing in eqs (2.15) to (2.1g) are rewritten in Megapascars berorv.

Ã: 6.867 (MPa), T :0.0042276 (Mpa)l--

Uo = 2.483694 (MPa)'"-l, IJ,tt: J.54B|B4 (Mpa)--l

V : 2.81888 (Mpa)--l, W:0.281838 (Mpa)--'

once again it is seen that the FEM solution matches trie analyticar solution so wel that
the dash lines coincide with trre sorid lines. Trre program for the anarytical sorution,

and input data for both methods, are given in Appendix A and B, Exce[ent agreement

between the results predicted by the FE code and those obtained by analytical means

confirm the validity of the formulations and algorithm used in the code.

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL, CAM CLAY MODEL AND I(GJ MODEL RESULTS

EXAMPLE 3. Buffer specimen T91b, undrained.

consider a strain-controlled, undrai'ed shear test, specirnen no. Tg15 from the test

series performed by saadat (19s8) on sand bentonite "bufer,,. At a consolidation pres-

sure plo,,"=3 MPa, the specimen was consolidated in 5 increments of cell pressure from
p'".n"f3 to plo,," with load increment ratio 1.32 and then sheared under undrained consi-

tions (CIU). The confining pressure ¡emained 03 = const(rnt during shearing. At failure
the stresses were measured as

(5.e)

(5.10)qt : L24MPa p'¡ = 2.28MPa

We rvill here model only tlie undrained shear part of the test.

The initial stress and strain conditio's (i.e., at the end of consoridation) are

þ)': þL)¡: pi = 3 MPa, q; : g
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(e,); - 0.087, (e,); : 0

The test was conducted on a bufer specimel with initial dry density 1.5 Mg/m3. By
use of the for¡nulas presented in section 2.1, the parameter e,o is calculated to be 0.006g.

All other parameters are the same as given in Table 2,3.

A total stress loading condition is applied. The axiar pressure is appried incrementa'y
from 0 until ! aa1 reaches 7.24 Mpa, while ao3 is kept zero trroughout. No volume
strain change is obtained, i' agreerne't with the u'drai'ed tests which are performed
at constant volur¡e. Porewater pressure increases ge'erated by the shearing process

produce decreases in the efective mean stress, Figure 5.7a shows the cornputed curve
of 7-r' vs g from the end of consolidatio' untill c¡itical state fa ure takes prace. The
r¡easured results at both e¡rds are shown as squaÌe dots. The small deviation of the
results at failure is because the KGJ parameters selected for the computatio. were
calibrated fror¡ the average of a group of tests that did not include Tg15. As is shown

in Figure 5.7b, the finite eleme't result of the normalized qlp,; r" p,/pi relationship falls
rìght in the middle of the calibrati'g data enclave, a'd coincides exactly witrr trre curve
predicted by the KGJ analytical formula (yin et al, l9g0).

Figures 5 8a and 5.8b compare trre lneasurecl response of the bufer with varues pre-

dicted by (a) the Modified carn clay model implemented in a finite erement program
known as CRISP (Britto a'd Gunn r9g7), a'd (á) by the rrypoerastic I(GJ finite element
rnodeling from this thesis. The predictions made by both models are similar.. It seerrs

tlrat ilre qlpi - et relation predicted by the KGJ model is closer to the expe'imental
results than that predicted by the Modified Carn Clay model. The I{GJ q/p, vs €1 curve
passess through the scattered rneasured dots; and the I{GJ qfpi vs elpredictio. matchs
tìre measured data well before failure occurs. Trris arso indicates that the i{GJ rnoder
can represent the cornp.essive r¡ehavior of the bufer i, undrained shear reaso'ably welr.
However, neither the I{GJ nor the Modified carr' cray moder can predict trie softening
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behavior which usually follows shear failure in bufer r¡aterial.

EXAMPLE 4. sand-bentonite bufer specirnens T910, T91g and rg31, drainecl constant-

7-r¡ tests.

For the drained condition, the compariso'is rnade for constant-p/ test with trre speci-

mens numbe¡ed r910, Tg18 and r931. The specimens were consoridated isotropicalry to

3 MPa pressure and then sheared under drained conditions until the axial deformations

accelerated towards failure, while the effective stress p¡ was held constant. Failure in a
specimen is defined as the maximurr value obtained by the deviatoric stress. The tests

were performed by addi'g deviator stresses in increments and holding them constant

for periods up to 5 days before the next i'crer¡ent was added. saadat (19gg) shorvs

qlq^"' vs e" results fo'strains during 1 day, 2 days, B days and 5 days loading. Initial
conditions of pl: p'-, q¡ : 0 have l¡een used in the numerical modelling work. other
paramete.s used in I(GJ model are taken f¡om Table 2.3 for buffer specimens with r¿ :
1.5 Mg/rn3' The st.ess path is deterrnined by eqs (5.5) trrrouglì (5.2), Fig. 5.9 shows the

relationslrip between normalized shear stress qf q,n"" and,shear strain e" predicted by the

I(GJ model compared to the 3-day experimental data. The numerically predicted curve

represents an acceptable average of the r¡easured curves, suggesting wide applicability

of the I(GJ model.
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CHAPTER 6

MODELLING OF ROCK-BUFFER-CONTAINER PROBLEM

The sand-bentonite bufer modelled in Chapter 5 has been proposed for use in the

Canadian nuclear fuel waste management prograrn (Rummery and Rossinger 1g83, Fig-

ure 6.1). The conditions under which it must function may vary significantly with time.

The mechanic¿l behavior of the buffer undel various arnbient conditions is one of the

fundamental conceÌns of the concept. This chapter presents a prelirninar.y ex¿rnination

of interactions betrveen buffer, rock, container and backfill in tlie vault environrnent,

and any resulting localized critical states that ar.e likely to occur in the bufer. The

I(GJ model and the numerical procedures developed in the previous chapters will be

applied here to conduct finite element modelling of the vault behavior under several

possible loading scenarios. The analyses include (1) conditions where the presence of

fissures in the rock mass subject the bufiel-container system to sudden high porewater

pressures; (2) swelling pressuÌe develops in buffer due to access to groundwater; and (3)

the container weight and backfill loading.
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6.1, FLUID-INDUCEÐ ROCI(-FILL SEPARATION

The disposal vault proposed in the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management pro-

grarn consists of a number of mined chaml¡ers 500 to 1000 met¡es below the surface.

Recent design concepts for the waste repository regard the eventual flooding of the dis-

posal vault as inevitable. Experimental evidence suggests that the l¡ufer will be fully

saturated during a large portion of the design li{etime of the waste containment system

(Puscli et al, 1985). Therefore, this study focuses on interactions between saturated

bufer, container, rock ald l¡ackfill caused by the influx of water into the rvaste disposal

vault, and by the development of the swelling pressure in the bufier. The influence of two

possible bounding conditions between the buffer ¿nd the rock mass will be studied for

problems of possible extension of a bufer-rock separation zone, and stress redistribution

in the l¡uffer.

The bufer'-container system may be subjected to high porewater pressures via cracks

or fissures developed in the rock mass. The fluid pressures c¿n act at arbitrary locations

on the bufer-rock interface, and result in separation l¡etween the relatively impermeable

bufel and the rock mass (Figure 6.2), The state of deformation in the system is 3D in

general. However, it is here assumed for simplicity that the extent and location of the

separation zone is such that the deformation is approxirnately plane strain in a transverse

section of the assembly. Plane strain analysis essentially yields a possible upper bound

loading configuration for estimating displacements of the container and the pressures

that ale generated at the buffer container interface. It is thelefore conservative from the

design point of view. Additional sirnplifying assumptions are made below, relating to the

mechanical characteristics of the individual cornponents of the disposal vault: (1). The

rock mass is treated essentially as an intact rigid rnedium; (2) The interface between non-

separated zone of the buffer and rock mass is assumed to be either completely l¡ounded
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or frictionlessly bounded. These model the upper and lower bound condiiions. The real

problem will have intermediate fixing. (3) The deformation in the waste container is

so small compared to that of the bufe¡ soil that it can be modelled as an elastic solid.

(a) The boundary between the container and the bufier is assumed to be completely

l¡ounded. It is also assumed that the bufer-container geometry and loading is symmetric.

with these assumption the flnite mesh together with the boundary support conditions is

drawn in Fig. 6.3, rvhere only one-half of the cross section needs to be discretized. The

elastic r¡odulus and the Poisson's ratio of steel, 2.0 x 105 MPa and 0.25 respectively, are

selected to simulate the property of the waste container in this preliminary analysis.

According to the Canadian program (CNFWMP), after vault closure, water pressures

in the rock and the pores of the buffer will approach 10 MPa, i.e. 1000m of water

head, a value that is high in normal geotechnical engineering terms. Possible hycL'aulic

fracturing of the bufer-rock interface induced by rising groundwate' pressures in the

rock must be examined. In this cornputation it is assurned that the 10 MPa uniform

fluid pressure could be suddenly applied on the bufier as an external loading in the

early stages of borehole response. The extent of initial fluid-induced separ.ation at the

buffer-rock interface depends on the hydrogeological conditions of the surrounding rock.

In a complete analysis of the problem an iterative technique should be used to determine

the extent of the separation zone (Selvadurai et al, 1g85). However in the study here,

a 1200 initial angle of separation zone is assumed to be prescribed. Under such a high

external plessure under undrained conditions the water phase in the bufier can no longer

lre assumed incompressible. A standard bulk modulus of water, þ : 32 x 10a lbf/in2

or 2206.3 MPa, is used (White, 1986). The porosity of l¡uffer is calculated frorn the

specific volurne of l¡uffer presented by Saadat (1g8g). The specifrc volurne of bufe¡

before consolidation falls in the range of 1.51 1.80. Most of the specimens with dry

density 1.5 Mg/rn3 have a value of approximately 1.75 which corresponds to a porosity of
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n - 43.0%. An initial magnitude of effective stresses is assumed as 2.1 MPa to simulate

the stress condition of the cornpacted bufier soil after vault closure.

Figures 6.4a and b show displacement patterns from the compression of the interstitial

water for the cornpletely bounded case and the frictionlessly bounded case, respectively.

The fluid pressure results in a maximum displacement of the bufer along the horizontal

symmetric axis in the order of 1.4 mm and 1.5 rnrn, respectively, in the two cases.

The deforrnation of the buffer leads to lateral translation of the waste container, In the

completely bounded case, translation of the container is 0.9 mm,0.2 mm gleater than the

value predicted for the frictionlessly bounded case. under fully bounded conditions, the

soil particles along the non-separated bufer-rock intersection almost stand still. Large

difference of the deformation between the particles around the end of the separation zone

results in locally high strain wliich in turn produces high stress concentration there, as

is seen in the stress ratio trajectories shown in Figure 6.5a. This strongly suggests

a tendency for the separation zone to extend tangentially, because Ç/p, : 0.6 is not

possible in buffer. It is expected that full separation will take place between the bufer

and rock shortly aftel the high water pressure is applied tlirough the prescribed crack,

since the actions of applying the pressure and separation proceed simultanously.

By contrast, the frictionlessly bounded condition on the bufer-rock mass interface

makes the bufer deformation evenly distributed within the buffer soil. only relatively

low rnobilized shear resistance is ol¡served in the stress ratio distribution configuration

shown in Figure 6.5b. Thus if tlie bore hole surface is completely smooth, the buffer will

be squeezed by the high fluid pressure to the other side of the hole (Fig. 6.4b). Further

separation will not take place.

since the real condition between the bufer ancl the rock mass is neithe¡ fully bounded

nor completely frictionless, the real stress state the bufer should be somewhere between

the two extreme circumstances predicted above. Nevertheless, to prevent the bufer from
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possible shearing stress mobilization, it is suggested that the surface of the borehole in

the disposal vault be built as smooth as possible.

Compared to results obtained from the Modified Cam Clay model (Saadat, 198g)

for the completely bounded case, the I{GJ model gives larger deformations and higher

concentrated shear stresses near the end of the separation zone. The diference of the

maximum displacements is about 61% larger and the stress ratio is 4 times as high near

the end of the separation zone. In fact no stress concentration was reported by saadat in

this region. This may suggest that the I{GJ model is either safer or more conservative,

The problem shown in Figures 6.3 to 6.5 came from original work by Saadat (1989).

It has been solved Ìrere using the same number of elements and the same angle (600) for

the initial half-opening in which the water pressure is applied. It was felt necessary to

examine also sorne additional half-angles to ol¡tain sor¡e sense of how separation might

propagate l¡etween the bufer and the rock under high water pÌessute. The results ar.e

shown in Figures 6.6a, b, c for half-angles 300, 600 and 900 respectively.

witli a small initial opening (300 in Fig. 6.6a) high shear strength mobilization occurs

at the crack tip, and we could expect furthel separation. The over stressed region is

smaller in Fig. 6.6b (half-angle 600), and is not present in Fig. 6.6c (half-angle g00).

This suggests tliat high watet pressures fed in at one location on the bufer perimeter

will not spread indefinitely, and provide full hydraulic connectivity.

6.2, BEHAVIOR UNDER CONTAINÐR WtrIGHT AND BACI(FILL LOADING

To simulate the emplacement of the bufer-container-backfill system, in the computa-

tion, the bufer is assumed to be in equilibrium under its ow' rveight in a dry borehole

and compacted to a certain dry density (swelling pressure) before the container weight

and backfill loading are applied. The stiffness of the l¡ufer is clearly much less than
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both the container and the surrounding rock. The following simplifying assumptions

can therefore l¡e made. (1) The rock is treated as an intact rigid medium. (2) The

inte¡face between the bufer and rock mass is conservatively assumed to be completely

smooth, i.e., with no frictional forces between them. (3) The waste container is modelled

as an elastic solid. (4) The boundary between the container and bufier is assumed to be

completely bounded, with full mobilization of frictional stresses. (5) The deformation is

axi-symmetric with respect to the central axis of the container. To examine the influence

of the compaction on the bufer behavior, two values of compacting conditions will be

applied to the bufler soil, producing swelling pressures (initial effective stresses) of 100

kPa and 2.0 MPa, respectively.

The assumption of axi-symmetric conditions can greatly reduce the cost of computa-

tion. Fig.6.Tshowsthefiniteelementdiscretizationrepresentingone-halfoftheveriical

cross section of a borehole system. The material properties are for buffer compacted at

95% ASTM modified density, which gives a dry density of 1.67 Mg/m3 and water con-

tent 22.570 (Saadat, i989). The pa'ameters used in the KGJ model are then selected

from Table 2.3. The calculated density of the compacted buffer soil is 2.05 Mg/m3.

The program first subjects the bufer to the in-situ overburden stresses from overlying

bufer soil, and then to compaction to produce efiective swelling pïessures of 0.1 Mpa

and 2.0 MPa. The stress state of the bufe. is then used as the initial state for buffer

subjected subsequently to the weight of the container and surcharge pressure from the

vault backfill. The initial volume strain, eu,, is calculated reciprocally. The rveight of

tlre container is applied as a u'iformly distributed pressure or 27T kPa at the bottom

of the container. The l¡ackfill surcharge pressure at the bufer surface is assumed to be

uniformly distributed and equal to 120 kPa in magnitude. only the drained condition is

considered in the study, since the water compression caused by the relatively small con-

tainer weight and backfill pressure is trivial under undrained conditions. The magnitude
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of the volume change is in the order of 0.01 mm3 if the wate¡ is considered compressible

and vanishes if the water compressibility is neglected.

Figures 6.8a and 6.9a depict the resultant vertical displacement contours. The dis-

placement patterns in the l¡ufer are mainly influenced by the presence of the relatively

rigid container. The magnitude of deformation is greatly influenced by the compaction

an<l swelling pressute. Loose buffer, compacted to a swelling pressute of 0.1 Mpa, pro-

duces a maximum vertical displacernent as high as 66 mm at the buffer-backfill inter.face,

while the 2.0 MPa swelling pressure compaction rnakes the bufer so stif that the maxi-

mum vertical displacement is only 3.9 mm. The resultant stress q/p' trajectories within

the buffer are show' i' Figures 6.8b and 6.9b for the high cornpaction case and low

compaction case respectively. The st¡ess distril¡utions are obviously influenced by the

presence of the relatively rigid container, leading to non-uniform stress distribution, par-

ticularly around the colners of the container. Higher stress ratios happen right below the

container, and stress concentrations ale generated around the corners of the containel

(failure occurs at qfpt :0.5). Again the level of compaction affects the properties of the

bufer and influcences the magnitude of the stress ratio significantly. A critical stress

state is mobilized alound the bottom corner of the container for the loose compaction

case (Fig. 6.9b), while the highest stress ratio is only 0.14 within the same location for

the denser compaction case. The lowest stress ratios in the buffer always happen along

the shaft of the container for both cases, due to the stifer container and the bouuding

assumption bettveen the buffer and the container.

The above observation suggests that an appropriate amount of compaction to the

bufer before the emplacement of the container is crucial for the bufier-container-þackfill

system to function normally. Higher compaction, and hence higher swelling pressures in

the buffer, will lead to smaller deformatio's and less tendency of high shearing strengh



mobilization . In contrast, lower compaction may result in potential degradation of the

disposal system performance.

6.3. LONG TERM SWÐLLING OF THE BUFFER

The time-dependent volume change of the bufer is complex, involving changes in soil

fabric structure and redistribution of water within the soil. In the disposal vault, the

bufer starts to develop swelling pÌessure upon access to groundwater, due to the higli

suction capacity of the compacted l¡entonite clay in the mixture. The resulting pressure

interacts with the surrounding environment. If swelling deformations can take pìace,

the swelling pÌessure will be reduced. The deforrnation mainly depends on the density

of the emplaced buffer, and the relative stifnesses of the backfill, the container and the

rock. To exar¡itre long-term irnplications of the development of swelling pressures in the

buffer, atr idealized drained case of swelling and pressure relief in the borehole is assumed

he.e. Under a " no-volume-change" conditio', the bufer could develop swelling pressures

up to 2.1 MPa (Saadat, 1989). However, interaction between the swelling pressures in

the bufer and the backfill leads to upward deformation of the backfill. Subsequent relief

of the swelling pressures upon deforrnation of the backfill results in redistribution of

stresses in the borehole. An analysis of the problem is performed under displacement

controlled conditions, by allowing uniform swelling displacements from 10 mm up to

70 r¡m at the top of the borehole in sr¡all increments, The same conditions as those

used ìn previous section are assurned for the finite element geometry, the I(GJ material

pararneters, and the simplifying assumptions.

Contours of vertical displacernent of the l¡uffer are shown in Fig. 6.10a and the

resultant stress ratio qf pt hajectoties in the l¡uffer mass are surnmarized in Fig. 6.10b,

respectively, for the 50 mrn release case. The results indicate that the waste container



will lift up approximately 15.6 mm if the backfill lifts upwards uniformly by 50 mm. The

swelling of the bufer above the container will be essentially uniform in this case. High

sheal stresses focus around both ends of the container. The highest localized stress ratio

is about 0.54 around the corners of the container in the buffer. The stress ratio g/p/

reaches 0.5 in the areas right above and below the waste container. This means that the

bufer would potentially approach the critical state conditions in continued regions of

those areas. Lower stress ratios are seen in the middle of the container especially along

the shaft due to the smaller deformations of tlie container. Figures 6.11a to c show that

the plastic yield zone development in the buffer with the release of the swelling pressure

by gradually lifting the backfill soil uniforrnly upwards. Here a plastic zone is defined in

the bufer as an area where the stress ratio reaches greater or equal to 0.5. It is found

that there is no plastic yield mobilization until the lifting displacement of the backfill

comes to 47 mm. The plastic zones start frorn the top and bottom corners of the buffer

and then spread toward the buffer centre with increasing uplift of backfill. After that the

plastic zones develop axially upwards or downwa¡ds. They are generated simultaneously

at l¡oth ends of the container and extend symrnetrically to the horizontal axis about the

container centle. A series of cornputation reveals that higher cornpacted buffer soil will

require lalger release of swelling pÌessure to start the plastic zone, while smaller uplifts

may trigger plastic yield mobilization for loosely compacted buffer.

Figs 6.7 to 6.1 1 all corre frorn cornputations using two quadratic elements in the radial

direction. Some questions may arise whether this is suficient to achieve good accuracy.

For this reason, additional computations have l¡een done using eight linear elements in

the radial direction for the case shown in Fig. 6.10. The results are shown in Fig. 6.12.

The stress trajectories and the plastic regions shown in Figs 6.11b and 6.12b are similar,

suggesting that two quadratic elements provide acceptable accuracy in this axisymmetric

problem.
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Figure 6.2 Potential fluid-induced separation at the buffer-rock mass interface
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Figure 6.3 FE mesh fo¡ the container-buffer-¡ock system in plane strain condition
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Figure 6.4 Defo¡mation patterns of the buffer due to instant high fluid impaction
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(a) Cornpletel¡' l¡ounded case

(b) Flictionlessly bounded case

Figule 6.5 Distribution of stress ntio q f p' in the bufer

due to irnpact of instant high fluid pressure



(b) 600 half-angle

(c) 900 half-angle

Figure 6.6 q/p/ trajectories fo¡ the cases of half-angles 300, 600 and 900.
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Figure 6.7 FE model of the container-buffer-rock system in axi-symmetric case



(a) Vertical disp.(mm) (L) qlp'

Figure 6.8. Deformation and stress ratio of the bufer due to its

own weight, container rveight and backfill surcharge for the case

of compaction to pj - 2.¡ ¡4Pu



(a) Vertical disp.(mm) (t') slP'

Figure 6.9. Deformation and stress ¡atio of the bufer due to its

orvn rveight, container weight and backfill surcharge for the case

of comPaction Pj : 0.1 MPa



(a) Vertical disp.(mm) (b) qlp'

Figure 6.i0 Deformation a,nd stress ratio of the bufer due to

paltial release of the srvelling pressure substantiated by

50 mm lift upwards of the backfill
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Figure 6.11 Plastic yield developrnent in the buffer due to ¡rartial
release of swelling pressure substantiated by upward lift of the backfill



(a) Refined mesh (b) Plastic zones

Irigure 6.12. Plastic yield zones for the case of

50 mm uplift case with refined elements



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1. SUMMARY

The three modulus KGJ hypoelastic model, which is an incremental constitutive re-

lationship expressed in terms of two principal efective stresses and two principal strains

was numerically irnplemented using the finite element method. Mucli clarification work

was done to the original rnodel during the numerical modelling endeavor. Genelalization

of the KGJ model to multi-axial stress ancl strain situation was peúormed. A general

sytnmetric stiffness matrix was obtainecl which enables the I(GJ model to be built into

rnost existing finite element programs without much modification to the original source

files. A finite element iterative scheme was formulated to simulate the two-phase natu.e

of the porous media. Four particula. forms for saturated soil conditions were deduced

to simplify the computational effort.

A' appropriate finite element progr.m was developed for implerne'tation of tlie I(GJ

hypoelastic rnodel by employing incremental and iterative solution schemes to solve non-

linear boundary value problems associated with soil materials. The computer code was
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designed by using the concept of ADT, a data structule whereby the program can be read

ancl maintained easily, A module designated to the constitutive relationship between

stress and strain rvill facilitate modification of the newly-coded model, or extension of the

code to additional constitutive models withoui much effort in changing the computer

plogram. I/O data designed in the code accommodates special requirements such as

those for difelent load path and consecutive computation.

As the I(GJ model has only appeared in very recent years, much confirmation and

normalization work was performed. The finite element code as well as the model were

investigated by analyzing many verification examples where either analytical or experi-

mental results were available. Comparisons of prediction from the I(GJ model and the

Modified Carn Clay model were made with the experimental results.

The I(GJ finite element code was finally applied to several problems in the proposed

Canadian program for nuclear fuel waste disposal. The interaction between buffer, con-

tainer, rock and backfill was modelled under three different vault conditions using the

finite elernent code with I(GJ model. The influence of compaction to the bufer strengtli

before the emplacement of the container and backfill was studied.

7.2. CONCLUSIONS

The objectives of the research as outlined in section 1.3 were accomplished satisfacto-

lily. Frorn the results of the research, principal conclusions can l¡e itemized as follows:

(1) The finite elernent code incorporating hypoelastic constitutive equations plovides

a flexible atd versatile means of solving buffer-structure interaction problems in

which anisotropic nonlinearity is prevalent. Solutions obtained by the finite ele-

ment code can match the analytical results excellently and yield satisfactory a-

greement with experimental data,
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(2) The sirnple three-modulus (KGJ) hypoelasticity model can be used to account

well for the nonlinear, transversely isotropic behavior of the sand-bentonite bufer

material. Compared to the findings fi.om laboratory test data, the numerical I(GJ

rrodel can predict more precisely the stress-strain behavior of the buffer soil than

the isotropic elastoplastic Cam Clay model does. Horvever it is noted that hy-

poelastic models generally require more laboratory calibration than more general

elastic plastic models.

(3) Compaction to the buffer soil before ernplacement of the waste container and

sealing of the vault plays an important role in the mechanical behavior of the

buffer under its functioning conditions. Compaction to high density (liigh swelling

pressure) can decrease the possibility of darnage from high interstitial fluid pressure

through rock mass cracks, upper structure load and large scale swelling pressure

release. Low compaction rnay allow full shear resistance mobilization in sizal¡le

regions within the bufer.

(a) The irnpact on the bufel fi'om sudden high interstitial water pressure does not

appear to constitute a threat to the mechanical function of the buffer'-calister

vault system. The frictional angle between the l¡ufier and the bor.ehole wall is

finite but small ((Þ æ 150) and will produce more conservative r.esults than the

frictionlessly bounded case,

7.3. REMARI( FOR THE NEAR FUTURÐ STUDY

In the author's point of vietv, thele will l¡e no end of further study for any promising

research field in science. Thus only lesearch items amenable in the near future are listed

belorv for consideration in connection with this ¡esearch.
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r Incorporation of other hypoelasticity or hyperelasticity models into the code. This

work can be conveniently accomplished. For instance, incorporation of the com-

rnonly used Duncan-Chang I(G nonlinear model may be used to compare the

results predicted by Modified Cam Clay model and I(GJ hypoelasticity model to

the bufer-strucure interaction problems.

r The modelling of the bufer problems is preliminary in nature: this thesis has

concentrated on implernenting the rnodel and verifying the coding. More detailed

modelling and parametric studies rernain to be done.

r Broadening the element library to include more element types such as 3D elements

and contact elements. Since practical situations are three dimensional and the

contact phenomenon is the r¡ost common engineering mechanism, this further

work can promote the resealch work more closely toward geotechnical engineer.ing

practice.

r To perfect the I(GJ model, it would be interesting to compare the predictability

of the model to the unloading/reloading conditions. More experinmental data are

needed for this performance.
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APPENDIX A

The following mini-programs and data are used for verification of the finite element
modelling code, see Chapter 5.

1. RUNGE.I(UTTA SOLUTION OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
FOR BUFFER SOIL (ANALYTICAL SOLUTION):

C bufruku. f
c
C*<*(* This program is used to evaLuate the Eps and q by 4th order
C Runge-Kutta method in ordinary differential equation problern
c
C Input Data:
c------------
CI DLLW, DLUP, DX, PRTDX I

c------------
C The lolrer delinit, upper delimit, integral increnent, output
C span

c------------
CI RLV, EPSVO, A, RN, E, F I

c------------
C The KGJ curve fitting paraneters,

C* **** ***** ******** r<***+* ********,t***************>k ***********r<********x
c
C ]MPLTCIT REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z)

DTMENSIoN EPS (10001), QQ (10001)
READ(5,*) DLLW, DLUP , DX, PRTDX

READ(s,,.) RLV, EPSVO, A, RN, E, F

EPS ( 1) =DLLrl
QQ ( 1) =DX
N= (DLUP-DLL$¡) /DX
IF (N.cT.10000) THEN

WRITE(6,*)'THE STEP LENGTH DX TOO SMALL, CAN NOT GO ON'
IIRITE(6,*)'N=' ,N
READ (5 , *) ANY
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ENDIF
CALL RUKU(EPS,QQ,N,DLUP, RLV,EPSVO,A,RN,E,F)

STEP=O . 0

D0 50 ISTEP=I , N+l
STEP=STEP+DX

IF ((STEP.GE.PRTDX).0R. (EPS(]STEP).GE.DLUP))
. S¡R]TE(6,900) EPS(ISTEP),QQ(ISTEP)

IF (STEP.GE.PRTDX) STEP=o.0
50 CONT]NUE

900 FoRMAT(2X,F16.8,2X,F16.8)
STOP

END

c
C*r(t* Please define your function:

FUNCT]ON FTN(EPS,Q, RLV,EPSVO,A,RN,E,F,PEFFC)
C ]MPLICTT REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z)

C** The analytical solution of Eps vs q/p' f.or buffer soil
c
C PEFFC=3.0

PEFFC=1.0
RKV=I . 0/80 .0
D=(1.O_RN)/RN
C=RN*A** ( 1 . O/RN)
]F (RN,EQ.1.O) THEN

EPSV=RLV*LOG (PEFFC) +EPSVO

ELSE

EPSV=RLV*LOG (PEFFC) +EPSVO+RLV*.LOG ( 1 . O

+D/ ( (1 . 0+D)'+c)* (Q/p¡¡'rc) ** (1. 0+D) ),/D
END]F
PCONS=EXP ( (EPSV-EPSVO),/RLV)

RK=PEFFC/RLV
R J =RK'r.C{, ( pC0NS/ 

Q ) r, *.D

TD=pcoNS* ( 1 . 0-F,rQ/PC0NS ) +,r,2/ (3. o*e)
G=TD*RJ*RJ/ (RJ*,RJ+3 . Or.TD*RK)

FTN=3 . OxG

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE RUKU(X,Y,N,B, RLV,EPSVO,A,RN,E,F)
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c*** **** ************** ******** * * * * * * * *,fi +* * ** ** * * * *,! * * *,t *+**** **
C THTS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SOLUTION OF A DIFFERNT]AL EQUAT]ON
C Y'=F(X,Y) OVER THE INTERVAL IX(l),8] US]NG THE CLASSICAL 4-TH
C ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD

C INPUT DATA:

c X(1)=INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INITIAL VALUE
C Y(1)=DEPENDENT VARIABLE TNIT]AL VALUE

C N=NUI',BER OF STEPS

C B=SOLUT]ON INTERVAL ENDPOINT (LAST X VALUE)
C OUPPUT DATA:

C X[1..N+1] ARRAY OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUES
C Y[l..N+1] ARRAY OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE SOLUTION VALUES
c**************************************,t**********,****:*************,***
c
C ]MPL]CIT REAL'*8 (A-H,O-Z)

DTMENSToN X(N+1), Y(N+1) , Z(10001)
H= (s-x ( 1) ) /II
D0 1 I=2, N+1

x ( r) =x (r_1) +H

u=x (I-1)
v=y(I-1)
TI=FTN(U,V, RLV,EPSVO,A,RN,E,F,PCONS)
U=U+o . 5*H
V=V+0 , S*H*T1
T2=FTN(U,V, RLV,EPSVo,A,RN,E,F,PcoNs)
V=Y ( I- 1) +0 , 5*H*T2
T3=FTN(U,V, RLV,EPSVO,A,RN,E,F,PCoNS)
u=u+o . 5*H
v=Y (I_ 1) +H*T3
T4=FTN(U,V, RLV,EPSVO,A,RN,E,F,PCONS)
Y (I) =Y ( I-1) +H*(1L+2 .0*12+2. o*T3+T4) /6 . o
G=FTN(X(I),Y(I), RLV,EPSVo,A,RN,E,F,PCONS)

C *** to obtain q/p,

Z (I) =Y ( I) /PCONS
1 CONTINUE

D0 2 I=2, N+1
2 Y(I)=z(r)

RETURN

END

C 0.0, 0.1, 0.0005, 0.001 {for Epv-q/p,, use Runge-Kuta method}
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c 0 .073, -0.003, t.32,0.7L,0.0086,2.15

C 0.0, 0.1, 0.0005, 0.001 {for Epv-q/p,, use Runge-Kuta ¡nethod}
c 0.052, -0.039, 1 . 25 , 0 . 65 , 0 . 0108 , 1.83

2. EULER INTEGRATION METHOD USÐD FOR WUHAN SAND (ANALYTI.
cAL SOLUTTON):

C r¡uhan . f

C*** This program predicts the q vs (Up)s tor Ì,tuhan sand
Ct** by euler integration rnethod

C*** Condition: p, =p r cons=constant
C*,rt( The cornputation starts fron QMIN tiI1 QMAX, with increment
C*** equal to DQ, and prints out every STEP interval of Q

]MPLTCIT REAL{.8 (A-H,O-Z)
oPEN(10,FILE=, esq,,STATUS=,NEl¡, )
oPEN ( 11 , FILE=, esv , , STATUS= , NEIJ, )
READ (5, 'T) QMIN, QMAX, DQ, PCONS, STEP

R=6 .867
S=39 .4
T=0 ,0042276
U0=2 .483694
UULT=3.548134
RM=O.85
V=2 . 81838D-3
Il=0.281838
q=qMrN

DP=O.0
EPS=O.0
EPV=O.0

PEFFC=PCoNS

XG3=PC0NS

STEPS=O.0
DO 1OO WHILE (Q.LT.QMAX)

q=q+DQ

xc3=XG3-DQ/3. o
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xcSRM=Xc3**RM
STEPS=STEPS+DQ

U=Q/XG3RM

RK= (R+S*PEFFC) **2/R
RJE=XG3RM* (U-UULT) *{.2/ (U*.U-2 . O *U*WLT+UO*UULT) /T
GE=XGSRM* ( 1 . 0-W'¡.Q/XG3RM) **2/ (3 .O*V)
RJ=3 . 0*RK*RJE/ (3 .0'*RK-RJE)
G=3 . 0*GE*RJ/ (3 . 0*RJ-3 . 0*cE)
DEPV=DPlRK+DQ/RJ

DEpS=Dp/RJ+DQ,/ (3. 0*,c)
EPV=EPV+DEPV

EPS=EPS+DEPS

IF (STEPS.GE.STEP) THEN

STEPS=o.0
I,ÙR]TE(10,900) EPS,Q

WRITE(11,900) EPS,-EPV
END]F

1OO CONT]NUE

900 F0RMAT(2X,F12.5,2X,F12.5)
closE( 10)
cL0sE ( 11)
STOP

END

C 0.0, 0.4, 0.005, 0.2, 0.01 {for wuhan sand, by Euler ¡nethod}
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APPENDIX B

KGJ DATA FILE USED FOR EXAMPLES 1-4 IN CHAPTER 5.

2L,S,4,3,8,7,2, file:k1
0, 270, -L, 20 , 1, 10 ,3
0.005,0.0,0.0, 100.0,0.0 ,0 .0, 0.1E-5
1,1, 9,10, 1.7,7,3,2,I,6
2,1 ,L7 ,12,j.3,8,5 ,4,3,7
3, 1, 17, 18, 19, 15, 11, 10,9, 14
4,L,79 ,20 ,2I ,t6,13,72,77,I5
1, 0.0, 20.o
2, 2.5 , 20 .0
3, 5.0, 20.o
4, 7.5, 20.0
5, 10.0,20.0
6, 0.0, 15.0
7, 5.0, 15.0
8, 10.0, 15.0
9, o.o, 10. o
10,2.5, 10. o
11,5.0, 10.0
L2,7 .5, 10.0
13, 10.0,10.0
14,0.0, 5.0
15,5.0, 5.0
16,10.0, 5 .0
17,0.0,0.0
18,2.5,0.0
19,5.0,0.0
20 ,7 .5 ,o .o
21,10.0,0.0
1, 10, 0.0, 0.0
6, 10, 0.0, 0.0
9, 10, 0.0, 0.0
A, ro, o.o, o.o
t7,11.,0.0, 0.0
18, 01, 0.0, 0.0
19, 01, 0.0, 0.0
20,07,0.0,0.0

i00



2L, oL,0.0,0.0
t
0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 5130 . 982 , 0 . 0

0.073, 80.0, 0 . 0068, 1 .32,0.71,0 .0086, 2.r5,37.5,3.00, 0.087 Line 40
0,0,4,0
12.4,0.0
L,3,2,I
0. 1,0.0,0.1,0.0,0.1,0.0
2, 5,4,3
0.1,0.0,0.1,0.0,0.1,0.0
-2, L3,8,5
0.1,0.0,0.1,0.0,0.1,0.0
-4, 2L ,76 ,1.3
0, 1,0.0,0.1,0.0,0.1,0.0

Note: sustitute the follolring lines under each individual example problem
into the corresponding lines in above data file before running the progran
named 'kg',

Buffer 1.5 Mglrn3 Exarnple 5.1
0, 200, -1, 4, 50, 10 ,1 Line 2

0.01,0.0,0.0,10.0,0.0,0.0, 0.1E-4 Line 3
0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,
0.073,80.0, 0.00, 1.32, 0.71 0.0086, 2.L5,37.5, 1.00, 0.00 Line 40
2.0, -7.0 L!¡e 42
Buffer 1.66 Mg/m3 Example 5.1
0, 250, -1, 4, 50, 10 ,1 Line 2

0.01,0.0,0.0,10.0,0.0,0.0, 0.1E-4 Line 3
0,0,0.0,0.0,0.0,
0.052, 80.0, 0.0, 1.25, 0.65, 0.0108, 1.83, 37.5, 1.00, 0.00 Line 40
2.0, -1.0 Líne 42

VJuhan sand p'cons=0.2 MPa Example 5.2
0, 200, -I, 4 , 50, 10 ,1 Line 2

0.01 ,0 . ,0 . , 100 .0,0. 0,0 . 0, 0.1E-6 Line 3
0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,
-9999.0,80.0, 0.00, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 40.0, 0.2, o,o0 Line 40
2.0, -7.0 Line 42
Huhan sand p'cons=O.  MPa Example 5.2
0, 300, -L, 4 , 50, 10 ,1 Line 2
0. 01,0. 2,0.5, 100.0, 100. 0, 1000. 0,0. 1E-6 Line 3



0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,
-9999.0, 80.0, 0.00, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 40.0, 0.4, 0.00 Line 40
2.0 , -1..0 Line 42

T915 sanple Example 5.3
0,270, -1., 20 ,1, 10 ,3 Undrained condition, usíng Líne 2
0.005 ,0.0,0.0, 100.0,0.0,0.0, 0.1E-5 total strèss path Line3
0.0,0.0,5130.9E2, 0.0
0.073, 80.0, 0.0068,1.32,0.71,0.0086, 2.15, 37.5, 3.00, 0.087 Line 40
72.4,0.0 Líne 42

T910 sample Example 5.4
0, 130, -I, 4 , 50, 10 ,1 Line 2,
0.02 ,0.0,0.0, 100.0,0.0,0.0, 0.1E-5 Line s
0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 7s
0.073, 80.0, 0.056,1.32,0.71,0.0086, 2.15,37.5, 1.2, O.069 Line 40
2.0, -1.0 Lí¡e 42
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APPENDIX C

The FORITRAN program used in the modelling work:

c kg,f
c
C,//RZHANG$ JoB,,,T=8,,,REGroN=3booK
C// EXEC WATFIV MAP=NOMAP

C//SYSTN DD *
C$JOB I.¡ATF]V NOWARN,NOEXT

C*** ***** ****x***********x*************************** ******** *********

C INPUT DATA FOR HYPOELASTIC ANALYSIS
c
c------------
CI NPO]N, NVFIX, NELEM, NTYPE, NNODE, NMATS, NGAUS I

c------------
C NP0IN---tota1 number of nodal points
C NVFIX---totaI number of nodes with restrained freedom
C NTYPE---problem type paraneter
C 1, plane stress with thickness=1.o
C 2, plane strain
C 3, axial symrnetry
C NN0DE---number of nodes per element, 4 or I or 9
C NMATS---totaI number of different ¡naterials
C NGAUS---order of Gaussian quadrature rule, 2 or 3

c------------
CI N]NIT, NTNTV, NKEYP, NSTEP, M]TER, NALGO, NSELE I

c------------
C NINIT---initial statè control paraneter
C 0, initíalize stress and displacenent fíeId
C 1, restore aLl- results from previous conput-
C ation
C 2, inherit the stress field only, usually
C follor¡ed fron sal-f-weight computatíon
C NINTV---number of external load increnents
C NKEYP---nunber of key points where the displacenents
C l¡ill be output at every NSTEp time intervals
C -1, output alJ- displacements and stresses at
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C every NSTEP time intervals
C NSTEP---output selector, output every NSTEP increnentaL
C steps
C MITER---maximum iterative loops allowed
C NALGO--- al"gorithrn selèctot, Now it,s for the Guassin
C point ¡¡here the values of p,,q and epss and
C epsv are output
C NSELE---l, for ful1y drained problern,
C 2, for undrained problem, fluid compressable,
C  , for undrained triaxial test, incompressible.
c
Cif NKEYP.ne.0, then
c------------
Cl NKOUT1, ..., NKouTnkeyp I

c------------
C NKOUT1 , ..., NK0UTnkeyp- --the codes of the key node

c------------
CI DLMDI, DLMD2, DLMD3, TLMDI, TLMD2, TLMD3, CONVR I

c------------
C Control paraneters for exerting loads during incremental steps.
C DLMDl---Delta lanbda 1

C DLMD2---DeIta lanbda 2

C DLMD3---DeIta lambda 3
C TLMDl---Lanbda 1

C TLMD2---Lanbda 2

C TLMD3---La¡nbda 3
C CONVR-- -Convergent criterion
C The formulae for counting the nunber of the load steps,NSTEpS:
C NSTEPS1=TLMD1/DLÌ'1D1,

C NSTEPS2=TLII1D2,/DLI'ID2,

C NSTEPS3=TLMD3/DLI'ÍD3.

C The load applied will be:
C dp=DLMD* (PERCTl*pcase l+pERcT2*pcas e2)
c
c
c------------
Cl NUMEL, MATNO, LNoDSl, ..., LNODSnnode I

c------------
c...,
C totally NELEM proups, where
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c
c
c

c
c

c

43765
+--------+ +------+------+

tt
8+ (9+) +4

tt
+------+------+
123

+--------+
12

NUMEL---elenent nunber
MATNO-- -mat eri al property number
LNODS1, ..., LN0DSnnode

---element nodal- connection numbers

c------------
cl IPoIN, C00RD1, C00RD2 I

c------------
c...,
C totally NP0IN groups, where
C IPOIN---node number
C C00RD1---x (or r) coordinate of the node
C C00RD2---y (or z) coordinate of the node
c
c------------
CI NOFIX, IFPRE, PRESC1 , PRESC2 I

c------------
c...,
C totaLly NVFIX groups, where
C NoFIX-- -restrained node nurnber
C IFPRE-- -restraint code
C 10, displacenent restrained in x (or r) direction
C 01, disp}acement restrained in y (or z) directíon
C 11, displacenent restrained in both di¡ections
C note: for skew (oblique) supports, IFPRE<O and refèr
C to the restraints in local reference frane
C PRESC 1 , PRESC2- --the prescribed value of x (or r) and
C y (or z) displacement conponents, respectively
C note: for skew supports, PRESC1 is the angle of the
C loca1 reference frane count erclockwi se fro¡n t
c global reference fra¡ne (in dgree), pRESC2=0.0

c---------
CI NUMAT I
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c---------
c------------
cl PRoPS1, PRoPS2, ..., PRoPSl2 I

c------------
c...,
C totally NMATS groups, ¡¡here
C NUMAT---group nunber of ¡naterial properties
C PR0PS 1---Young, s modulus, for elasticity problem onLy.
c Note: zero value is preserved for hypo-
C elastic naterial .

C PR0PS2---Poissonrs ratio, fot elasticity problern onJ.y
C PROPS3--- l/M=bet a/n, the !¡ater compres s ibiL ity, where
C beta is the bulk rnodulus of fluid and n is
C the porosity of soi1,
C PROPS4-- -Dens ity
C The rest are for hypoelasticity
C PROPS 5- --V1anbda
C PR0PS6---Vkappa
C PROPS7---evO
C PROPS8---a
C PR0PS9---n
C PR0PS 10- --e
c PR0PS11---f
C PR0PS12---g
C PR0PS13---p,0, the initial static hydraulic pressure,=O
C PR0PS14---ev0, the initiaL volunetric strain field
c
c**>r
c------------
CI NPLOD, ]GRAV, NEDGE, NLOAD I

c------------
C NPl0D---nunber of points on l¡hich concentrate forces
C are loaded
C IGRAV---gravity loading control paraneter:
C 0, no gravity loads to be considered
C 1, gravity loading to considered
C NEDGE---nunber of elenent edges on which distributes
c loads are to be applied
C Nl0AD---number of load increments

c------------------
CI PERCTI, PERCT2 I
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c------------------
C percentages of load case 1 and 2. Note: loads can be disctibed by the
C combination of tlro basic cases of loads. Thus different percentage of
C magnitudes rnay be applied during the íncrementaL steps.
c
Cif NPLOD.ne.0 then
c------------
cl LoDPT, PorNTl, PorNT2 I

c------------
c...,
C totally IPLOD groups, where
C L0DPT---node nunber, >O for case 1; (0 for case 2
C P0INT1---load conponent in x (or r) direction
C P0INT2---toad component in y (or z) direction

Cif ]GRAV.ne.0 then
c----------------
CI THETA, GRAVY I

c----------------
C for load case 1 only
C THETA---ang1e of gravity axis ¡neasured from the
C posítive y axis
C GRAVY---gravity constant, specified as a multiple
C of the gravitational acceleration, g. The
C ¡nit weight r¡iIl be GRAVY*PROPS4.
c
Cif NEDGE.ne.0 then
c------------
CI NEASS, NOPRSI, NOPRS2, NOPRS3 I

c------------
c------------
CI PRESSl1, PRESS12, PRESS2l, PRESS22, PRESS31, PRESS33 I

c------------
c,..,
C totally NEDGE groups, where
C NEASS---the element nunber with which the elenent
C edge is associated, >O for case 1; (0 for case
C N0PRS 1 , N0PRS2, N0PRS3-- -the nodes, in an anticlock!¡ise
C sequence, forrning the element face on which the
C distributed load acts
C PRESS 11 , PRESS21 , PRESS3l---values of nornal conponent
C of distributed load at the nodes
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C PRESS 12 , PRESS22, PRESS32---values of tangential
C co¡nponent of distributed load at the nodes
c
c
C******* ****************************** **** ***** ****** ** *,l(****** *******

C PROGRAM MASTER kg.f
c
c
C*****************+****** ** **** *****,t** ********** ********* ***,|(********

C PROGRAM FOR HYPOELAST]C ANALYSIS OF PLANE STRESS,
C PLANE STRAIN AND AXISYMHETRIC S0LIDS by YIN and GRAHAM,s
C MODEL

C**************+*****:******************************* ******************
c

IMPLTCTT REAL{.8 (A-H,O-Z)
C REAL TIMEO,SYSTM,TIMEA(2)

DTMENSI0N AK(60000), C00RD(500,2),Drspo (1000),Drsp1 ( 10oo),
. DL0AD(1000),DrLl'ÎD(7),ENRG0(2000),ENRG1 (2000),Epsv(2000),
. EPSVr (2000) ,
. rD(1000),rFFrx(1000), IJCoL(18),LN0DS(500,9),MATNo(500),
. NKoUT(50),NoFIX(500),PERCT(2),poscp(4),PRESC(500,2),
. PRops (10,14) ,RLDCl (500,18) ,RLDC2(500,1S), STRSo (4,2000),
. STRSl (4,2000), sTT(60000) , TDrsp (1000) ,TLDC1(1000) ,
. TLDC2(1000),WErcp(4),l,lpRsc(500,2)

0PEN( 16,f ile=, kgj . res,,STATUS=, NEVJ, )
oPEN(17, f iLe=' disp. strs,,STATUS=, oLD, )
oPEN(18, f iIe=' qes,,STATUS=,NEl.l, )
OPEN(19,f ile=' esv',STATUS='NEW' )
OPEN(21,f i1e=' qev', STATUS=,NEVJ, )
0PEN(22,f íle=' çes', STATUS=, NEll, )
REI,IIND 16

REI,ITND 17
REI.¡]ND 18

RE$¡]ND 19
REHIND 21
REWIND 22
CALL PROMPT('STARTING' )

c
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C*<** Preset variables associated vith dynarnic dirnensioning

CALL DTMEN (MELEM, MESTF, MEVAB , MGSTF,MKEYP ,MPO]N, MTOTG,

. MTOTV,MVFIX,NDOFN,NPROP)

c
C**+ Read all input data except data of loads

CALL ]NPUT (COORD, DTLMD, IFFIX, LNODS ,MATNO ,MELEM, MEVAB,

MITER, MKEYP, MMATS , MPOIN,MTOTG,MTOTV, MVFIX,
NALGO , NDOFN, NELEM, NEVAB ,NGAUS , NGAU2, N]NTT,
NINTV,NKEYP,NKOUT,NMATS,NNODE,NOFIX,NPO]N,
NPROP, NSELE, NSTEP, NSTRE, NSTRl ,NTOTG, NTOTV,
NTYPE, NVFIX, POSGP , PRESC , PROPS , WETGP)

Ct*(:* Calculate the address of stiffness natrix diagonal

CALL DLENG (ID, LNODS , MELEM, MTOTV, NELEM,NNODE, NPOTN,
. NToTV)

C*<** Chech if the dimensional lenghes used exceeds the maximun

CALL CHECK3 ( ]D, MELEM, MESTF, MGSTF,MPOIN, MTOTG, MTOTV,
. MVFIX, NELEM, NEVAB , NPOIN,NTOTG, NTOTV)

c
C*** Calculate the nodal load vector {db}
c

CALL LOADPS (COORD, LNODS , MATNO , MELEI'I , MMATS , MPOIN, MTOTV,

. NDOFN, NELEM, NEVAB , NGAUS, N]N]T,NLOAD, NNODE,

, NPOTN,NSTRE,NTOTV,NTYPE,PERCT,POSGP,PROPS,

. RLDC1 ,RLDC2,TLDCl ,TLDC2,HEIGP)

C*** Initialize the strêss and displacernent f iel-ds
c

CALL ]NITL(ENRGO,ENRGl,EPSV,EPSVI,LTNTV,MELEM,MTOTG,
. I'ITOTV, NELEM, NINTT, NTOTL, NTOTG, NTOTV, PROPS,
. STRSO, STRS 1, TD]SP, TLA}ÍD)

C*** Loop over each time interval

D0 1000 INTVI=LINTV,NINTV

C*** ZER0 DELTA{a0} and form De1ta{f}
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CALL DLTAF (DISPO , DL}IDB , DLOAD, DTLMD, LOUTT ,I'ÍTOTV , MVFIX ,
. NTTER,NOFIX,NTOTV,NVFIX,PERCT,PRESC,TLDCl,
. TLDC2 , TLAI'|D , WPRSC)

Ct<** Enter into iterate cycle

D0 800 ltHrLE ((NTTER.LE.MTTER).AND. (L0UTI.N8.999))
c
C*** Evaluate the element stiffness matrices

CALL ST]FFP(COORD,ENRGO,ENRG1,EPSV, LNODS,MATNO,MESTF,
. MEVAB,MMATS,MPO]N,MTOTV,MELEM,MTOTG,NELEM,

, NEVAB , NGAUS, NNODE, NSELE,NSTRE,NSTRI , NTYPE,
. NTYSV,POSGP,PROPS,STRSl,STT, I,¡ETGP)

Ct(** Assenble the global stiffness ¡natrix, [K]

CALL ASSEMB (AK, ID, IJCOL,LNODS,MELEM,MEVAB,MTOTV,
. MPO]N,NELEM,NEVAB,NNODE,NPOIN,NTOTV, STT)

c
C*** Fit the displacement boundary conditions

CALL BOUND(AK, DISPl,DLOAD,ID, IFFIX,INTV1,LINTV,
I'IGSTF, MTOTV, MVFTX, NDOFN, NOFTX, NTOTV, NVFIX,
l^lPRSC)

C*** Solve the equations
c

CALL EQSOLV (AK 
, DISP 1 , TD, NTOTV , MGSTF , NTYSV)

C*** Transform back the displacenent if there are skew supports

CALL SKEWBACK(DISPl,MTOTV,MVFIX,NOFTX,NTOTV,NVF]X,IIPRSC)

C*** Ca1cu1ate elenent stresses
(,

CALL ESTRSS(COORD,D]SP1,ENRGO,ENRG1,EPSS, EPSV, EPSVI,
LNODS , LPROP, MELEM, MATNO , MMATS , MPO]N, MTOTG,

MTOTV, NALGO, NDOFN, NELEM, NEVAB, NGAUS, NNODE,

NPOIN, NSELE, NSTRl , NSTRE,NTYPE, POSGP, PROPS,

STRSO , STRS1 , TDISP, EPSl)
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C*** Convergent control
c

CALL CONVER (D] SPO , DISP 1 , DTLI'ID , ERROR, INTV1 , LOUTI , MTOTV,

. NINIT,N]TER,NTOTV)
8OO CONTINUE

c
C* *r( UPdatè the results

CALL UPDPSTR(DISPl,ENRGO,ENRG1,MTOTG,MTOTV,NSTR1,NTOTG,
. NTOTL , NTOTV, STRSO , STRS 1 , TD]SP)

c
Cr(,r<* output the results

CALL OUTPUT(COORD,D]SPI,EPSS, EPSV, ERROR,]NTVI,LNODS,
. MELEM, MKEYP,I,ÍPO]N,MTOTG ,MTOTV,MVFIX, NALGO,
. NDOFN, NELEM, NGAUS , N]NTV, NITER,NKEYP, NKOUT,
. NNODE,NPOIN,NSTEP,NTOTV,NTOTG,NTYPE,POSGP,

. PROPS,STRSl,TD]SP,TLAMD,EPS1)
lOOO CONTINUE

c
C*Reserve the time elapsed and the last dispJ-acenent a¡d stress fieLd
C for continuing calculat ion

},lRITE ( 17 , 'T) TLAMD

IJRITE( 17, *) (TDISP (I), I=1, NT0TV)
C }IR]TE ( 17,909) (TDTSP(I),T=1,NTOTV)

WRITE ( 17, r.) ( (srRS 1 (r,K),r=1, a), K=1,NToTG)
I.¡RITE(17, *) (ENRGI (I), r=1,NT0TG)
$IRITE ( 17, *) (EPSV(I),I=1,NToTG)
$IRITE(17,*) (0.0,I=1,NT0TG)

c t{BITE ( 17 , '* ) (EPSVI (I) ,I=1 ,NToTG)
909 F0RMAT(2X,F18.9,2X,F18.9)

closE (16)
closE (17)
closE (18)
closE ( ls)
closE (21)
closE (22)
STOP

END
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SUBROUT]NE EQSOLV (A , B , TD , N, LI,¡, NTYSV)
C,t*** **** ********** ****************************************** *******
c
C*t*This subroutine solves the equation

C**,******** ****x************************+*******************+*******
TMPLTCIT REAL'}8 (A-H, O-Z)
D]MENS]ON A(LH),B(N),TD(N),]WRK(2OOO)
DTMENST0N AA(500s00), X(s03500)
IF (N.GT.1OOO) THEN

WRITE(6,'t)' StoPs in EQSSLV, N=',N
STOP

ENDTF

AA(1)=A(1)
NA1=1

NAAl=1
D0 100 IROll=2,N
NA2=ID (IR0l,I)

ICL=IR0!J- (NA2-NA1)

IF (ICL.CE.1) THEN

D0 20 IC=l,ICL
20 AA (NAAI+IC) =0.0

END]F
D0 30 IC=ICL+ 1 , IROlj

30 AA (NAAl+Ic) =A (NA1+Ic-IcL)
NAl=NA2
NAAl=NAA1+IR0W

1OO CONTINUE

D0 120 IR0!¡= 1 , N

r2o x (Inow) =s 11¡sl'¡¡

IF (NTYSV.EQ. 1) CALL LDLT(A,B,ID,N,LI,¡,NTYSV)
rF (NTYSV.EQ.2) CALL LEQ2S(AA,N,8,1,N,0,t$¡RK,X,IERR)
]F (NTYSV.EQ.3) THEN

D0 200 IR0W=1,N
200 B(IRow)=x(IRol'¡)

CALL LEQ2S (AA,N,B, 1,N,0, ]WRK,X, IERR)
ENDIF
CALL PROI'ÍPT('EQSOLV' )
RETURN

END
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. 

suBR.ur rNE 
""'u'1,'lå0, ülli : ilåil : iliiå : iiil;, iüii : iiåi3 :

. sTRSl)
C* {.* ti* **t<*******+************** ************+******** **************r.**
c
C**xThis subroutine evaluates the hypoelastic constitutive matrix

C**********+xf******** **f**********x*************,********+*+x** ******
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
DIMENS T ON DMATX (4, 4), ENRGO (MTOTG), ENRGI (I.TTOTG), EPSV (MTOTG),

. PROPS (10,14), STRSl (4,MTOTG) ,PORE(4,4) , PDMAX(4,4)

NTYSV= 1

rF (pRops(LpRop, 1).LT.0.001) THEN

SIGX=STRS1(1 , KGAUS)

SIGY=STRS1(2,KGAUS)
SIGZ=STRS 1 (4, KcAUs)
TAU= STRSI(3,KGAUS)
PEFFC=- (SIGX+SIGY+SIcZ) /3 . 0
RLV=PRoPS (LPR0P ,5)
vKAP=PR0PS (LPR0P ,6)
EPSVo= PRoPS(LPRoP,7)
A= PRoPS(LPRoP,8)
RN= PRoPS(LPRoP,9)
E= PRoPS (LPRoP, 10)
F= PRoPS(LPRoP,11)
S= PR0PS (LPRoP,12)

IF (ABS(NSELE).EQ.3) THEN

PC0NS=PRoPS (LPRoP, 13)
ELSE

PCONS=DEXP ( (EPSV (KGAUS) -EPSVO) /RLV)
END]F

RJ2= ( (SIGX-SIGy) xx2+ 1516y-SrcZ) **2+ (slcz-srcx) *{.2
. +6 . o*TAU,T,TAU) ,/6 . 0

QSHER=DSQRT(3, O*RJ2)
IF ( (ENRGI (KGAUS) . GE, ENRGO (KGAUS) ) . AND. (ABS (QSHER) . GT. O. OOOOI) )

. THEN

C*** if first time loading
IF (RLV.LE.-999.0) THEN

C** for Wuhan sand
R=6 .867
S=39 .4
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RM=o.85
T=0,0042276
U0=2 .483694
UULT=3.548134
RM=O . 85
V=2.81838D-3
l.l=0.281838
PC0NS=PR0PS (LPRoP, 13)
XGS=ABS (STRSl ( 1, KGAUS) )
XG3RM=Xc3*+RM

U=QSHER/XG3RM

RK=(R+S'*PEFFC) **2/R
RJE=XG3RM* (U-UULT),T"2/ (U*U-2 . O *U*WLT+UO*UULT) /T
GE=XG3RM* ( 1 . 0-$¡*QSHER/XG3Rtf )'r*2/ (3. O*V)
RJ=3 . 0*RK*RJE/ (3 . O*¡X_¡.¡¡¡
Rc=3 . 0*GE*RJ/ (3 . O*¡¡-3 . g¡69¡

ELSE

C** for buffer
RKE=VKAP*PEFFC

RK=PEFFc/RLv
DD=PCONS * ( 1 . 0-F*QSHER/PC0NS ) **2/ (3 . 0*E)
C=RN,*A,** ( 1 . o/RN)
D=(1.o_RN)/RN

C RJ=RKE*C* (PC0NS/QSHER),r,*,D

RJ=RK*C* (PC0NS/QSHER) i,'*D

RG=DD*RJ'*RJ/ (RJ*RJ+3. O*DD*RK)
ENDIF

AA= (4 . 0*Rc*RK/R.l-Rr-a, o*nc/3 . 0) / (3 . 0'*RG*RK/RJIRJ- 1 . O)

HH=2 . 0*RJ_3 . o*RK
FF= (3 . 0{.RK*,RJ-AA*, (RJ+3 . or,RK) ) /HH
ÁLFA= (DSQRT (FF*FF+8 . O*AA* (3 . o*RK*RJ-FFx (n.l+S . O*n¡1¡ ¡ ¡¡.¡¡.¡¡

. -FF) / (2.0*AA)
BB=FF/ALFA
IF ((AA.1T.0.0).0R. (RJ*RJ .18.3. O*RK*,RG) ) ¡lrySV=Z

ELSE

C*** if unloading/relo adíng
RK=VKAP*PEFFc

RG=S*PEFFC

AA=RK+4.0*RG/3.0
ALFA=1 .0
BB=RK-2.0*RG/3.0

ENDIF
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FÎ <E

YG=PROPS (LPROP,1)

PN=PR0PS (LPRoP, 2)
ALFA=1 .0
AA=yG* (1. o-pN) / ( (r. O+nr¡ *11 . 0-2. o'*pN) )
BB=yc*pN/ ( ( 1 . o+pN) * (1 .0-2 .0*pN) )

ENDIF
D0 10 ISTR1=1,4
D0 10 JSTRl=l,4

10 DMATX (ISTRI , JsTRl)=o. o
IF(NTYPE.NE.1) GO TO 4

C*** D MATR]X FOR PLANE STRESS CASE

c
co¡¡sr= (lA_BB) /AA
DMATX(1, 1) =CONST,I.ALFA*.ALFA* (AA+BB)

DMATX (2, 2) =CONST'. (AA+BB)

DtÍATX (3 , 3) =C0NST*ALFA*AA*0 . 5

DMATX ( 1, 2) =CONST"ALFA*BB
DMATX(2, 1) =DMAT¡ ( 1, 2)
G0T0 888

4 IF(NTYPE.NE.2) GO TO 6
c
C,{.** D MATRIX FOR PLANE STRAIN CASE

DMATX(1, 1)=ALFA{.ALFA*AA
DMArx (2 , 2) =AA
DMATX (3 , 3) =ALFA* (AA-BB) '*0 . 5

DMATX(1,2)=ALFA*BB
DMArx(2, 1) =DMATX(1, 2)
G0T0 888

6 rF(NTYPE.NE.3) c0 T0 8

C*** D MATR]X FOR AXTSYMMETRIC CASE

c
DMATX(1, r)=llFA*ALFAi,AA
DMATX (2 , 2) =AA
DMATX (3 ,3) =ALFA* (AA-BB) *0.5
DMATX (4 , 4) =ALFA*ALFA*AA
DMATX(1,2)=¡¡¡¡.t3¡
DMATX (1,4) =ALFA*ALFA'tBB
DMATX (2 ,4) =ALFA,I.BB
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V'RITE (6 , 9OO) INTV1 , N]TER, ERROR, TLAMD

900 FoRMAT(//' INCRMT=',15, ' ITRTNS =',15,, ERR0R=,,F14.8,
. ' Prop. of Id: ,,F14.8)

]F ((NKEYP.EQ. O) .AND. (]NTV1 .NE.N]NTV)) RETURN

IF (TNTVI.Eq.NINTV) THEN

!|RITE (6, 910)
910 FORMAT (,// lX , 13HDISPLACEMENTS/

. 1X,4HNoDE,8X, , X (r) -DISP . , ,7X, , Y(z) -DISP. , ,

. L2X, 'DeIt u) ,7X, ,DeIt v,)
D0 40 IP0IN=l,NPOIN
NGASH=IP0IN*2
NGISH=NGASH-2+1

rF (NKEYP.LE.o) c0 To 20
D0 30 IKEYP=1,NKEYP

30 IF (IPOIN.EQ.NKOUT(IKEYP)) GO TO 20
c0 T0 40

20 WRITE(6,920) IPOIN,(TDISP(IGASH),TGASH=NG]SH,NGASH),
. (DT SP 1 ( IGASH) , ]GASH=NGISH, NGASH)

40 CONTINUE

920 FoRMAT(1X,14,4X,2F15.7,8X,2F15.7/)

C*** OUTPUT STRESSES

IF( (INTVl . EQ. N]NTV) . AND. ( ( (ABS (pRops (1 , 14) +0. 104) . LT. o.00001) .

. 0R.((ABS(pRops(1,13)-2.1)).1r.0.00001)).

. 0R.((ABS(1.0)).8Q.-1.0))) THEN

r.¡RrTE (6 , 931)
ELSE]F(NTYPE.NE,3) THEN

srRrTE(6,930)
ELSEIF(NTYPE.EQ.3) THEN

lIRrTE (6 , e40)
ENDIF

930 FORMAT(//' ACCUMULATED STRESSES AT GUASS]AN PO]NTS'
. /7X,'x' ,72X, 'y',10X,,SIGMA x,,6X,,SIGMA y,,6X,,TAU xy,,
. 7X, 'SIGMA z')

931 FORMAT(//, RESULTS of P, q, AND q/P AT GAUSS]AN POINTS,
. //tSX,'x',13X,,y,,13X,,p,,13X,,q,,13X,,q/p,)

940 FORMAT(' ACCUMULATED STRESSES AT GUASSIAN PO]NTS'
. /7x,,r' ,r2x,'2, ,lox,,srGMA r,,6x,,SIGMA z, ,6x,,TAIJ tz) ,
. 7X,'SIGMA t')
END]F

KGAUS=0
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D0 60 IELEM=I,NELEM
rF (TNTVI.EQ.N]NTV) WRrrE(6,950) IELEM

950 FoRMAT(2X,'EL.,,14)
D0 35 INODE=I, NNoDE

LNODE=LNODS (]ELEH, ]NODE)
NP0SN= (LNODE-1) *ND0FN

D0 35 IDoFN=1,ND0FN
NP0SN=NP0SN+1

35 ELCoD ( rDoFN, IN0DE) =C00RD (LNoDE , ]DoFN)
Q=o'o
P=0.0
PQ=o ' o

KGASP=0

D0 50 IGAUS=1,NGAUS

EXISP=POSGP (IGAUS)

D0 50 JGAUS=1,NGAUS

ETASP=P0ScP (JcAUS)

KGAUS=KGAUS+1

KGASP=KGASP+1

IF ((]NTVI.EQ.N]NTV).OR. (NALGO.EQ.KGAUS)) THEN

CALL SFR2 (DERTV, ETASP , EXISP , NNODE , SHAPE)

C**,* CALCULATE COORD]NATES OF SAMPLTNG PO]NT
c

D0 2 IDIME=l,2
GPCOD (IDIME, KGASP) =0. O

D0 2 IN0DE=l,NNODE
GPCOD ( IDIME, KGASP) =GPCOD (IDIME, KGASP) +ELCOD (]D]ME, INODE)

. *.SHAPE (INODE)

2 CONTINUE

SIGX=STRS1(1,KGAUS)
SIcY=STRS1 (2, KGAUS)

S]GZ=STRS 1 (4, KGAUS )
TAU= STRS1(3,KGAUS)
PEFFC=- (SIGX+SIcY+S IGz ) /3 . o

RJ2= ( (SIcX-SIGy) *,f 2+ (S Icy-S IcZ ):+.i 2+ (SIGZ_SIcX) **2
. +6 . o*TAU*TAU) /6 . 0

QSHER=DSQRT(3. O*RJ2)
IF (KGAUS,EQ.NALGO) THEN

RLV=PRoPS ( 1 ,5)
EPSVo=PRoPS ( 1 ,7)
PCONS=DEXP ( (EPSV(KGAUS) -EPSVO) /RLV)
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rF (PR0PS(1,7).1E.-999.0) THEN

C+* Wuhan sand
l.lRrTE(18, 9s8) EPSS, QSHER

S¡RITE(19, 958) EPSS, -EPSV(KGAUS)
ELSE rF (ABS(PRops(1,14)-0.087).LT.0.001) THEN

C'r* T915
LTRITE(18,958) EPS1, QSHER/PEFFC
WRITE(22, 958) EPS1, QSHER/PROPS (1, 13)
Ì4RITE(19,958) pEFFC/pRopS(1, 13),QSHER/PR0PS(1, 13)
WR]TE(21,958) PEFFC, QSHER

ELSE rF ((ABS(pRops(1,4)-1.2).1T.0.001).0R. (ABS(pR0pS(1,4)
. -1.93).1T.0.001).0R.(ABS(pRops(1,4)-0.73).1T.0.001)) THEN

c*'* T918, T931 , T910
$rRrTE ( 18 , 958) EPSS , QSHER/PR0PS ( 1 ,4)

ELSE

C*,'t Buffer salnple
C WR]TE(18,958) EPSS,QSHER/PCONS
c wRrTE(21,s58) QSHER/PC0NS,EPSV(KGAUS)

t,lRITE(18,958) EPSS, QSHER/PR0PS(1, 13)
WRITE(21,958) QSHER/PROPS(1, 13),EPSV(KGAUS)
I,¡RITE(19, 958) EPSV(KGAUS),EPSS

ENDIF
ENDIF
IF ( (INTV1. EQ. NINTV) .AND. ( ( (ABS (pRops(1, 14)+0. 104) . LT. 0. OOOOl) .

. 0R. ((ABS(pRops(1,13)-2.1)).1T.0.00001)))) rileN
c** Print P,,q and q/P,

]F (NNODE.EQ.4) THEN

P=P+PEFFC

Q=Q+QSHER

PQ=PQ+QSHER/PEFFC

ELSE

$¡RITE (6 ,961) (GPC0D (I , KGASP) , I=1 , NDoFN) , PEFFC, QSHER, QSHER/PEFFC
END]F

ELSEIF (INTVI.EQ,NTNTV) THEN

C,t * General case
WRITE(6, s60) (cPcoD(I ,KGASP) ,l=1 ,NDoFN) , (STRSl (I, KGAUS) ,I=1, a)

ENDIF
END]F

50 CONT]NUE

IF ((INTV1 ,EQ.N]NTV) .OR. (NALGO.EQ.KGAUS)) THEN

TF (NNODE.EQ.4) THEN

P=P /4.0
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Q=Q/+
PQ=PQ/4.0
I,|RITE(6,e61)0. 0,0. 0,P,Q,PQ

ENDIF
ENDTF

60 CONTINUE

958 FoRMAT(1X,2F14.6)
959 FoRMAT(lX,3F14.6)
960 FoRMAT ( lX,6E13.3)
961 FoRMAT(5X,5814.3)

CALL PROMPT(' OUTPUT')
RETURN

END

SUBROUT]NE SKEI.¡BACK(DTSPl,MTOTV,MVFIX,NOF]X,NTOTV,NVFIX,l,llPESC)
C*** ******** *+*** ***** **************************** *+*********** *****x*
c
C*** Transforrn back the displacement fron skew supports, if any.

C*** **+*+*************************************************************
tÌ,lPLtCrT REAL'*8 (A-H,0-Z)
DIMENS ION D] SP 1 (MTOTV), NOFIX (MVFIX), }¡PESC (MVFIX, 2),T (2, 2)

C{,** Transform back fron skew support reference fra¡ne

PI=3. 14159265359D00
D0 60 IVFIX=I,NVFIX
rF (NoFrx(rvFrx) .LT.o) THEN

ANGLE=}¡PESC ( IVF]X, 1) *PIl180 . ODOO

T(1,1)=COS(ANGLE)
r(1,2) =-SrN(ANGLE)
r (2 

't)=-r 
(1 

'2)r(2,2)=r(1'1)
LToTV= (_NoFrX(rVFrX) _1) *2+ 1

B1=DISP1(LToTV)
B2=DISP1 (LTOTV+1)

Drspl (LToTV) =T ( 1 , 1) *81+T( 1 ,2) *82
DrsPl (LT0TV+1) =T(2, 1) *81+T (2 ,2) *82

ENDIF
6O CONTTNUE

RETURN

END
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SUBROUTTNE TNITL(ENRGO,ENRGl,EPSV,EPSVT,L]NTV,MELEM,MTOTG,
. MTOTV, NELEM,NINTT, NTOTL, NTOTG, NTOTV, PROPS ,
. STRSO, STRS l , TDISP, TLAMD)

c**********************+*********,t***+**x*************************

C**+ Initialize the stress ¡natrices and forn p{S}/p{sg}

c****f **********+***********xt****************x+******************
]MPLICIT REAL,*8 (A-H,O-Z)
D]MENS]ON ENRGO (MTOTG), ENRGl (MTOTG),EPSV(MTOTG), EPSV] (MTOTG),

. PROPS ( 10 , 14) , STRSO (4 , MTOTG) , STRS 1 (4 , MTOTG) ,
, TDTSP(MTOTV)

C*** Jnitialise the stress, dísplacernent and time state
c

LINTV=1
NPL0T=1
NToTL=0
TLAMD=o . 0

P0=-ABS(PRoPS(1,13))
EPsv0=PR0PS (1,14)
D0 20 IToTV=l,NToTV

20 TDISP(TTOTV)=O.O
IF (NTN]T.EQ.O) THEN

D0 30 IToTG=l,NT0TG
STRS0 (1,IToTG)=P0
STRSO (2 , ]TOTG) =PO
STRSo (3 , IT0TG) =0 . 0

STRS0 (4, IToTG) =P0
ENRGo (IT0TG) =0 . 0

EPSVT (]TOTG) =EPSVO
30 EPSV( I1s1ç¡=¡P5Yg

ELSE]F (NTNIT.EQ. 1) THEN

READ(17, i.)TLA}'D
READ (17,,t) (TDISP(I), I=1,NToTV)
READ ( 17, *) ( (srRso (I, K) ,I=1 ,a) ,K=1,Nrorc)
READ ( 17 , *) (ENRGO (I ) , ]=1 , NTOTG)

READ(17,*) (EPsv(I),I=1,NTorc)
READ(17,'t) (EPSVI (r), I=1,NToTG)
REW]ND 17
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ELSETF (NINIT.EQ.2) THEN

READ ( 17, {.) (¡l'¡vrgrt'¡C, r=r,NToTV+1)
READ ( 17,'t) ( (STRSo (I, K), I=1, a), K=1, NT0TG)
TF(ABS (PROPS(1, 1) ) .LT.O. OOOO1) THEN

D0 44 ITOTG=I,NToTG
ENRGo(IToTG)=0.0
S TGX=STRSO ( 1 , ITOTG)
SIcY=STRS0 (2 ,IToTc)
SIcZ=STRS0 (4, IToTc)
PEFFC=- (S ]GX+S ]GY+S IGZ) /3 . O

EPSV ( ITOTG) =PROPS ( 1, 5) *DLOG (PEFFC) +PROPS ( 1, 7)
44 EPSV](ITOTG)=EPSV(ITOTG)

ENDIF

REI,¡TND 17
ELSE]F (NTNIT.NE.O) THEN

WRITE(6,*)' No such inj.tial condition coded NINIT=,,NINIT
ENDIF
D0 40 IToTG=l,NT0TG
ENRGl (ITOTG) =ENRGO (]TOTG)

D0 40 ISTRE=I,4
40 STRS 1 ( ISTRE , ITOTG) =STRSO ( ISTRE , ITOTG)

CALL PROMPT('INTTL ')
RETURN

END

.'u'*'u"" 

--"'lilii, 
*iiil i ffiiff i ffi--, 

-'ii 
i 

--,i 
i *l"i i

. STRS0,STRSI,TDISP,EPSI)
C,*************{(*************************:t<***** *********** **************
c
C**** THIS SUBRoUTINE CALCULATES THE STRESSES and the unit energy for
C each element

c* t**** *****************************<*** ************************ ********
]MPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)

D]MENS]ON CARTD (2, 9), COORD (MPOIN, 2), DISPl (MTOTV), DMATX (4, 4),
. ETD]S (2 ,9) , ENRGO (MTOTG) , ENRGl (MTOTG) , EPSV (MTOTG) ,
. Epsvt(MT0TG),DERrv(2,9),ELC0D(2,9),ELDrs(2,9),
. GPCOD(2,9),LNODS(MELE¡'I,9),MATNO(MELEM),POSGP(4),
. pRops(10,14),STRAN(4),STRSS(4),srRso(4,r'fforc),
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. STRS 1 (4 , MTOTG) , SHAPE (9 ) , TDISP (MTOTV) , TSTRN (4)
KGAUS=0

D0 90 IELEM=I,NELEM
LPR0P=MATN0 ( IELEM)

c
C*** COMPUTE COORDINATE AND DISPLACEMENT OF THE ELEMENT NODAL POINTS

D0 30 INoDE=1,NNoDE
LNoDE=LN0DS ( IELEM, IN0DE)
NP0SN= (LN0DE- 1) *ND0FN

D0 30 IDoFN=1,NDoFN
NPOSN=NPOSN+1

ELCOD ( IDOFN, INODE) =COORD (LNODE, TDOFN)

ETD] S ( IDOFN, INODE) =TDISP (NPOSN)

3O ELDI S ( ]DOFN, ]NODE) =D]SP 1 (NPOSN)

KGASP=0

D0 70 IGAUS=1,NGAUS

ExISP=P0ScP ( IGAUS)
D0 70 JGAUS=I , NGAUS

ETASP=POSGP ( JGAUS )
WRITE(6, x) ' IGAUS , JGAUS , EXISP, ETASP ' , IGAUS , JGAUS, EXISP, ETASP

KGAUS=KGAUS+1

KGASP=KGASP+1

CALL SFR2(DER]V,ETASP,EX]SP,NNODE,SHAPE)

CALL JACOB2(CARTD,DERIV,DJACB,ELCOD,GPCOD, IELEM,KGASP,
NNODE, SHAPE)

CALL CNSTTV(ALFA, DMATX,ENRGO,ENRGl,EPSV, IELEM,KGAUS,
LPROP, MELEM,MTOTG, -NSELE,NTYPE, NTYSV, PROPS,

STRS 1)
CALL STRA]N(CARTD,ELDIS,NDOFN,NNODE,NTYPE,STRAN,KGASP,

GPCOD, SHAPE)

D0 40 ISTRE=I,NSTRE
STRSS (ISTRE)=0.0
D0 40 JSTRE=I,NSTRE

STRSS (ISTRE) =STRSS (]STRE) +DMATX (ISTRE, JSTRE) *STRAN(JSTRE)

IF (NTYPE.EQ.1) THEN

STRSS (NSTRI) =0 . 0

STRAN (NSTRI) =-DMATX (1,2) * (ALFA*STRAN ( 1) +STRAN ( 2) ) /DMATX ( 1, 1)
ELSEIF (NTYPE.EQ.2) THEN

STRSS (NSTRI) =DMATX ( 1 ,2) * (ALFA"STRAN ( 1) +STRAN (2) )
END]F

40
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C{(r(t< Update the total stresses and the volume strain

D0 50 ISTRI= 1 , NSTR1

50 STRSl(ISTR1,KGAUS)=51¡5911STR1,KGAUS)+STRSS(ISTRl)

C,t** Evaluate the unit energy at each Gaussían point

CALL STRAIN(CARTD,ETDIS,NDOFN,NNODE,NTYPE,TSTRN,KGASP,

. GPCOD,SHAPE)

D0 55 ISTR1=1,NSTRI
55 TSTRN(]STR1)=TSTRN(ISTR1)+STRAN(]STR1)

ENRGI (KGAUS) =0 . 0

D0 65 ISTRE=I,NSTRI
65 ENRG 1 (KGAUS ) =ENRG 1 (KGAUS) +STRSS ( ISTRE) +STRAN ( ISTRE)

rF (1.EQ.-1) THEN

WRITE(6,*) ' STRSS= ' , (STRSS(I),I=1,NSTR1)
WRTTE (6, *) ' STRAN= ' , (STRAN(]) ,I=1,NSTRE)

END]F
EPSV(KGAUS) =EPSVI (KGAUS)- (TSTRN ( 1) +TSTRN(2)+TSTRN(4) )

C WRTTE(6, *),EPSV = ,,EPSV(KGAUS)

]F (KGAUS.EQ.NALGO) THEN

Rr2= ( (TSTRN ( 1) -TSTRN (2) ) r,,*2 . 0+ (TSTRN(2) -TSTRN(4) ) **2 . O

. + (TSTRN (4) -TSTRN( 1) ) x,k2 .0+1 .5*TSTRN(3) **2.0),/6.0
EPSS=DSQRT (4. O'}RI2l3. O)

EPS 1=-TSTRN (2)
C HRITE(6,,.)'EPSV(KGAUS),EPSS=,,EPSV(KGAUS),EPSS
c I¡RITE(6,*)'TSTRN=',(TSTRN(I),I=1,4)

END]F
70 CONTINUE

90 CONTINUE

CALL PROMPT(' ESTRSS ')
RETURN

END

c
SUBROUTINE PROMPT (STR]NG)

C************************+*************************,fi ***

C***THIS SUBROUT]NE TRACES THE FLOH FOR DEBUGGTNG

c
C******************************************************

CHARACTER'I6 STRING

C WRITE(6,*)STRING,' is passed,
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RETURN

END

c
SUBROUTINE TNPUT (COORD, DTLMD, IFFIX, LNODS, MATNO, MELEM, MEVAB,
. MITER,MKEYP,MMATS ,MPoIN,I'îT0TG, MToTV,MVFIX,
. NALGO , NDOFN , NELEM, NEVAB , NGAUS , NGAU2 , N]N]T,
. NTNTV, NKEYP,NKOUT, NMATS , NNODE, NOFIX,NPOTN,
. NPROP , NSELE,NSTEP, NSTRE, NSTR1 , NTOTG,NTOTV,
. NTYPE , NVFIX, POSGP , PRESC , PROPS , I,ÙE]GP )

C***************************+*******{<* *************************>*******

C*'.** THIS SUBROUTINE ACCEPTS MOST OF THE INPUT DATA

c
C***t<********{.************************ ******************************t<*

IMPL]CIT REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z)
D]MENS ION COORD (I,IPO ]N, 2 ), DTLI'D (7), TFF]X (MTOTV), NKOUT (MKEYP),

. LNODS (MELEM,9) , MATNO (MELEM) , NOFIX (MVFIX) , POSGP (4) ,

. PRESC (MVFTX , NDoFN) , 
pR0pS ( 10 , 14) , WErcp (4)

TH0PI=6. 28318530718D00
C CHARACTER T]TLE* 12
C READ (5 ,'}) T]TLE
C $IRTTE(16,920) TITLE
c 920 F0RMAT(18A4)

C*:t<* READ THE FTRST DATA CARD, AND ECHO IT IMMEDTATELY
c

READ ( 5,'. ) NPO IN, NVFIX, NELEM, NTYPE, NNODE, NMATS, NGAUS

NSTRE=3

IF (NTYPE.EQ.3)NSTRE=4

NEVAB=ND0FN*NNODE

NSTRl=NSTRE+1

IF(NTYPE. EQ. 3) NSTRI=NSTRE

NT0TV=NP0IN*ND0FN
NGAU2=NGAUS+NGAUS

NTOTG=NELEM*NGAU2

!,IR]TE ( 1 6, 90 1 ) NPOIN, NELEM, NVFIX, NTYPE, NNODE, NMATS, NGAUS, NEVAB,
, NSTRE

901 F0RMAT(//8H NPoIN =,14,4X,8H NELEM =,14,4x,8H NVFIX =,14,4X,
. 8H NTYPE =,I4,4X,8H NNoDE =,t4,//
. 8H NMATS =,I4,4X,8H NGAUS =,I4,4X,8H NEVAB =,I4,4X,
. 8H NSTRE =,I4)

CALL CHECK 1 (NDOFN , NELEM, NGAUS , NM.ATS , NNODE, NPO]N ,
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c 
NSTRE,NTYPE,NVFIX)

Ct<'** Input conttol data for hypoelasticity analysis

READ(5,*) NIN]T, NINTV, NKEYP, NSTEP,MITER,NALGO, NSELE

IF (NKEYP.GT.O) READ(5,*) (NKOUT(]KEYP),]KEYP=I,NKEYP)
WRITE(16,990) NINIT, NSTEP, NKEYP,MITER, NALGO, N]NTV

990 FORMAT(/'¡1¡11 =',14,' t1¡1y =,,I4,, NKEYP =,,f4,4X,
. ) ¡g1gp=,,I4,, ,MLTER=,,I4//

. , ¡¡¡69 =,,I4,, NSELE =,,I4)
IF (NKEYP.cT.0) IIRITE(16,9e1) (NKoUT(I),I=1,NKEYP)

991 FoRMAT(,//', KEY oUTPUT P0INTS'/10I7)
c
C**t Read the external load increnental control- data

READ(5, *) (DTLMD (I),r=1,7)
wRrrE(16, 992) (DTLMD (r),þ1,7)

992 FoRMAT(/' Load incremental control ò.atat, /2X,6FL2,7
. /' Convergent criterion: ,,F12.8)

C*** READ THE ELEMENT NODAL CONNECTIONS, AND THE PROPERTY NUMBERS,

wRrTE(16,902)
902 FORMAT(/,/8H ELEMENT, 3X,SHPROPERTY, 6X, l2HIIIODE NUMBERS)

D0 2 IELEM=I,NELEM
READ ( 5,'¡. ) NUMEL, MATNO (NI'I,Í EL), (LNODS (NUMEL, ]NODE), INODE= 1, NNODE)

2 WRITE ( 16 , 903)NUMEL, MATNO (NUMEL) ,
. (LNoDS (NUMEL , INoDE) , INoDE= 1 , NNoDE)

903 FoRMAT(1X,r5,19,6X,9r5)
c
C*** ZERO ALL THE NODAL COORDINATS, PRIOR TO READING SOME OF THEM.
c

D0 4IPOIN=I,NPOIN
D0 4 IDIME=I,2

4 c00RD(IPoIN,IDIME)=0.0

C*** READ SOME NODAL COORDINATES, FINISHING }IITH THE LAST NODE OF ALL.
c

I{RITE(16,904)
904 FoRMAT(//6H NoDE,5X,4HX(r),6X, Hy(z))

6 READ(5,*) IPoIN,(c00RD(IPoIN,IDIME),IDIME=I,2)
c 905 F0RMAT(Is,2F10.5)
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IF (2.EQ.-2) THEN

X=cooRD(IPoIN,1)
Y=cooRD (IP0IN,2)
C0ORD (IP0IN,1) =X*0 .70710678-Y*0 .70710678
C0ORD ( IP0IN , 2 ) =X*0 . 70710678+Y'*o . 79719673

ENDIF
IF(]POIN.NE.NPO]N) GO TO 6

C*** INTERPLATE COORDTNATES OF MID-SIDE NODES

c
IF (3.EQ. -3) CALL NODEXY(COORD,LNODS,MELEM,MPO]N,NELEM,NNODE)
D0 10 IPOIN=I,NP0IN

1O I.¡RITE(16,906) IPOIN, (COORD(]PO]N,IDTME),IDIME=1,2)
906 FoRMAT(lX,I5,2F10.3)

c
C*** READ THE FIXED VALUES.

$rRrTE(16,907)
907 FORMAT(/,/5H NODE,ôX,4HCODE,9X,12HFIXED VALUES)

D0 7 IVFIX=1,NTOTV
7 IFFIX(IVFIX)=0

D0 8 IVFIX=I,NVFIX
READ (5, *) NOF]X (]VF]X), IFPRE, (PRESC (]VF]X, IDOFN), TDOFN=1, NDOFN)

WRITE ( 16 , 908) NoFIX ( IvFIX) , IFPRE, (PRESC ( IVFIx , IDoFN) , ID0FN=1 , NDoFN)
ISIGN=1
rF (]FPRE.LT.0) rsrcN=-1
IFPRE= ISTGN* ]FPRE
NLoCA= (NoFrX(MIX) _1) *NDoFN

N0FIX (IvFIx) =ISIGN*N0FIx(IVFIX)
IFD0F= 10** (NDOFN- 1)
D0 I IDOFN=1,NDOFN

NGASH=NL0CA+ID0FN

IF(]FPRE.LT,IFDOF) GO TO 8
IFFIx (NcAsH) =1
IFPRE=IFPRE- IFD0F

8 IFDOF=IFDOF/10
908 FoRMAT(1X,14,5X,15,5X,2F10.6)

C*** READ THE AVAILABLE SELECTION OF ELEMENT PROPERT]ES.
c

16 liRITE(16,910)
910 FORMAT(//7H NUMBER,l2X,18HELEMENT PROPERT]ES)
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D0 18 IMATS= 1 , Nl,fATS

READ(5,*) NUMAT

READ(5,*) (PROPS (NUMAT, IPROP) , ]PROP= 1 , NPROP)

18 I.IRITE(16,911) NUMAT, (PR0PS(NUl.rAT,rpRop),rpRop=1,NpRop)
911 FoRMAT(2X,r2,(5X,5E13.5,2(/eX,5E13.5)))

c
C*** SET UP GAUSSIAN INTEGRATTON CONSTANTS.

50 CALL GAUSSQ(NGAUS,POSGP,}IEIGP)

""*''il8lÏ 
: iiiii : iiSii : iliii ; iiiff : ffi iii : ilSJi :

. NELEM, NMATS , NNODE, NOFIX , NPOIN , NVFTT)
CALL PROMPT(,INPUT ,)
RETURN

END

c
SUBROUTTNE DLTAF (DISPO, DLMDB, DLOAD, DTLMD, LOUT] ,MTOTV,MVF]X,
. NITER,NOFIX,NTOTV,NVFIX, PERCT, PRESC,TLDC1,
. TLDC2 , TLAI'ID ,I,¡PRSC)

C************************+* ***,l( *****,t*t<***** **x**************:l(******
c
C**<*< This subroutine prepares the basic data for interation by
C zeroing Detta{aO} and forming Delta{f}

C*******************<*******¡È***¡{<t<******<*****************************
rMPLrcrT REAL+8 (A-H,o-z)
D]MENS]ON DTSPO(MTOTV),DLOAD(!nOTV),DTLMD(7),NOFIX(MVFTX),

. pERcr(2),pRESc(MVFrx,2),TLDC1(MToTV),TLDC2(MToTV),

. I,¡pRsc(MvFrx,2)
L0UTI=0
NITER=1
DLMDB=DTLMD ( 1)
rF ( (rLAMD. cE. DrLMD (4) ) . AND. (rLAt'tD. Lr, DTTMD (s) ) ) DLMDB=DTLMD (2)
IF ( (TLAMD. GE. DTLMD (5) ) . AND. (TLA}ÍD. LT. DTLMD (6) ) ) DLMDB=DTLMD (3)
TLAMD=TLAMD+DLMDB

D0 50 ITOTV=I,NT0TV
DISPo (IToTV) =0 . 0

5O DLOAD ( ITOTV) =DLMDB*. (PERCT ( 1) x.TLDcl ( ]TOTV) +PERCT ( 2) *TLDC2 ( TTOTV) )
D0 60 IFIXD=I,NVFIX
D0 60 IDoFN=l,2
]F (NOFIX(IFIXD).LT.O) THEN

}lpRSc (rFrxD, rDoFN) =pRESc (rFrxD, ID0FN)
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ELSE

HPRSC (IF]XD, ]DOFN) =DLMDB*PRESC (IF]XD, TDOFN)

END]F
60 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

c
SUBROUTINE DIMEN (MELEM, MESTF, MEVAB, MGSTF, },IKEYP, MPOTN, MTOTG,

. MTOTV,I'IVFIX,NDOFN,NPROP)
C**+*******************+*** ************************+x************* ****

C+*** THTS SUBROUTINE PRESETS VARIBLES ASSOCIATED W]TH DYNAMIC
C DIMENSIONING and the maxinum dimensions aLLowed
C MELEM---Maxinum number of menbrane elenents
C IIESTF---Maximun lengh of nembrane elenent stiffness natrix
C MEVAB---Maxinun nunber of menbrane element variables
C MGSTF---Maxi¡num lengh of global stiffness matrix
C MKEYP---Maxi¡num key output nodes
C MP0IN---Maxinun number of structure nodes
C MT0TG---Maximun number of sttucture stresses
C MT0TV---Maximum number of structurè degree of freedom
C MVFIX---Maxi¡num number of prescribed displacement nodes
C ND0FN---Degree of freedo¡n per node
C NPR0P---Nu¡nber of membrane elenent properties of each group

c**** *>* ** ** *********+*+*********'r*****.**** **+********************+***
MELEM=s00

MESTF=60000
MEVAB=2*9

MGSTF=60000

MKEYP=50

MP0IN=500
MT0TG=MELEM*4

MT0TV= 1000
MVFIX=500
ND0FN=2

NPRoP=14

CALL PROMPT(' D]MEN')
RETURN

END

c
SUBROUTINE DLENG(]0, LNODS,MELEM,MTOTV,NELEM,NNODE,NPOIN,
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c****;***,****************lT:TIl--------***********xx*******r* ***** **

C**,. CALCULATE THE DIAGONAL ADDRESSES FOR THE SPARS,HALF TRIANGULAR,
C*** VARIABLE BAND I,'IDTH, GLOBAL MATR]X, K

C* ****** ************************************** ****** ****** *+*+******
IMPLTCTT REAL,I.8 (A-H,O-z)
DIMENSION ID (MTOTV),LNODS (MELEM, 9)
D0 60 ITOTV=2,NTOTV,2

60 ID(IT0TV)=NPoIN
D0 110 IELEM=I,NELEM
MINI JM=NP0IN
D0 80 INoDE=l,NNoDE
NDc0L=LN0DS (IELEM, IN0DE)
IF(MINIJM.LE,NDCOL) GO TO 80
MINI JM=NDC0L

80 CONT]NUE

D0 90 IN0DE=1,NNoDE
IAA=LNODS (IELEM, INODE) *2
rF(rD(rAA).LE.MrNrJM) co To 90
]D (IAA) =M]NI JM

90 CONTINUE

110 CONTINUE

LS=0
D0 200 INoDE=1,NPoIN
NF=2xIN0DE
NFA=NF_2*ID (NF) +1

ID(NF-r)=¡5+¡P¡
LS=ID (NF- 1) +NFA+1

200 ID (NF) =LS
ltRrTE(16,500) LS

c $¡RITE(16,600) (ID(I),I=1 ,NT0TV)
5OO FORMAT(/,/, LENGTH OF THE VAR]ED BAND (HALF) 5TIFFNESS MATRTX,,

. r b.,

C 600 FORMAT(//sX,'ADRESS OF DIAGONAL '/LOf7)
CALL PROMPT(' DLENG')
RETURN

END

c

. 

suBR'urrNE 0""' 
1åó,*, ik,", iíTii : ü33å ; iiåii : iiååi, ii?i''
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C* *****+x************+******t<****************************************
c
C*'l(* ASSEMBLE THE MATRIX, K, thc lOI¡Er hAI.f ONIY

C,t ** ******* * * * * * * ** * * * * ¡* * ** {< * t< * r<* * * * * * * {.+ * * * * * * * * * ** ****** ** ********,*
IMPLTCTT REAL,I.8 (A-H,O-Z)

DTMENS]ON AK (60000), ID(MTOTV), I JCOL (MEVAB), LNODS (MELEM, 9 ),
. sTT(60000)

NLAST=1D (NTOTV)

D0 50 IT0TV=l,NLAST
50 AK(IToTV)=0.0

NTEVA=NEVABi.NEVAB

NST4=-NTEVA

D0 90 IELEM=I,NELEM
D0 80 INODE=I,NNoDE
IP2=IN0DE*2
I JCOL (IP2-1 ) =LNODS (IELEM, INODE)'.2- 1

80 IJCOL (]P2)=LNODS(]ELEM, ]NODE) r.2

IAC4=0
NST4=NST +NTEVA

D0 90 IEVAB=I,NEVAB
I=IJcoL (IEVAB)

D0 90 JEVAB=I,NEVAB
IAC4=IAC4+1
J=l Jc0L (JEVAB)

rF(r.LT.J) G0 T0 90
IJ=ID (I) -I+J
AK(rJ) =AK (t J ) +srr (NST4+rAC4)

90 CONTTNUE

D0 200 I=1,NT0TV
NDIAc=ID (])
rF(AK(NDIAG) .LT. 1.E-8)

. HRITE(16,*)'***** MATRIX DIAGoNAL ELEMEN T00 SMALL,

. MAYBE SOMETHING Ì{RONG'

2OO CONTINUE

c WR]TE(16,+)'6='
C D0 202 I=I,NTOTV
c NF=ID (r_1)+1
c IF (r.nQ.r) rr=r
c NDIAG=ID(I)
c L¡RITE(16,,*)I,(AK(IJ),rJ=NF,NDTAG)
C 202 CONTINUE
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CALL PROMPT(' ASSEMB')
RETURN

END

c
SUBROUTINE LDLT(A, B, ID,N, LH,NTYSV)

C*** *** ********* **** ** * * * ** * * * * * * * ** ** * * * * ** ** + ** * * * * **,t ¡l.d<**<r<***** **

C**** US]NG LDLT METHOD TO SOLVE LINEAR EQUATINE

c*** * * * * * *+ * * * ** * * * * ** * ** *)t ******* *******>* ** ******:l(**t * )t<*t<*t<*** *<****
IMPL]C]T REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z)

DIMENSION A(LI,¡),8(N), ]D(N)
C WRITE(*,'(''****LDLT***,,),)

D0 50 I=2,N
I0=ID (I) -I
TFSEL=ID (]-1) -I O+1

D0 30 J=IFSEL,I
J0=ID(J) -J
JFSEL=rD (J-1) -J0+ 1

MAXI J=MAXO (IFSEL, JFSEL)
IJ=I0+J
!l0REL=0
J 1=J- 1

rF(MAXIJ.cT.J1) c0T0 20
D0 10 K=MAXIJ,J1
IK=I0+K
KK=ID (K)
JK=J0+K

1O HOREL=WOREL+A ( TK) *A (KK) i,A ( JK)
A (IJ) =A (IJ)-W0REL

20 rF(J.EQ.r) Go T0 40
JJ=ID (J)
A (I J) =A (TJ) /A (JJ)

30 B(l)=B(I)-A(IJ)*,8(J)
40 II=ID(I)
50 rF(A(rr) .LT.1.E-8) co To 70

D0 55 I=l,N
II=ID (I )
r(r) =r11¡ 7o1tt,

55 CONTINUE

J=N+ 1

D0 60 K--2,N
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J=J- 1

JO=]D(J)-J
JFSEL=ID (J-1) -JO+1
J 1=J- 1

D0 60 I=JFSEL,J1
rF(JFSEL.EQ,J) CO rO oo
JI=J0+I
B (r) =B (r ) -A (Jr),|.B (J)

60 CONT]NUE

c0 T0 200
70 s¡RrTE(6,80)

l,IRrTE(16,80)
80 FORMAT(4X,'MATRIX [K] IS NOT POSTT]VE')

NTYSV=3

RETURN

2OO CALL PROMPT(' LDLT')
RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE CHECK3( ID,MELEM,MESTF,MGSTF,MPOIN,MTOTG,MTOTV,
. MVFIX, NELEM, NEVAB , NPOIN, NTOTC, NTOTV)

c*+************+****************r<********************+********** ** **
c
C**:+< This subroutine checks the di¡nensions
c
C**** *****************<******** ******************* ***************** **

DIMENSION ID(}.,ÍTOTV)

NcSTF=ID (NTOTV)

NESTF=NELEM*NEVAB*NEVAB

IF (NELEM. GT. MELEM) WRITE(6, *), ****ERR0R**<r<r. : NELEM. cT.MELEM,
IF (NESTF . cT. MESIT') WRITE(6,r,), '**,**ERR0R*+ r.* : NESTF.cT.MESTF,
IF (NGSTF . cT . McsTF) IJRITE(6,*), ****ERR0R****: NGSTF. cT. McsTF, ,

. NGSTF,MGSTF

]F (NPOIN.GT.MPOIN) $¡RITE(6,*), x***ERROR****: NPOIN.GT.MPO]N,
IF (NTOTG . GT. MTOTG) ÌiRITE(6,{.), **.**ERROR*+*+: NTOTG.GT.MTOTG,
IF (NTOTV. GT. MTOTV) l,lRITE(6,'T)' **.,I.*ERROR**** : NTOTV. GT. MTOTV'
CALL PROMPT('CHECK3 ')
RETURN

END

c

. 
suBR'urrNE'ou'o tiä;,,, 

Tiåii : i,.Ïlii : i3;,,,,, i,ålii ; iiiÏi, iiiï,
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c****;******************T:l::ì**************** **** xx*x***+***** *******

C***SATISFY THE Ì,IPRSCR]BED DISPLACEMENT CONDIT]ONS
c
c*,{,******+******************** ***********+*+i(i{.*****{<********* *********

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z)
D]MENSTON AK(},ÍGSTF),DISP1(MTOTV),DLOAD(MTOTV), ID(MTOTV),

. rFFrx (MToTV) , N0FIX (MVFTX) , WPRSC (MVFTX , NDoFN) , T (2 , 2)
rF (1.8Q.-1) THEN

tlRITE(6,*),BEFORE BOUND,

IJRITE(6,r,)'p='
WRTTE(6, *) (DLOAD(I) , T=l,NTOTV)

END]F
D0 10 ITOTV=1,NTOTV

10 DISPl(IToTV)=DLoAD(IToTV)
c
C*t* For skew (obtique) support condition
c

PI=3. 14159265359D00
D0 60 IVFIX=1,NVFIX
TF (NOFIX(IVFIX).LT,O) THEN

ANGLE=ÌIPRSC ( MIx, 1)'tPI/180 . 0D00

T(1,1)=DCOS (ANGLE)

T ( 1 ,2) =-DSIN (ANGLE)

r(2,1,)=-1(1 ,2)
r(2,2) =r(1,1)

c
C** Evaluate [fJ t* ¡X1

NL0cA= (_N0FrX (rVFrx) _1) *NDoFN

NLENG=ID (NLOCA+2) -]D (NLOCA+1)

]F (NLOCA.GE.1) THEN

]DD1=]D (NLOCA)

ELSE

IDDl=0
ENDIF
IDD2=ID (NLOCA+1)

IF (NLocA.EQ.o) IDDl=o
D0 40 ILENG=1,NLENG
IF (ILENG.LT.NLENG) THEN

AKUP=AK (]DD1+ILENG)
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AKDW=AK (lDD2+ILENG)

AK (IDDl+]LENG) =T(1,1) *AKUP+T(2, 1) *AKDH

AK ( IDD2+TLENG) =T ( 1, 2 )'*AKUP+T ( 2, 2 ) *AKDI,I

ELSE

AKUP=AKDH

AKDS¡=AK ( ]DD2+NLENG )
AKIDD1=T( 1 , 1) *AKUP+T(2 , 1) '¡.AKDW
AK (]DD2+NLENG) =T ( 1 , 2) *AKUP+T(2 ,2) *AKDÌ,¡

ENDTF

40 CONTINUE

rF (1.8Q.-1) THEN

HRITE(6,*)'TK='
D0 201 I=1,NTOTV
IF (I,GT.1) THEN

NF=ID(I_t)+1
ELSE

NF= 1

ENDIF

NDIAc=ID (I )
}IRITE(6 ,,t) I , (AK (IJ) , IJ=NF, NDIAG)

207 CONT]NUE

ENDIF

c** Evatuate [K, ] = ( tTl t [K] ),r, tTl

LTOTV=NLOCA+1

D0 50 IT0TV=LToTV,NTOTV
IF (]TOTV.GT.1) THEN

MLENG=ID (ITOTV) -ID (ITOTV- 1)
ELSE

MLENG=ID (IToTV)
ENDIF
NLENG=IT0TV-LT0TV+ 1

IF (MLENG,LT.NLENG) GOTO 50
I J 1=]D (]TOTV) -NLENG+1

AKLF=AK (IJ1)
AKRT=AK (l J1+1)
IF (NLENG,EQ.1) THEN

AKRT=AKIDDl

AK (TJ 1) =AKLF*T ( 1 , 1) +AKRT'*T(2 , 1)
ELSE

AK (] J1) =AKLF*T(1, 1) +AKRT*T(2, 1)
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AK ( TJ 1+ 1) =AKLF*T (1 ,2) +AKRT*T(2 ,2)
END]F

50 CONT]NUE

IF (1.EQ.-1) THEN

l,lRTTE(6,'T) ,TKT=,

D0 202 I=1,NToTV
NF=ID ( I- 1) + 1

rF (r'EQ.1) Nr=r
NDIAG=TD (I)
I'IRITE (6 , {,) I , (AK (IJ) ,I J=NF, NDIAG)

202 CONTINUE

ENDIF
c
C** Evaluate {b,}= [T] t*{b}

B1=DISP1(LTorv)
B2=DIsP 1 (LT0TV+ 1)
Drsp 1 (LT0TV) =T( 1 , 1)'rB1+T(2 , 1) '*82
DISPl (LToTV+1) =T( 1 ,2) *81+T (Z ,z) *gZ

END]F
60 CONT]NUE

c
C*** Inpose the prescribed dispJ.acernent conditions

D0 100 IVFIX=I,NVFIX
NLOCA= (]ABS (NOFIX(]VFIX) ) - 1) '*NDOFN
D0 100 IDoFN=1,NDOFN
NL01=NL0CA+IDOFN
PRESU=WPRSC ( ]VF]X, IDOFN)
]F (NOFIX(IVFTX).LT.O) PRESU=O.O

rF (TFFIX(N101).1T.1) c0TO 1oO

C,T{. UNIFY THE ROIJ OF K AND THE RELATED FORCE VECTOR
c

75 IDD=ID(N101)
AK(Il0)=1.9
DISPl (Nl01)=PRESU

M2=IDD- 1

rF (M2.1T.1) c0 T0 85
M1=rD(NLot_1)+1
l4M=N101- (M2-M1) -2
D0 80 IAK=MI,M2
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MM=MM+ 1

DISP 1 (MM) =DIsP1 (MM) -AK(]AK) *PRESU

80 AK(IAK)=0.0
c
C,(X UN]FY THE COLLUM OF K AND THE RELATED FORCE VECTOR

85 M3=NL01+1
IF (M3.GT,NTOTV) GO TO 1OO

D0 90 IAK=M3,NT0TV
rF ((rD(rAK)-rD(rAK-1)).lE. (IAK-N101)) co ro go

M4=]D ( ]AK) -IAK+NLO 1

DISPl (]AK) =DISP1(]AK) -AK(M4) *PRESU

AK (M4) =0 . 0

90 CONTINUE

1OO CONT]NUE

IF (1.EQ.-1) THEN

I'IRITE (6,'*) 'After bound, K='
N1= 1

D0 101 IR=1,NTOTV
N2=ID (IR)
ljRIrE(6, *,) (Ax(r¡ ,1=¡1 ,¡2¡
N1=N2+1

101 CONTTNUE

llRITE(6, *),F=,, (D]SP1 (I), I=1,NTOTV)
ENDIF

CALL PROMPT(' BOUND ')
RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE CONVER (DTSPO, DISP 1, DTLI'ÍD, ERROR, INTV 1, LOUTI, MTOTV,
. NINIT,NITER,NTOTV)

C********************* *******************,*********************x*****
c
Cr<'*r¡ This subroutine controls the convergent speed

C*** ********** ** ****** ****** *********** ** * * * ** * * * * ** * )t *<r<**** ***>*xx x*
IMPL]C]T REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
D]MENS I ON D] SPO (MTOTV), DISP 1 (MTOTV), DTLI.ÍD (7)
ERR0R=o.0

CNVER=DTLMD(7)

D0 50 ITOTV=1,NTOTV
ERROR=ERROB+ (D]SPO (]TOTV) -DISP1 (ITOTV) ) {."2 . O
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DISP0 (lTSTV) =DISP1 (IT6TV)
50 CONT]NUE

ERRoR=DSQRT (ERR0R)

CALL PROMPT(' CONVER')

]F ( (ERROR. LE. CNVER) )THEN
C IF((ERROR.LE.CNVER).0R.((INTVI,EQ.1).AND.(NINIT.NE.1)))THEN
C WRITE(6,*)'NINIT=,,NINIT,,ERRoR,CNVER=,,ERRoR,CNVER

L0UTI=999
RETURN

END]F
NITER=NITER+1
RETURN

END

SUBROUT]NE UPDPSTR(D]SPl,ENRGO,ENRGl,MTOTG,MTOTV,NSTR1,NTOTG,
. NTOTL , NTOTV, STRSO , STRS 1 , TDISP)

C*t * ******r,*******+x***************x****************************x*x
c
Ct** This program rêsets the displacenents, energy and stresses
C initial state for next increment, and counts the number of
C iteration tines
c
c***+**** ** ******** *******t*** *********** ****** *********** ** *******

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z)
DIMENSION DISPl (MTOTV) , ENRGO (MTOTG) , ENRG1 (MTOTG) ,

. STRSO (4, MTOTG) , STRS 1 (4, MTOTG) , TDISP (MTOTV)

NT0TL=NToTL+NITER
D0 50 JToTG=l , NToTG

ENRGO ( JTOTG) =ENRG1 (JTOTG)

D0 50 ISTRI=1,NSTRl
50 sTRs0(ISTRl,JToTG)=51¡5111sTR1,JT0TG)

D0 60 IToTV=1,NTOTV
60 TDIsP ( IToTV) =TDISP ( IToTV) +DI SP 1 ( IT0TV)

CALL PROMPT(' UPDPSTR' )
RETURN

END

suBR'urrNE'ooo"'ff 
8ff : iiiii : ffi iTi : iåTii : H*iì : ii3ïi : Ti8ii,

. NPOIN,NSTRE,NTOTV,NTYPE,PERCT,POSGP,PROPS,

. RLDC1,RLDC2,TLDCI ,TLDC2,WEIGP)
C********,t** ** t(* {< * f * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * * * ** * ** * * * * * * ** * * * * ****,t **
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C**+* THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE CONSISTANT NODAL FORCES FOR EACH

C ELEMENT

C****** ********************************** **f**************** ********* **
IMPLTCTT REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z)
DIMENSTON CARTD (2, 9), COORD (MPOTN, 2), DERIV (2, 9), DGASH (2),

. ELCOD(2,9),LNODS(MELEI,I,9),MATNO(MELEM),NOPRS(4),

. PERCT(2),pcASH(2),p0rNT(2),poscp(4),PRESS(4,2),

. PROPS(10,14),RLDC1(MELEM,18),RLDC2(MELEM,18),

. SHAPE(9) , TLDC 1 (MTOTV) , TLDC2 (}ffOTV) , WEIGP (4) ,GPCOD(2,9)
C CHARACTER TITLE* 12

Tl.lOPI=6 . 28318530718D00
D0 10 IELEM=I,NELEM
D0 10 IEVAB=I,NEVAB

10 RLDC1(TELEM,IEVAB)=0.0
D0 20 IToTV=l,NToTV
TLDCI (IToTV) =o . 0

20 TLDC2(IToTV)=0.0
C READ(s,*) TITLE
c F0BMAT(18A4)
C IIRITE(16,910) TITLE
c 910 FoRMAT(2X,18A4)
c
C*** READ DATA CONTROLLING LOAD]NG TYPES TO BE ]NPUTTED
c

READ(5,*) NPL¡D, IGRAV, NEDGE, NLSAD

IIRTTE(16, 920) NPLOD, ]GRAV, NEDGE,NLOAD

920 FoRMAT(//' ¡p¡¡¡=,,14,, 1¡ç¡¡=,,14,, NEDGE=,,14,, NL0AD,,14)
c
C*{<* Read the load percentages

NL0AD=2

READ (5, *) (PERcT(I) ,I=1 ,NLoAD)
I,¡RITE(16, e30) (PERCT(I), r=1,NLoAD)

930 FoRMAT(//2X, 'LoAD PERCENTAGES: 

" 
(20(/2X,5F15.5)))

C*.**. READ NODAL POINT LOADS

TF(NPLOD.EQ.O) GO TO 70
wRrTE ( 16, 940)

940 FORMAT(/' Inputed nodal point loads,)
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D0 60 IPL0D= 1 , NPLoD

READ (5 ,,t.) LODP, (POTNT(IDOFN) ,IDOFN=1 ,2)
WRTTE ( 16, 941 ) LODP, (POINT ( IDOFN), IDOFN=1, 2)
LODPT=TABS (LODP)

94t FoRMAT(,/rs,2F15.5)

C*** ASSOC]ATE THE NODAL PO]NT LOADS }¡]TH AN ELEMENT

c
D0 30 IELEM=1,NELEM
D0 30 INODE=1 , NNoDE

NL0CA=LN0DS (IELEM, IN0DE)
MNODE=IN0DE

30 rF (LoDPT. EQ . NLoCA) co T0 40
40 D0 50 ID0FN=1,2

NcASH= (MN0DE_1 ),*2+1psp¡
IF (LODP.GT,O) THEN

RLDcI (IELEM, NcASH) =ps1¡1 11¡6tt¡
ELSE

RLDc2 ( IELEM,NGASH) =P0INT ( ID0FN)
ENDTF

50 CONTINUE

60 CONT]NUE

7O CONTINUE

IF(]GRAV.EQ.0) Go To 120

C*** GRAVITY LOADING SECTION
c
c
C*** READ GRAVTTY ANGLE AND GRAV]TAT]ONAL CONSTANT

c
READ(5,*) THETA, GRAVY

}IRTTE(16,950) THETA,GRAVY

950 FORMAT(2X,16H GRAVITY ANGLE =,F10.3,19H GRAVITY CONSTANT =,
. F14.6)

THETA=THETA/57 . 2957 695477D00

C*** LOOP OVER EACH ELEMENT

D0 110 IELEM=I,NELEM
U

C**,. SET UP PRELIMINARY CONSTANTS
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LPRoP=MATN0 (IELEM)

THICK=I.0
DENSE=PRoPS (LPRoP ,4)
]F(DENSE.EQ.o.o) c0 T0 110
GXC0I'l=DENSE*GRAVY,r,DS IN (Tl.lETA)

GYC0M=-DENSE*cRAVY*DC0 S (THETA)

rF (DABS(DS]N(THETA)),1T. 1.0E-5) GXCoM=o.0
IF (DABS(DCOS(THETA)).LT.1,OE-s) GYCOM=O.O

C*** COMPUTE COORD]NATES OF THE ELEMENT NODÀL PO]NTS
c

D0 80 INODE=1,NNODE

LNODE=LNODS (IELEM, TNODE)

D0 80 IDIME=I,2
8O ELCOD ( IDIME , ]NODE) =63¡¡¡ ¡¡NODE, ]DIME)

c
C,I.** ENTER LOOPS FOR AERA NUMERICAL ]NTEGRAT]ON

KGASP=0

D0 100 IGAUS=1,NGAUS

D0 100 JGAUS=I, NGAUS

EXISP=POSGP ( IGAUS)
ETASP=POSGP ( JGAUS)

C*** COMPUTE THE SURFACE FUNCTIONS AT SAMPLING PO]NTS AND ELEMENTAL

C VOLUME

CALL SFR2 (DERTV, ETASP , EXTSP , NNODE, SHAPE)

KGASP=KGASP+ 1

CALL JACOB2 (CARTD, DER]V, DJACB , ELCOD , GPCOD, IELEM, KGASP ,
, NNODE,SHAPE)

DVOLU=DJACB*WEIGP (IGAUS) *WE]GP ( JGAUS)

lF(THICK. NE. 0. 0) DV0LU=DV0LU,T,THICK

IF (NTYPE . EQ . 3) DV0LU=DV0LU*TW0PI*,GPC0D ( 1 , KGASP)

c
C*** CALCULATE LOADS AND ASSOCIATE }ITTH ELEMENT NODAL PO]NTS

D0 90 INODE=1,NNODE

NcASH= ( IN0DE_ 1) *2+1
McASH= ( IN0DE_ 1) {.2+2

RLDC 1 ( IELEM, NGASH) =p¡pç 1 ¡ 1ELEM, NcASH) +cXC0M*SHAPE ( IN0DE) *¡y¡¡g
9O RLDC 1 ( ]ELEM, MGASH) =RLDC 1 ( ]ELEM, MGASH) +GYCOM*SHAPE ( INODE) *DVOLU
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1OO CONT]NUE

110 CONTINUE

T2O CONTTNUE

IF(NEDGE,EQ.O) GO TO 220
c
C*** DISTRIBUTED EDGE LOADS SECTION

I,lRrTE(16,960) NEDGE

960 FoRMAT(//lX,21HN0. 0F LoADED EDGES =,I5)
I,ÙRITE(16,970)

970 FORMAT(//lX,38HLIST OF LOADED EDGES AND APPLTED LOADS/)
N0DEG=3

Nc0DE=NNODE

IF(NNoDE.EQ.4) WOOEC=Z

IF(NNoDE.EQ. e) ¡¡coDr=e
c
C*** LOOP OVER EACH LOADED EDGE

D0 210 IEDGE=I,NEDGE

C*,.* READ DATA LOCAT]NG THE LOADED EDGE AND APPL]ED LOÁD

c
READ(5,*) NEAS , (NoPRS ( IoDEG) , I0DEG= 1 , NoDEc)
NEASS=]ABs (NEAS)

WRITE ( 16, 980) NEAS, (NOPRS (]ODEG), IODEG=1, NODEG)

980 FoRMAT(I10,5X,3I5)
READ(5,*) ((PRESS(IoDEc,IDoFN),]D0FN=1,2),IoDEG=1,NoDEG)
WRITE ( 16, eeo) ( (PRESS (I0DEG, IDoFN), ID0FN=1, 2), IoDEc= 1, N0DEG)

990 FoRMAT(2X,2F10.3,3X,2F10.3,3X,2F10.3/)
ETASP=- 1 . 0

C*** CALCULATE THE COORDINATES OF THE NODES OF THE ELEMENT EDGE

LPRoP=MATN0 (NEASS)

C THICK=PROPS(LPROP,3)
THICK=1.0
D0 130 IoDEG=1,N0DEG
LN0DE=N0PRS (I0DEc)
D0 130 IDIME=I,2

130 ELCOD ( ]DIME , ]ODEG) =COORD (LNODE, ]D]ME)
c
C*.*{. ENTER LOOP FOR LINEAR NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
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D0 200 IGAUS=I,NGAUS
EXISP=P0scP (IGAUS)

C*** EVALUATE THE SHAPE FUNCTTONS AT THE SAMPLING POINTS
c

CALL SFR2 (DERIV, ETASP , EXT SP , NNODE , SHAPE)

C*** CALCULATE COMPONENTS OF THE EQUTVALENT NODAL LOADS

c
D0 140 ÌDOFN=I,2
PGASH ( ID0FN) =0 . 0

DGASH(IDoFN)=0.0
D0 140 I0DEG=1,N0DEG
PGASH (]DOFN) =PGASH(IDOFN) +PRESS (IODEG, ]DOFN) *SHAPE (IODEG)

740 DGASH ( TDOFN) =DGASH ( ]DOFN) +ELCOD (]DOFN, I ODEG) *DERIV ( 1 , ]ODEG )
DV0LU=!lEIcP ( IcAUS )
IF (THICK.GT.O.O) DVOLU=DVOLU'.TH]CK

PXCOM=DGASH ( 1) 'IPGASH (2) -DGASH(2) *PGASH ( 1)
PYCOM=DGASH( 1) *PGASH (1) +DGASH ( 2 ) T.PGASH (2)
IF(NTYPE.NE.3) co To 160
RADUS=O.0

D0 150 IODEG=I,NODEG

150 RADUS=RADUS+SHAPE (I ODEG ) *ELCOD ( 1 , I ODEG)

DV0LU=DV0LUT,TW0PI'tRADUS

160 CONTTNUE

C*** CALCULATE THE EQUIVALENT NODAL EDGE LOADS I,IITH AN ELEMENT

c
D0 170 INODE=I,NNODE
NLOCA=LNODS (NEASS, INODE)

MN0DE=IN0DE

L7O TF(NLOCA.EQ.NOPRS(1)) GO TO 1SO

180 JN0DE=MN0DE+NODEG-1

K0UNT=0

D0 200 KNODE=MNODE,JN0DE

K0UNT=KOUNT+1

NGASH= (KNODE-1) *NDOFN+ 1

MGASH= (KNODE-1 ) *ND0FN+2

IF (KN0DE . cT. NC0DE) NcAsH=1
]F (KNODE . GT. NCODE) I{GASH=2

IF (NEAS.GT.O) THEN
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RLDCl (NEASS 
, NGASH) =¡¡P61 1¡EASS ,NGASH) +SHAPE (KOIJNT) *PXCOM*.DVOLU

RLDC 1 (NEASS , MGASH) =¡¡Pç 1 1¡EASS , MGASH) +SHAPE (KOUNT) *PYCOM*DVOLU

ELSE

RLDC2 (NEAS S , NGASH) =RLDC2 (NEASS , NGASH) +SHAPE (KOIJNT) *PXCOM',DVOLU

RLDc2 (NEASS ,McASH) =RLDc2 (NEASS ,MGASH) +SHAPE (K0UNT) *PYc0Mt Dv0LU
ENDTF

2OO CONTTNUE

270 CONTINUE

220 CONTINUE

D0 230 IELEM=I,NELEM
D0 230 INODE=1,NNoDE
NL0cA=LN0DS (lELEM, IN0DE)
D0 230 ïD0FN=1,NDOFN

NGASH= ( INODE- 1):*NDOFN+TDOFN

TTOTV= (NLOCA- 1) *NDOFN+IDOFN

TLDC1 ( ITOTV) =TLDCl (ITOTV) +RLDCl ( IELEM,NGASH)

TLDC2 (ITOTV) =TLDC2 (ITOTV) +RLDC2 ( IELEM, NGASH)

230 CONTTNUE

rF (4.EQ.4) rHEN
wRrTE(16,1000)

1000 FORMAT(//' TOTAL N0DAL FORCES'//' Load case 1:,)
D0 290 IPOIN=I,NPOIN
IT0T1= (IPOIN-1) *2+1
IT0T2= IT0T1+ND0FN- 1

290 WRITE(16,1100) IPoIN, (TLDC1(IToTV),IToTV=IT0T1,IT0T2)
VIRITE(16, *) ' Load case 2: ,

D0 300 IP0IN=l,NPOIN
IT0T1= (IP0IN_1 ),¡<2+1

IT0T2= IT0T1+ND0FN- 1

3OO I,'RITE(16,1100) IPOIN, (TLDC2(ITOTV),ITOTV=]TOTI,ITOT2)
1100 FoRMAT(8X,15,4X,F16.5,2X,F16.5)

ENDIF
CALL PROMPT(' LOADPS ')
RETURN

END

c
SUBROUTINE CHECKl (NDOFN,NELEM,NGAUS,NMATS,NNODE,NPOIN,

. NSTRE,NTYPE,NVF]X)
c*{<* *****t<************* ***+**** *************************************f**

C**** THIS SUBROUTINE CHECKS THE MA]N CONTROL DATA.
c
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C***************************** **********)t<****************************+*
TMPL]CTT REAL*8 (À-H, O-Z)
D]MENSION NEROR(24)
D0 100 IER0R=l,12

100 NERoR(IERoR)=0
c
C*** CREATE THE DTAGNOSTIC MESSAGES

lF(NPoIN.LE.0) NERoR ( 1) =1
IF (NVFIX. LT. 2. 0R. NVFIX. cT. NPoIN) NERoR(3) =1
rF (NTYPE. LT. 1 . 0R. NTypE . cT.3) NERoR(5)=1
IF (NNODE. LT .4. OR.NNODE.GT.9) NEROR(6)=1
]F (NDOFN. LT, 2. OR. NDOFN. GT. 5) NEROR(7)=1
TF(NMATS.LT. l,OR.NMATS.GT.NELEM) NEROR(8)=1
TF(NGAUS.LT. 1. OR.NGAUS. GT. 3) NEROR(10)=1
IF(NSTRE. LT. 3. OR. NSTRE. GT. 5) NEROR(12) =1

c
C*** ETTHER RETURN, OR ELSE PRINT ERRORS D]AGNOSED

KER0R=0

D0 20 IER0R=l,12
IF(NEROR(IEROR).EQ.O) GO TO 20
KEROR=1

rIRrTE(6,900) rER0R
9OO FORMAT(/,/3lH *** DIAGNOS]S BY CHECKl, ERROR,]3)

G0 T0 (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,70,11,12), IER0R
1 S¡RITE(6,'*)'The specified totaL nunber of node points, NPOIN,

. in the structure is less than of equal to zero,,
G0 T0 20

2 HRITE(6,x)'The possible naximum total nu¡nber of node points
. in the structure is less tha¡ the specified total, NPOIN.,

G0 T0 20
3 WRITE(6,*)'The number of restrained nodal points is l-ess than

. 2 or greater than NP0IN (for plane problems at least a points

. nust be restrained to elininate rigid body motion) ,,
G0T0 20

4 WRITE(6,*)'The totaL number of load incre¡nents is less than 1.,
G0 T0 20

5 WRITE(6,*)'The problen type parameter, NTYPE, is not specified
, as either I,2 or 3.'

c0 T0 20
6 WRITE(6,*)'The nunber of nodes/element is less than 4 or greater
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. than 9.'
c0 T0 20

7 WRITE(6,+)'The number of degrees of freedom per node is not
. equal to 2 or 3.'

G0 T0 20
8 WRITE(6,*)'The totaL number of different ¡naterials ís less than

. or',' equal to zèto ot greater than the total nunber of elements

. in the structure. '
G0 T0 20

9 G0T020
10 !¡RITE(6,,k)'The nurnber of Gaussia¡ integration points in each

. direction is not equal to either 2 or 3,'
G0 T0 20

11 HRITE(6,*)'The parameter specifying the nonlinear solution
. algorithm to be employed is outside the perrnissible range.'

c0 T0 20
72 WRITE(6,*)'The size of the stress matrix j.s less than 3 or

. greater than 5,'
20 CONTTNUE

IF(KEROR,EQ.O) RETURN

c
C*** OTHERIJISE ECHO ALL THE REMATNTNG DATA I.¡ITHOUT FURTHER COMMENT

c
CALL ECHO

CALL PROMPT(' CHECK1')
RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE ECHO

C+**** {<* ************ **************+***+*******+*+********* **********
c
C**** IF DATA ERRORS HAVE BEEN DETECTED BY SUBROUT]NES CHAECK1 OR

C CHECK2,THIS SUBROUT]NE READS AND WRITES THE REMAINING DATA CARDS

c
C**+**+** *+ * ** ** * * * * * * * *+ *+{<*{.*+* {.*,f*{.****,ß******* ** * * * ** * * * + * * * ** ** * **

IMPLICIT REAL,i,8 (A-H,0-Z)
C DTMENSION NT]TL(80)
C CHARACTER NTTTL*8o

vlRrTE(6,900)
9OO FORMAT(//sOH NOt.¡ FOLLOWS A L]STING OF POST-DTSASTER DATA CÁRDS/)

C READ(s,*) NTITL
c 905 F0RMAT(80A1)
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c wRrTE(6,910) NTITL
c 910 FoRMAT(20Xl80A1)

RETURN

END

suBR.urrNE ""*"fi8ll : iiiii : iiSii : Hili : iTiii : iiiii : iiSii ;
. NELEM, NMATS , NNODE, NOF]X,NPOTN,NVFIX)

C* i.**{.**,t * * * r,* * * * * * * *<* * * * * * * * *< * ** r< * * * * * * * x +* ** * * * * ** * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * *r(
c
C**** THIS SUBROUTINE CHECKS THE REMAINDER OF THE INPUT DATA

C{<****t<**{<***********************************{(*******************+****
IMPLICIT REAL{'8 (A-H,0-Z)
DTMENST0N C00RD (Mp0rN, 2), rFFrX (MToTV), LNoDS (MELEM, 9),

. MATNO(MELEM),NEROR(40),NOF]X(MVF]X),NKOUT(MKEYP)
c
C*** CHECK AGA]NST Tl^lO ]DENT]CAL NONZERO NODAL COORDINATES

D0 5 IER0R=13,26
5 NEROR(]EROR)=O

D0 40 IPOIN=2,NPOIN
KP0IN=IP0IN-1
D0 30 JP0IN=l,KPOIN
D0 20 IDIME= 1 , 2

IF(C00RD(IPoIN,IDIME).NE.C00RD(JporN,rDrME)) c0 T0 30
20 CONTINUE

NERoR ( 13) =NERoR( 13) +1

30 CONT]NUE

40 CONTÏNUE

C*** CHEK THE LIST OF ELEMENT PROPERTY NUMBERS

c
D0 50 IELEM=I,NELEM

5O IF(MATNO(IELEH).LE.O.OR.MATNO(IELEM) .GT.NMATS) NEROR(14)=
. NER0R( 14) +1

c
C*** CHECK FOR ]MPOSS]BLE NODE NUMBERS

D0 70 IELEM=I,NELEM
D0 60 INODE=I,NNoDE
IF (LNODS (]ELEM, INODE) . EQ. O) NEROR( 15) =NEROR( 15) +1
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60 TF (LNODS (IELE},I, ]NODE) . LT. O. OR. LNODS (TELE},I, INODE) . GT. NPO]N)
. NERoR ( 16) =NERoR( 16) +1

70 CONTTNUE

C*,{.* CHECK FOR ANY REPETTTION OF A NODE NUMBER HITHIN AN ELEMENT

c
D0 140 IP0IN=1,NPOIN
KSTAR=0

D0 100 IELEM=I,NELEM
KZER0=0

D0 90 INoDE= 1 , NNODE

IF(LNODS(IELEM,INODE).NE.IPOIN) GO TO 90
KZERO=KZERO+1

IF(KZER0.cT.1) NERoR( 17) =NERoR ( 17) +1

C*;{.* SEEK FIRST, LAST AND INTERMEDTATES OF NODE TPOTN

KSTAR=TELEM

90 CONTINUE

1OO CONTINUE

]F(KSTAR.EQ.o) CO rO rrO
G0 T0 140

C*** CHECK THAT COORDTNATES FOR AN UNUSED NODE HAVE NOT BEEN SPEC]FIED

110 Ì,¡RITE(6,900) rPoIN
9OO FORMAT(/IsH CHECK WHY NODE,14,14H NEVER APPEARS)

NERoR ( 18) =NERoR ( 18) + 1

SIGMA=o.0
D0 120 IDïME=I,2

1.20 STGMA=S TGI,IA+DABS (COORD ( IPO IN , ID]ME) )
IF(SIGMA. NE. O. O) NEROR(19)=NEIìOR(19)+1

C*** CHECK THAT AN UNUSED NODE NUMBER ]S NOT A RESTRAINED NODE

c
D0 130 IVFIX=1,NVFIX

130 rF(IABS(NoFIX(rVFrX)).EQ.IporN) NERoR(20)=NERoR(20)+1
140 CONTINUE

C*** CONTINUE CHECH]NG THE DATA FOR THE FIXED VALUES

D0 170 IVFIX=I,NVFIX
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rF (]ABS(N0FIX(rvFrx)).cr.NporN) NER0R(22)=
. NERoR(22) +1

K0UNT=0

¡¡sç¡= (rABS (N0FrX (rVFrX) ) - 1) *NDoFN

D0 160 IDOFN=1,ND0FN
NL0CA=NL0CA+1

160 IF(IFFIX(NL0CA).cT.0) KoUNT=l
IF(KoUNT. EQ.0) NERoR(23) =NERoR(23) +1

KVFIX=IVFIX- 1

IF (KVFIX.EQ.0) KVFIX=I
D0 170 JVFIX=1,KVFIX

170 IF(rVFrX.NE. I.AND.]ABS(N0F]X(rVFrX)).EQ.
. IABS(NoFIX(JVFIX))) NERoR(24)=
. NER0R(24)+1

c
IF ((NIN]T.LT.O).0R. (NINIT.GT.2)) NEROR(25)=NEIìOR(25)+1
TF (NKEYP.GT.MKEYP) NEROR(25)=NEROR(2s)+1
TF (NKEYP.LE.O) GO TO 177
D0 175 IKEYP=I,NKEYP

T75 IF ((NKOUT(IKEYP).1T,1).0R. (NKOUT(]KEYP).GT.NPOTN))
. NER0R(26) =NERoR (26) +1

c
777 KEROR=o

D0 180 IER0R=13,26
rF(NER0R(]ER0R).EQ.0) G0 T0 180
KER0R=1

r.¡RrTE(6, 910) IERoR,NER0R(IERoR)
910 FORMAT(//31H *** DIAGNOSIS BY CHECK2, ERROR,13,6x,

. 18H ASSOCIATED NUMBER,Is)
180 CONTINUE

]F(KEROR.NE.O) GO TO 2OO

c
C*** RETURN ALL NODAL CONNECT]ON NUMBERS TO POS]T]VE VALUES

D0 190 IELEM=1,NELEM
D0 190 INODE=I,NNODE

19 O LNODS ( ]ELEM, INODE) =]ABS (LNODS ( IELEM, ]NODE) )
RETURN

2OO CALL ECHO

CALL PROMPT(' CHECK2')
RETURN

END
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c
SUBROUTINE GAUSSQ (NGAUS , POSGP , Ì,IEIGP)

C*** ***x************ ****x**************************x* t,k ********x*****

C*** THIS SUBROUTINE SETS UP THE GAUSS-LEGENDRE INTERATION CONSTA]NTS
c
C******************************************************************** *

IMPLIC]T REAL*8 (A-H, O-Z)
DIMENSION POSGP(4),t.lEIGP(4)
rF (NGAUS.GT.1) c0T0 1

PoSGP ( 1) =0 . 0

!¡EIGP ( 1) =2 . 0

RETURN

1 ]F(NGAUS.GT.2) c0 T0 4
P0scp (1) =-DSQRT(1 . 0D00/3. 00D00)
llEIcP ( 1) =1 . 0

GOTO6
a P0SGP(1)=-0.774596669241D00

P0SGP (2) =0 . 0

l.lEIGP (1) =0 . 5 55 555555 5555555556D00
!¡EIGP (2) =0. 8888888888888888889D00

6 KGAUS=NGAUS/2

D0 8 IGASH=I,KGAUS
JGASH=NGAUS+ 1- IGASH

POSGP (JCASH) =-POSGP (]GASH)

ÍIE]GP (JGASH) =l,llEIGP (IGASH)

8 CONTINUE

CALL PROMPT(' GAUSSQ ')
RETURN

END

c
SUBROUTINE NODEXY(COORD,LNODS,MELEM,MPO]N,NELEM,NNODE)

C************>ll *************************** ********************** ******
c
C*** THIS SUBROUTINE ]NTERPOLATES THE MIDE S]DE NODES OF STRA]GHT
C SIDES OF ELEMEMTS AND THE CENTRAL NODE OF 9 NODED ELEMENTS

C***{(**********+****************** ** **********************;t<********)r
IMPLICIT REALjrs (A-H,0-Z)
D]MENSTON COORD (MPO]N, 2) , LNODS (MELEM,9)

IF(NNODE.EQ.4) RETURN
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C*** LOOP OVER EACH ELEMENT

D0 30 IELEM=I,NELEM
c
C*** LOOP OVER EACH ELEMENT EDGE

NNoD1=9

IF(NNoDE.EQ. 8) NN0D1=7

D0 20 INoDE=1,NN0D1,2
rF(rN0DE.EQ.9) c0 T0 s0

C**X COMPUTE THE NODE NUMBER OF THE F]RST NODE

N0DST=LN0Ds ( IELEM, INoDE)
IGASH=IN0DE+2
IF(IGASH.GT.8) IGASH=1

C*** COMPUTE THE NODE NUMBER OF THE LAST NODE

c
N0DFN=LNoDS (IELEM, IcASH)
MIDPT=IN0DE+ 1

c
C*** COMPUTE THE NODE NUMBER OF THE INTERMEDIATE NODE

N0DMD=LN0DS (IELEM,MIDPT)

TOTAL=DABS(COORD(NODMD, 1) )+DABS (COORD(NODMD,2))

C*** IF THE COORDTNATES OF THE INTERMIDATE NODE ARE BOTH ZREO

C INTERPOLATE BY A STRA]GHT LINE

IF(TOTAL.GT.O.O) GO TO 20
KOUNT= 1

10 c00RD(NoDMD,K0UNT)=(C00RD(NoDST,KoUNT)+c00RD(NoDFN,KoUNT) )/2. 0
K0UNT=K0UNT+1

rF(K0uNT.EQ.2) c0 T0 10
20 CONTINUE

G0 T0 s0
50 LN0DE=LNoDS(IELEM,INoDE)

TOTAL=DABS (COORD(LNODE,1) ) +DABS (COORD (LNODE,2) )
IF(T0TAL.cT.0.0) c0 T0 30
LNODl=LNODS ( IELEM, 1)
LNOD3=LNODS (IELEM,3)
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LNoD5=LN0DS (IELEM,5)
LNoD7=LN0DS (IELEM,7)
K0UNT=1

c00RD (LNoDE,KoUNT)= (c00RD (LNoD 1 , K0IJNT) +c00RD (LNoD3, K0lrNT)
+c0oRD (LN0D5 , KoUNT) +C0oRD (LN0D7 , KoUNT) ) /4. 0

KOUNT=K0UNT+1

IF(KoUNT.EQ.2) Go T0 40
CONTTNUE

CALL PROMPT(' NODEXY')
RETURN

END

SUBROUT]NE SFR2 (DERIV, ETASP , EXISP , NNODE, SHAPE)

C*** **** *****+********* ********** ************************* *<**********

C*** TH]S SUBROUT]NE EVALUATES SHAPE FUNCTIONS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES
C FOR LINEAR, QUADRATIC LAGRANGTAN AND SEREND]PTTY
C ISOPABAMETR]C 2-D ELEMEMTS

c* *<* t<* t<* t<*** *********** ******** ****************************** ********
IMPLICIT REAL,i8 (A-H,0-Z)
DTMENSION DERTV(2,9),SHAPE(9)
S=EXISP

T=ETASP

IF(NN0DË.GT.4) CO rO rO

ST=SxT

SHAPE FUNCT]ONS FOR 4 NODED ELEMENT

SHAPE ( 1) = (1-T-S+ST) *0.25
SHAPE ( 2 ) = (1-T+S-ST) *0.25
SHAPE (3) = ( 1+T+s+sT) *0.25
SHAPE (4) = ( 1+T_S_ST) *,0 . 25

SHAPE FUNCTION DERIVATIVES

DERIV(1, 1)= (-1+T) *0. 25
DERIV(1,2)= (+1-T) *,0 . 25
DERIV(1, 3)=(+1+T) *0. 25
DERIV(1,4)= (-1-T) *0. 25
DERIV (2 , 1) = (_ 1+S) ,r,0 . 2s
DERIV (2 ,2) = (_1_S) ,r,o . 25

40

30

c
C*{,*

c
c***
c
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DERIV (2 ,3) = (+1+g) *e.25
DERrV (2 ,4) = (+ 1_S ) *,0 . 2s
RETURN

10 ÏF(NN0DE.GT.8) c0 T0 30
S2=Sx2.0
T2='I*2 .0
SS=S*S

TT=T*T
ST=S,r,T

SST=S*S*T
sTT=S*T*T
sT2=S*T,r,2.0

C*** SHAPE FUNCT]ONS FOR 8 NODED ELEMENT
c

SHAPE ( 1 ) = (- 1 . 0+ST+SS+TT-SST-STT) *,0 . 25
SHAPE ( 2 ) = (1 . 0-T-SS+SST) *0.5
SHAPE (3) = (-1 . 0-ST+S S+TT-SST+STT),r0 . 25
SHAPE(4) =(1 . 0+S-TT-STT)'rO. 5

SHAPE(5) = (-1 . 0+ST+SS+TT+SST+STT) 'rO .25
SHAPE (6) = (1.0+T_SS_SST) *0. s
SHAPE (7) = (- 1 . O-ST+SS+TT+SST-STT) *,0 , 25
s¡tAPE (8) = (1 , 0-S-TT+STT) *0 . 5

c
C*** SHAPE FUNCTION DERIVATIVES

DERIV(1,1)= (T+S 2-ST2-TT) *0 . 2s
DERIV(1,2) = (-S+ST)
DERIV( 1, S) = ( -T+S2-ST2+TT) *0.25
DERIV(1,4)=(1. 0-TT)*0. 5
DERIV(1,5)= (T+S 2+ST2+TT) *0 . 25
DERIV(1,6)= (-s-sr)
DERIV ( 1, 7) = (-T+S2+ST2-TT)'*0. 25
DER]V(1,8)= (-1 . 0+TT) +0.5
DERIV(2, 1)= (S+T2-SS-ST2)*0. 25
DERIV (2,2) = (-1 .0+SS) *0. s
DERIV(2, 3)=(-S+T2-SS+ST2) *0. 25
DERIV(2,4)= (-T-ST)
DERIV (2,5) = (S+T2+SS+ST2) i,0 . 2b
DERIV(2, 6)=(1. o-SS)*0. 5

DERIV (2,7) = (-S+T2+SS-ST2) i,0 . 2S

DERIV (2 ,8) = (-r+sr)
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RETURN

30 CONTINUE

SS=S*S

ST=S*T
TT=T*T
S1=S+1.0
T1=T+1 .0
S2=S*2.0
T2=1*2.0
S9=S-1.0
T9=T-1.0

C*** SHAPE FUNCTIONS FOR 9 NODED ELEMENT

SHAPE ( 1) =0 . 25*S9*ST*T9
SHAPE(2) =0. 5*(t . o-ss¡ *,1*19

SHAPE (3) =0. 25*S1*ST*T9
SHAPE(4) =0. s*S* S 1* ( 1 .0-TT)
SHAPE ( 5 ) =0 . 25't<S 1*ST*T1
SHAPE(6) =0. S* (1 . 0-SS) *T*T1
SHAPE (7) =0 . 25*S9*ST*T1
SHAPE(8) =0. 5*S*S9*(1 . 0-1T)
SHAPE(e) = (1 . o-ss) * (1 . o-TT)

c*** SHAPE FUNCTTON DERTVATIVES

DERIV (1, 1)=0. 25*T*T9*(-1. 0+S2)
DERIV(t,2)=-51¡19
DERIV(1,S)=0.25* ( 1 .0+S2) r,T*T9

DERrV( 1, 4)=0. 5* (1 . 0+S2),r, (1. 0-TT)
DERIV( 1, 5)=0. 25,r(1. 0+S2) *T*T1
DER]V(1,6)=-ST,|,T1
DERIV ( 1 ,7) =0 .25* (-1. O+S2) *T*T1
DERIV(1,8)=0. 5*(-1. 0+S2)* (1. 0-TT)
DERIV ( 1 ,9) =-S2* (1 . 0-TT)
DERIV (2 , 1) =0 .25* (-1 .0+T2) *S*Sg
DERIV (2,2) =0 .5*, (1.0-SS) * (-1.0+T2)
DERIV (2 ,3) =0 .25*S{.S 1* (-1 . 0+T2)
DERIV(2,4)=-ST*S1
DERIV(2,5)=0.25*S*S1{' ( 1. O+T2)
DERIV (2,6) =0 .5* (1 .0-SS) *,(1 . o+T2)
DERIV(2, 7) =0. 25*S*S9,* ( 1 . 0+T2)
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DERIV (2 , e) =-srxsg
DERIV(2, 9)=-r2* (1 . 0-ss)

20 CONT]NUE

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE JACOB2 (CARTD , DER]V, DJACB , ELCOD , GPCOD , IELEM, KGASP ,
. NNODE,SHAPE)

C****** ****x**** ************************************************** **

C**** THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE JACOB]AN MATRTX AND THE CART]S]AN
C SHAPE FUNCTION DERIVATIVES

C******************x*** ********** ***************** ***********+,k ******
IMPLICIT REAL,I.8 (A-H,O-z)
DIMENSTON CARTD (2, 9),DER]V(2, 9), ELCOD(2, 9),GPCOD(2, 9),SHAPE(9),

. xJAcr.(2,2),xJhcyr(2,2)
c
C*** CALCULATE COORD]NATES OF SAMPL]NG POINT

D0 2 IDIME=I,2
cPcoD (IDIME, KGASP) =0 .0
D0 2 INODE=I,NNODE
GPc0D ( IDIME, KGASP) =çpç¡¡ 11DIl'1E , KGASP) +ELcoD ( IDIME, IN0DE)

. 'TSHAPE(]NODE)
2 CONT]NUE

C**.* CREATE JACOB]AN MATRTX XJACM

D0 4 IDIME=I,2
D0 4 JDIME=I,2
XJACM ( ID]ME, JD]ME) =O . O

D0 4IN0DE=l,NNoDE
XJACM(]DIME, JDIME) =¡ç¡¡6Y11DTME, JD]ME) +DERIV (IDIME, INODE) *

. ELCOD(JD]ME,INODE)
4 CONTINUE

C*** CALCULATE DETER},Í]NANT AND REVERSE OF JACOBIAN MATRIX

DJACB=XJACM( 1, 1 ) *xJAcM (2, 2) -xJAcM ( 1, 2) *xJAcM(2, 1)
IF(DJACB) 6,6,8

6 WR]TE(6,600) IELEM
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STOP

8 CONTINUE

XJACI ( 1 , 1) =xJAcM(2, 2) /DJACB
XJACI (2 ,2) =xJAcM( 1 , 1) /DJACB
xJAcr (1, 2) =-xJAcM(1, 2) /DJACB
xJAcI (2 , 1) =-XJASM (2 , 1) /DJA.B

C*** CALCULATE CARTESIAN DERIVATIVES

D0 10 IDIME=1,2
D0 10 INODE=1,NN0DE
CARTD (IDIME, INoDE) =0 . 0

D0 10 JDIME=I,2
CARTD ( IDTME, ]NODE) =CARTD (]D]ME, ]NODE) +XJACI (ID]ME, JDIME) *

, DERIV(JDIME,INODE)
1O CONTINUE

600 FORMAT(//,36H PROGRAM HALTED IN SUBROTINE JACOB?,/,TLX,
, 22H ZERO OR NEGAT]VE AERA,/, 1OX,16H ELEMENT NUMBER ,15)

RETURN

END

c
SUBROUT]NE BMATPS (BMATX, CARTD, NNODE, SHAPE, GPCOD, NTYPE, KGASP)

C*********+****,t ************** ************** *+******************** ***
c
C*,I.*. THTS SUBROUT]NE EVALUATES THE STRA]N-DTSPLACEMENT MATRIX

C*,********** *+***** ************** ************** *****¡* ********** ***x*x
IMPLICIT REAL,*8 (A_H,0_Z)
DIMENSToN BMATX (4, 18), CARTD (2, 9), sHApE (e), cpcoD (2, 9)
NGASH=0

D0 10 INODE=I,NNODE
MGASH=NGASH+1

NGASH=MGASH+1

BMATX ( l,MGASH) =CARTD (1, INODE)

BMATX(1,NGASH)=0.0
BMATX (2 , MGASH) =O . O

BMATX (2 , NGASH) =CARTD (2 , INODE)

BMArx (3 , MGASH) =CARTD (2 , INoDE)
BMATX (3 , NGASH) =CARTD (1 , rN0DE)
IF(NTYPE.NE.3) c0 T0 10

BMATX (4,MGASH) =SHAPE (]NODE) /GPCOD ( 1 , KGASP)

BMATX(4,NGASH)=O. O
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CONTTNUE

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE DBE (BMATX, DBMAT, DMATX, MEVAB, NEVAB, NSTRE, NSTR1 )
Cx***************+***** ******* **** ******** *******x***** *>* ****r<* ***x*x

C**** THTS SUBROUTINE MULT]PLIES THE D-MATRIX BY THE B-MATR]X
c
C*********** *******+*************************** ** ****** ******r<* ******

IMPLICIT REAL{.8 (A-H,0-Z)
DTMENST0N BMATX (4, 18), DBMAT(4, 18), DMATX (4, 4)
D0 2 ISTRE=1,NSTRE
D0 2 IEVAB=I,NEVAB
DBMAT (ISTRE, ]EVAB) =O . O

D0 2 JSTRE=I, NSTRE

DBMAT (1STRE, IEvAB) =pgtl¡ï'11STRE, IEVAB) +
. DMATX ( ISTRE, JSTRE) *BM]TTX ( JSTRE, IEVAB)

2 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE ST]FFP(COORD,ENRGO,ENRG1,EPSV, LNODS,MATNO,MESTF,: iiÏii:Hîi3:ü3ii:ffilll;iiüi,iiliT:iiiii:
. NTYSV,POSGP,PROPS,STRSl,STT, WEIGP)

C* ***** ****t ********** * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * ** * ** ** * * * * ** * * * * * * ** * ** * * * ** *
c
C**** THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR EACH

C ELEMENT ]N TURN

c********** ************ ******* ************** ****+**** ** ******+* **+***
IMPLICIT REAL*,8 (A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION BMATX (4, 18), CARTD (2, 9), COORD (MPO]N, 2), DBMAT (4, 18),

. DERTV (2 , 9) , DMATX (4,4) , ENRGO (MTOTG) , ENRG 1 (MTOTG) ,

. Epsv(MT0TG),ESTIF(13,18),cpCOD(2,9),ELCoD(2,9),

. LNODS(MELEM,9),MATNO(MELEM),POSGP(4),PROPS(10,14),

. SHAPE (9) , STRS 1(4,MTOTG) , STT(MESTF) , WEIGP (4)
rF (1.EQ.-1) THEN

!|RITE (6 , *) , C00RD=,

D0 2 IPoIN=l,22
2 WRITE(6,'r)(C00RD(rporN,I),r=1,2)

10
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WR]TE (6,'*)' POSGP, $IETGP= ,' (POSGP (I ),þ1.,4), (WEIGP (I), T=1,A)
ENDIF
TWOPI=6 . 28318530718000
NST4=0
NTEVA=NEVAB*NEVAB

KGAUS=0

C*** LOOP OVER EACH ELEMET

D0 70 IELEM=I,NELEM
LPROP=MATNO (IELEM)

c
C*''+ EVALUATE THE COORD]NATES OF THE ELEMENT NODAL POINTS
c

D0 10 INODE=I,NN0DE
LN0DE=LN0DS (IELEM, INoDE)
IPOSN= (LNODE-1) *.2

D0 10 IDIME=I,2
IP0SN=IP0SN+ 1

10 ELC0D ( IDIME, ]N0DE) =c0oRD (LNoDE , IDIME)
THICK=1 .0

C*** TN]T]ALIZE THE ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRTX

c
D0 20 IEVAB=I,NEVAB
D0 20 JEVAB=I,NEVAB

20 ESTIF(IEVAB,JEVAB)=0.0
KGASP=0

C*** ENTER LOOPS FOR AREA NUMERICAL INTEGRAT]ON
c

D0 50 IGAUS= I , NGAUS

EX]SP=POSGP (IGAUS)

D0 50 JGAUS=I,NGAUS

ETASP=POSGP ( JGAUS)

KGASP=KGASP+1

KGÀUS=KGAUS+1

C*** EVALUATE THE SHAPE FUNCTIONS, ELEMENTAL VOLUME, ETC.

CALL SFR2 (DERIV, ETASP , EX] SP , NNODE, SHAPE)

CALL JACOB2 (CARTD , DERTV, DJACB, ELCOD , GPCOD , IELEM, KGASP ,
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.ALL *'''"ilTil:;,iliÏl;m:*Iiiå:iiìx;,i,iiii:iiåil 
:

. STRS 1)
DVOLU=DJACB*WE]GP (ICAUS) *}¡EIGP ( JGAUS)

TF (NTYPE . EQ . 3) DVOLU=DVOLU*TWOPI'*GPCOD ( 1 , KGASP)

IF(THICK.NE. 0. 0) DV0LU=DV0LU*THICK
c
C*** EVALUATE THE B,D AND DB MATRTCES

CALL BMATPS (BMATX, CARTD,NNODE, SHAPE, GPCOD, NTYPE, KGASP)

CALL DBE (BMATX, DBMAT, DMATX, MEVAB, NEVAB, NSTRE, NSTR1 )

C*** CALCULATE THE ELEMENT ST]FFNESSES
c

rF (1.EQ.-1) THEN

I.IRITE(0, x)' IELEM,KGAUS=,, IELEM,KGAUS
wRrTE (6, *,)' DMATX= 

" 
( (DMATX (r, J), J=1., 4), I=1, a)

HRITE (6, *) , BMATX=, , ( (BMATX (I, J) ,T=1,NSTRE),J=1,NEVAB)
}¡R]TE ( 6 , *) 'DBMAT= ' , ( (DBMAT(r, J) , J=l,NEVAB) , r=1,4)

ENDIF
D0 30 IEVAB=I,NEVAB
D0 30 JEVAB=IEVAB,NEVAB
D0 30 ISTRE=I,NSTRE

3O EST]F ( ]EVAB , JEVAB) =¡511¡ 1¡EVAB , JEVAB) +BMATX ( ] STRE, ]EVAB) *
. DBMAT(]STRE,JEVAB)'TDVOLU

50 CONTINUE

C*** CONSTRUCT THE LOWER TR]ANGLE OF THE ST]FFNESS MATR]X
c

D0 60 IEVAB=I,NEVAB
DO 60 JEVAB=IEVAB,NEVAB

6O ESTIF ( JEVAB , ]EVAB ) =¡511P 1¡EVAB , JEVAB)
c
C*** STORE THE ST]FFNESS MATRIX, STRESS MATRIX,AND SAMPL]NG POINT
C COORDINATES FOR EACH ELEMENT ON DISC FILE

lAC4=0
D0 65 IEVAB=I,NEVAB
D0 65 JEVAB=I,NEVAB
IAC4=IAC4+1

65 STT (NST4+IAC4) =ESTTF ( ]EVAB , JEVAB)
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NST4=NST4+NTEVA

rF (1.EQ.-1) THEN

WRITE(6, *)'ELEMET STIFFNESS--', IELEM

D0 66 I=1,NEVAB
66 WRrTE(6, *) (ESTIF(I, J) , J=l,NEVAB)

ENDIF
7O CONTTNUE

CALL PRO}{PT(' ST]FFP ')
RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE STRATN(CARTD,ELDTS,NDOFN,NNODE,NTYPE,STRAN,KGASP,

. GPCOD,SHAPE)

C*,t ** *<*********** *****+******* ************ ** ** * * * * +* * * * * * * ** *********
c
C{,*** Thís subroutine evaluates total- increnental strain

C*****)t+*** **t(******** *********************************************,k*
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSToN AGASH(2, 2), CARTD (2, 9), ELDrS (2, 9),

. STRAN(4),GPC0D(2,9),SHAPE(g)
C }IRITE(6,*)'KGASP,ELDIS="KGASP,((ELDIS(],J),I=1.,2),J=l,NNODE)

D0 20 ID0FN=1,ND0FN
D0 20 JDOFN=I,NDOFN

BGASH=o . 0

D0 10 ïN0DE=1,NNODE
1O BGASH=BGASH+CARTD ( JDOFN, INODE) *ELDIS (TDOFN , ]NODE)
20 AGASH(IDoFN,JDoFN)=BGASH

STRAN(1) =AGASH(1, 1)
STRAN (2) =ÁGASH (2, 2)
STRAN (3) =AGASH ( 1 , 2) +AGASH (2, 1)
STRAN (4) =0 . 0

]F (NTYPE.EQ.3) THEN

D0 30 IN0DE=l,NN0DE
3O STRAN (4) =STRAN (4) +ELDI S ( 1 , INODE) *SHAPE ( ]NODE) /GPCOD ( 1 , KGASP )

ENDTF

C CALL PROMPT('STRAIN')
RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE GAUSS J (A, B, N, M, ]PIV, INDXR, ]NDXC)
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c*'t ,t *** * r, **,r, * * ** * ** * * * * ** ** * * * * * * * * * * * * +* * ** *+ ******+#****** *****

C*** cET INVERSE MATRIX, lrhen N=M and [B]=[I], otherwise solve
C equations by Gauss elimination algorithm

C**********x+****************************************************
IMPL]C]T REAL'T8 (A-H, O-Z)
D]MENS]ON A (500, 5OO), B (N, 1), IPIV(N), INDXR(N), INDXC(N)
rF (-1.8Q.1) rHEN
}.IRITE(6,*)'AA='
D0 140 IR0W=1,N
WRITE(6,'ß) I 1¡91¿=', IRoH

140 WRITE(6,900) (A(rR0!¡, J) , J=1 ,N)
900 FoRMAT( lX,5 (lX,F14.5) )

WRITE(6,x)'r='
IIRITE(6,e00) (B(I, 1), I=1,N)

ENDIF
D0 11 J=1,N

11 IPIV (J) =0
D0 22 I=1,N
BIG=0.
D0 13 J=l,N
IF(IPIV(J) .N8.1) THEN

D0 12 K=l,N
rF(rPrv(K).Eq.o) rHEN
IF (DABS(A(J,K)) .GE.BIG) THEN

BIG=DABS (A (J , K) )
IR0l,l=J
IC0L=K

ENDIF
ELSE IF(TPTV(K) .GT. 1) THEN

wRrTE (6,78)
78 FORMAT (,/, 'S]NGULAR MATRTX')

STOP

ENDIF
1.2 CONTTNUE

ENDIF

13 CONTINUE

IPIV (Icol) =IPIV (Ic¡L) +1

IF(IROW,NE.TCOL) THEN

D0 14 L=l,N
DUM=A ( IRoH, L)
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A (IRo!J, L) =A(IcoL,L)
A (TCOL, L) =DUM

14 CONT]NUE

D0 15 L=1,M
DUM=B (TROW,L)

B (IRow, r) =31¡çs¡, ¡¡
B (]COL, L) =DUM

15 CONT]NUE

END]F
INDXR( ]) =IROW
rNDXC ( r) =TCoL
IF(A(ICOL, ICOL),EQ.O. ) THEN

wRrTE(6,78)
STOP

END]F
PIVINV=1 . /A(Icol, Icol)
A(IcoL,IcoL)=1.
D0 16 L=l,N
A (Icol, L) =A (Ic0L, L) *PIVINV

16 CONTINUE

D0 17 L=1,M
B (rcol,L)=B(rcol,L) r,PrvrNv

77 CONTINUE

D0 21 LL=I,N
IF(LL.NE.ICOL) THEN

DUM=A (LL , Ic0L)
A (LL , rCoL) =0 .

D0 18 L=l,N
A(LL, L) =A (LL,L) -A (]cOL, L),I.DUM

18 CONTINUE

D0 19 L=1,M
B (Ll, r) =3 ¡¡¡, L) -B (IcoL, L) *DUM

19 CONTINUE

END]F
21- CONTINUE

22 CONTTNUE

D0 24 LI=I,N
L=N-LI+1
]F(INDXR(L) .NE. INDXC(L) ) THEN

D0 23 K=1,N
DUM=A (K, INDXR(L) )
A(K, INDXR(L) )=A(K, rNDxc (L) )
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A (K , INDxc (L) ) =DlrM
23 CONTINUE

ENDIF
24 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

SUBROUT]NE SEID (N , XO , X , A , B, EPS , U)

C ************ *<*****************+*******,fi************+*+*+******)t {.x*x:ßf
C x*<x This subroutine conputes the solution for a systen of N equations
C in N unknol¡ns using the Gauss Seídel iteration method
C TNPUT:

c

N---Nunber of equations and unko¡lns
X0 [1. .N] ---Initial solution values
A[1. .N, 1. .N]---Matrix coefficients
B[1..NJ---Right hand side vector
EPS---Error bound
U[1..N]---r¡ork array

C OUTPUT:

C X[l..N]---So1ution vaLues
C**x* ********t *** r.* * * * * * t< t< t< * **:{< * * * r<* ** * ** * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * ** * * * * ** ** * **

DrMENsr0N A(500, 500),8(N),x0(N),x(N),u(N)
c** Init ialization

K=1

M=1

D0 1 I=l,N
u(r) =xo (r)
B (I) =B (I) /A(I,I)
D0 5 J=1,N
IF (].NE, J) A(T,J)=A(I,J) / A(T,T)

5 CONTINUE

A(I,I)=0.0
1 CONTINUE

DO 2OO WHTLE (M. LT.N+1)
C** Compute solution values X

D0 2 I=l,N
x(I)=0.0
D0 3 J=l,N
x(r)=x(r) _A(r,.r) *u(J)

3 CONTINUE
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x (r) =x (r) +B(r)
u(I) =x (r)

2 CONT]NUE

C** Test if solution values X are close
M=1

D0 50 wHrLE ((ABS(x(M)-x0(M)).Lr.Eps).AND. (M.Lr.N+1))
50 M=M+l

C** If not then reset the initial X0 and continue iteratíon process
TF (M.LT.N+1) THEN

D0 4I=1,N
x0 (I)=x(l)

4 CONTINUE

C** Otherwise solution values X are good enough to cease itexation
K=K+ 1

ENDIF
2OO CONTINUE

RETURN

END

SUBROUTTNE LEQ2S (A,N,B,M,TB,IJOB,]CHNG,DET,]ER)
C *** t *{,** ****r<**** *<*** ******** ** ****x*********************x**** ** ******
C PURPOSE - LTNEAR EQUAT]ON SOLUT]ON - ]NDEF]N]TE MATRIX

C - SYMMETR]C STORAGE MODE - HIGH ACCURACY

C SOLUTION

c
C ARGUMENTS A - THE COEFFTCIENT MATRIX OF THE EQUATION

C AX = B, HHERE A ]S ASSUMED TO BE AN N BY N

C SYMMETRIC MATRIX. A IS STORED TN SYM}IETRIC

C STORAGE MODE AND THEREFORE HAS D]MENSTON

c Nr,(N+1)/2. (INPUT)

C N - ORDER OF A AND THE NUI,ÍBER OF ROWS ]N B.
c (rNPUr)
C B - ]NPUT,/OUTPUT MATB]X OF DIMENSTON N BY M,

C ON TNPUT, B CONTA]NS THE M RTGHT HAND SIDES
C 0F THE EQUATION AX = B.
C ON OUTPUT, THE SOLUTION MATRIX X REPLACES B.
C IF IJoB = 1, B IS NOT USED.

C M - NUMBER OF RIGHT HAND STDES (COLUMNS IN B).
C (INPUT)

C TB - ROI,I DTMENS]ON OF MATRIX B EXACTLY AS

C SPECIF]ED IN THE DIMENS]ON STATEI'IENT IN THE

C CALL]NG PROGRAM. (INPUT)

C IJ0B - INPUT OPTION PARAMETER. IJOB = I IMPLIES:
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C I = 0, FACTOR THE MATRIX A AND SOLVE THE

c EQUATIoN AX = B.
C I = 1, FACToR THE MATRIX A. THE FACToRIZED
C FORM OF A IS STORED IN THE FIRST
C N,*(N+1)/2 LOCATIONS OF DET.
C I = 2, S0LVE THE EQUATI0N AX = B. THIS
C OPTION ]MPLIES THAT MATRIX A HAS ALREADY

C BEEN FACTORED BY LEQ2S USING

C IJ0B = 0 0R 1. IN THIS CASE, THE

C ]NFORMATTON CONTAINED ]N DET AND ICHNG

C MUST HAVE BEEN SAVED FOR REUSE IN THE

C CALL TO LEQ2S.
C TCHNG - I^IORK AREA OF LENGTH 2N.
C DET - WORK AREA OF LENGTH N*(N+1)/2+3N.
C TER - ERROR PARAMETER. (OUTPUT)

C TERMINAL ERROR

C IER = 129 TNDICATES THAT MATRTX A IS
C ALGOR]THMICALLY SINGULAR. (SEE THE

C CHAPTER L PRELUDE)

C IER = 130 INDICATES THAT ITERATM
C IMPROVEMENT FAILED TO CONVERGE. THE

C MATRTX IS TOO ILL-CONDTTTONED.

c
C REQD. TMSL ROUTTNES - SINGLE/LEqIS,UERTST,UGETIO
C - DOUBLE/LEQIS,UERTST,UGETTO,VXADD,VXMUL,
C VXSTO

c
c------------

]NTEGER ICHNG(I)
DoUBLE PRECTSToN A(1),DET(1),8(rB,M),zERo,XNoBM,DXNoRM
DoUBLE PRECTSToN ACCXT(2)
DATA ZEÈO/o.D,/ ,fiyrl]1./60/
IER=0
NL = (N* (N+ 1) ) /2
NLP1 = NL+l
NLPN = NL+N

NLP2N = NLPN+N

rF (rJoB .EQ. 2) c0 T0 10

D05I=l,NL
DEr(I) = ¡11¡

5 CONTINUE
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CALL LEQlS (DET, N, B,M, IB, 1, ]CHNG,DET(NLPI), IER)
IF (rER .NE. 0) G0 T0 9000
rF (rJoB .EQ. 1) G0 T0 900s

10D055J=1,M
D0 15 I -- I,N

DET(NLPN+I) = B(I,J)
15 CONT]NUE

CALL LEQlS (DET,N, DET(NLPN+l), 1, IB, 2, TCHNG,DET(NLP1), IER)
XN0RM = ZERo

D0 20 I=l,N
XNoRM = Dt'lAx1(XN0RM, DABS (DET(NLPN+I) ) )

20 CONTINUE

rF (XN0RM .EQ. ZERo) G0 T0 55
D0 40 ITER = I,ITMAX

D030 I=1,N
K=L
AccXT(1) = 0.0D0
AccxT(2) = 0.0D0
CALL VXADD(B(], J),ACCXT)
INC=1
D0 25 JJ = 1,N

CALL VXMUL(-A(K),DET(NLPN+JJ),ACCXT)
IF (JJ .GE, ]) ]NC = JJ
K = K+INC

25 CONTTNUE

cALL VXST0 (ACCXT, DET (NLP2N+r ) )
L=L+I

30 CONTINUE

CALL LEQlS (DET,N,DET(NLP2N+l),1,rB,2,rCHNc,DET(NLP1),rER)
DXN0RM = ZERo

D035 I=1,N
DET(NLPN+I) = DET (NLPN+] ) +DET (NLP2N+I )
DXNoRM = DMAXI (DXN0RM, DABS (DET (NLP2N+I ) ) )

35 CONT]NUE

DïNORM = DXNORM+XN0RM

rF (DXNoRl,r .EQ. XN0RM) co ro 45
40 CONTINUE

IER = 130

45 D050 I=l,N
B(],J) = DET(NLPN+I)

50 CONTINUE
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IF (IER .NE. O) GO TO 9OOO

55 CONTINUE

G0 T0 9005
9OOO CONTTNUE

CALL UERTST(]ER, 6HLEQ2S )
9OO5 RETURN

END

SUBROUTTNE LEQlS (A,N,B,M,IB,IJOB,]CHNG,DET,]ER)
c**:t<************************ *<**.*)t ******** *<**<***t<* *<**<*****<*** *<**t<****<***

C PURPOSE - LINEAR EQUATION SOLUTTON - INDEF]NITE
C MATRIX - SYMI,IETRIC STORAGE MODE - SPACE

C ECONOMTZER SOLUTION

c
c------------
c

D]MENS]ON A(1),8(I8,1),TCHNG(1),DET(N)
DOUBLE PREC]STON A,B, SAVE, XO,Xl,DET,ALPHA, ZERO, ONE,TEMP,TEMP1,

,I. RN

DATA ZERO/O.DO/,ONE/T.DO/
DATA ALPHA/.6403882032022076D0/
IER=0
N0 = N-l
N1 = N+1

rF (rJ0B.EQ.2) G0 T0 12s
RN = 16.0D0*N

D0 10 I=l,N
DET(I) = ZERO

IC=1
L=LL
D0 5 J=l,N

TEMP = DABS(A(L))
IF (TEMP.GT.DET(])) DET(]) = TEMP

IF (J.GE.I) Ic = J

L = L+IC
5 CONTINUE

DEr(I) = DET(I),tRN
LL = LL+I

10 CONTINUE

IDET = 1
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I=1
L=0

15LL=L
IX = L+I
IXI = IX+I
IXl = IXI+I
X0 = ZERo

D0 20 J=I ,N
L=L+J
Xl = DABS(A(L))
rF (x1 .LE.Xo) c0 T0 20
X0=Xl
K=J

20 CONTINUE

Xl =X0
IR=K
IS=K
ICHNG(I) = K

11 = I+1
]F (T.GT.NO) GO TO 75
J=1
LXl = IXI
D0 35 L=II,N

LX = LX1

D0 30 KK=I,J
TEMP = DABS(A(Lx))
rF (TEMP.LE.X0) c0 T0 2s
X0 = TEMP

IR=L
IS=KK

25 LX = LX+l
30 CONTINUE

LX1 = LXI+L
J=J+l

35 CONTINUE

IF (IS.NE.K) IS = IS+I-1
INX = LL
II=I
KK=K
ASSIGN 75 TO IBACK
IF (Xl.GE.XO*,ALPHA) c0 T0 40
ASSTGN 70 TO TBACK
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ICHNG(l) = ¡5
KK=IS

40 rF (KK.EQ.rr) G0 T0 TBACK, (75,70,95)
TEMP = DET(II)
DEr(II) = DEr(KK)
DET(KK) = TEMP

Kl = KK+1

JK = (Kl*KK)/2
KX = JK-KK
]F (K1 .GT.N) GO TO 50
JI = JK+II
JK = JK+KK

D0 45 J=K1 ,N
rEMP = A(JK)
o1¡¡1¡ = l(Jr)
A(Jr) = 1¡¡P
JK = JK+J
JJ = JI+J

45 CONTINUE

50 K0 = KK-l
II1 = II+1
IF (II1.GT.Ko) Go T0 60

JK = KX+I 11

JI = TNX+I I+I I
D0 55 J=II1,K0

TEMP = A(J])
A(JI) = A(JK)
A(JK) = TEMP

JK = JK+l
JI = JI+J

55 CONT]NUE

60 INXJ = INX+II
KNXJ = KX+KK

TEMP = A(INXJ)
A(INXJ) = A(KNXJ)
A(KNXJ) = TEMP

rF (rr.EQ.1) Go ro rBAcK, (75,70,95)
IMl = II-1
D0 65 J=l,IMl

INXJ = INX+J
KNXJ = KX.rJ

TEMP = A(INXJ)
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A(]NXJ) = A (KNXJ)

A(KNXJ) = TEMP

65 CONTINUE

G0 T0 TBACK, (75,70,95)
70 rcHNG(rl) = rR

ASSIGN 95 TO IBACK
KK=IR
Iï = 11

INX = INX+I
G0 T0 40

75 TEMP = DET (I) +A ( IX)
rF (TEMP.EQ.DET(I)) co ro 2oo
rF (rl.cr.N) co ro 90
JX=IX
L = JX+I
TEMP = ONE/A(IX)
D0 85 J=I1,N

INXJ = JX+I
SAVE = A(INXJ)
A(INXJ) = SAVE*TEMP

KX=L
D0 80 K=ïl,J

INXJ = JX+K

A(]NXJ) = A ( INXJ) -SAVE*A(KX)
KX = KX+K

80 CONTINUE

JX = JX+J
85 CONTINUE

90 ICHNG(N+I) = 1

I = 11
L=IX
G0 T0 120

95 TEMP = A ( IX) *A (IXl)
SAVE = DABS (TEMP)+A(IXI) *A(]X])
DET(IDET) = TEMP-A (]XI ) *A (IXI)
IF (SAVE.EQ.ZER0) SAVE = oNE

SAVE = N*SAVE

TEMP = SAVE+DABS (DET(IDET) )
rF (TEMP.EQ.SAVE) G0 T0 200
12 = I+2
IF (I2.GT.N) GO TO 115
JX = lX+Il
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L=JX
TEMPl = oNE/DET(IDET)
IDET = IDET+I
J0 = ï1
II = L+I
D0 110 J=I2,N

JXI = JX+I
JXI1 = JX+II
SAVE = A(JïI)
TEMP = A(JT]l)
rF (r2.cr.J0) c0 T0 105
KX=II
D0 100 K=I2,J0

JXK = JX+K

A(JXK) = A (JXK) -A(KX) *SAVE-A (KX+ 1) '*TEMP
KX = KX+K

1OO CONT]NUE

105 A(JXr) = (A(rxl) *SAVE-A(txr) *TEMP) *TEMPI

A(JXI1) = (A (IX) 
"TEMP-A(]X]) 

*SAVE) *TEMPI

JX = JX+J
A(JX) = A(JX) -A(JXr) *sAvE-A(JXr1) *TEMP

J0=J
110 CONT]NUE

115 ICHNG(N+I) = 2

ICHNG(N+Il) = O

L = IX+II
I=12

120 rF (r.LE.N) c0 T0 15

125 IF (IJ0B.EQ.l) c0 T0 9005
D0 195 JC=l,M

rF (N .EQ. 1) Go ro 14s
D0 130 I=l,N

SAVE = B(I,Jc)
J = rcHNc ( r )
B(I'Jc) = B(J'Jc)
B(J,JC) = SAVE

130 CONTINUE

JJ-.1

D0 143 I=1,N0
JX = L+I
11 = I+1
L = L+I1



SAVE = B(l,Jc)
rF (SAVE .Eq. ZERo) G0 T0 143
IF (]CHNG(N+I).NE,2) GO TO 135

JX = JX+II
11 = I1+1
rF (r1 .GT. N) Go To 143

135 D0 140 J=II,N
B(J,Jc) = B(J, Jc)-A(Jx)*SAVE
Jx = Jx+J

!40 CONTINUE

T43 CONTINUE

t45 L=0
IDET = 1

D0 165 I=1,N
L=L+I
IF (IcHNc(N+I)-1) 150,155,160

150 B(r,Jc) = (B(r,Jc)*A(L-r)-SAVE*A(L-1))/DEr(rDEr)
IDET = IDET+I
G0 T0 165

15s B(I,Jc) = B(I,Jc)/A(L)
G0 T0 165

160 SAVE = B(I,JC)
B(],JC) = (SAVE*A(L+I+1)-B(]+1,JC)*A(L+I))/DET(IDET)

165 CONT]NUE

NN=N0
rF (rcHNc(N+N).sQ.o) NN = NN-l
rF (NN.LT.l) co ro 185
NNl = NN+l
L = (NN*NNl) /2+NN
D0 180 K=l,NN

I = NNI-K
11 = I+1

L = L-Il
SAVE = B(I,Jc)
IF (IcHNc(N+I).NE.2) c0 T0 170
JX = JX+I1
11 = 11+ 1

170 D0 175 J=II,N
SAVE = SAVE-A (JX)*B (J, JC)
JX = JX+J

L75 CONTTNUE
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B(I, 'lc) = 5¡Ys
180 CONTINUE

185 D0 190 K=l,N
I = N1-K
SAVE = B(I,Jc)
J = ICHNG(I)
B(I,Jc) = B(J'Jc)
B (J , 'lc) = 5¡Ys

190 CONTINUE

195 CONTINUE

G0 T0 9005
200 IER = 129

CALL UERTST (]ER,6HLEQ1S )
9OO5 RETURN

END

SUBROUT]NE UERTST (IER,NAME)

c------------

C PURPOSE - PRINT A MESSAGE REFLECT]NG AN ERROR CONDITION

C ARGUI"IENTS IER - ERROR PARAMETER. (]NPUT)

C IER = I+J }IHERE

C I = 128 IMPLIES TERMINAL ERROR MESSAGE,

C I = 64 IMPLIES Ì,IARNING WITH FIX MESSAGE

C I = 32 IMPLIES WARNING MESSAGE.

C J = ERROR CODE RELEVANT T0 CALLING
C ROUT]NE.
C NAME - A CHARACTER STRING OF LENGTH SIX PROVTDTNG

C THE NAME OF THE CALLING ROUT]NE. (INPUT)
c
c------------
c

INTEGER ]ER
INTEGER NAME(I)
INTEGER ],IEQ,IEQDF,IOIJNIT,LEVEL,LEVOLD,NAI'{EQ(6),

* NAMSET(6),NAMUPK(6),NTN,NMTB
DATA NAMSET/IHU,1HE,1HR,lHS,lHE,lHT/
DATA NAMEQ/6*1H /
DArA LEVEL/4/,IEQDF/o/,rEq/LH=/
CALL USPKD (NAME,6,NAMUPK,NMTB)

CALL UGETIO(1,NIN, IOUNIT)
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D0 60 I=1 ,6
60 NAMEQ(I) = NAMUPK(I)
65 RETURN

END

SUBROUTTNE UGETTO ( TOPT,NIN, NOUT)

c------------
c
C PUBPOSE - TO RETRIEVE CURRENT VALUES AND TO SET NEII

C VALUES FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT UN]T
C IDENT]FIERS.

C ARGUI'IENTS ]OPT - OPTTON PARAMETER, (INPUT)

C IF I0PT=1, THE CURRENT INPUT AND OUTPUT

C UN]T IDENT]FIER VALUES ARE RETURNED TN NIN
C AND NOUT, RESPECT]VELY.
C IF I0PT=2, THE INTERNAL VALUE 0F NIN IS
C RESET FOR SUBSEQUENT USE.

c IF I0PT=3, THE TNTERNAL VALUE 0F NoUT IS
C RESET FOR SUBSEQUENT USE.

C NTN - ]NPUT UNIT IDENTIFIER,
C 0UTPUT IF I0PT=1, INPUT IF I0PT=2.
C NOUT - OUTPUT UNTT IDENTIFIER.
C 0UTPUT IF I0PT=1, INPUT IF I0PT=3.
c
c------------

]NTEGER TOPT,NIN,NOUT
TNTEGER NIND,NOUTD

DATA NTND/5/,NOUTD/6/
rF (]0PT.EQ.3) C0 T0 10

rF (]0PT.EQ.2) c0 T0 5

rF (]0PT.NE.1) c0 T0 900s
NIN = NIND
NOUT = NoUTD

G0 T0 9005
5 NIND = NIN

G0 T0 9005
10 NOUTD = NOUT

9OO5 RETURN

END
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SUBROUTINE VXADD (A, ACC)

c------------

C PURPOSE

c
- EXTENDED PRECISION ADD

C ARGUMENTS A - DOUBLE PRECIS]ON NUMBER TO BE ADDED TO THE

C ACCUMULATOR. (]NPUT)

C ACC - ACCUMULATOR. (TNPUT AND OUTPUT)

C ACC ]S A DOUBLE PRECISION VECTOR OF LENGTH

c 2. 0N oUTPUT, ACC C0NTA]NS THE SUM 0F
C INPUT ACC AND A.
c
c------------
c

DOUBLE PRECISION A, ACC (2)
DOUBLE PRECIS]ON X,Y ,Z,ZZ
x = Acc(l)

IF (DABS (ACC ( 1) ) . GE. DABS (A) ) GO TO 1

X=A
Y = Acc(l)

tZ=X+Y
zz = (x_z)+y
Zz = zz+Acc(z)
Acc(I) = 2a77
Acc(2) -- (z- Acc (t)) +zz
RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE VXMUL (A, B, ACC)

c------------
c
C PURPOSE - EXTENDED PRECISTON MULTIPLY

C ARGUMENTS A - INPUT DOUBLE PRECISTON NUMBER

C B - ]NPUT DOUBLE PRECISION NUMBER

C ACC - ACCUMULATOR, (INPUT AND OUTPUT)

C ACC IS A DOUBLE PREC]SION VECTOR OF LENGTH

C 2. ON OUTPUT, ACC CONTAINS THE SUM OF

C ]NPUT ACC AND A*8.
c
c------------
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DOUBLE PRECIS]ON A,B,ACC(2)
DOUBLE PBEC]S]ON X, HA, TA, HB, TB

]NTEGER ]X(2),I
L0GICAL'*1 Lx(8),LI(4)
EQUTVALENCE (x,Lx(1),rx(1)),(r,Lr(1))
DATA '1./O/

X=A
Lr(4) = Lx(s)
rx(2) = o

r = (r/16)*16
Lx(s) = LI(4)
HA=x
TA=A-HA
X=B
Lr(4) = Lx(s)
Ix(2) = o

r = (r/16)*16
LX(5) = LI(4)
HB=X
TB = B-HB
X = TA*TB
CALL VXADD(X,ACC)
X = HA*TB

CALL VXADD(X,ACC)
X = TA*HB
CALL VXADD(X,ACC)

X = HA*HB

CALL VXADD(X,ACC)
RETURN

END

c
SUBROUT]NE VXSTO (ACC,D)

c------------
c
C PURPOSE - DOUBLE PRECISTON STORE.

C ARGUMENTS ACC - ACCUMULATOR. (INPUT)

C ACC ]S A DOUBLE PREC]SION VECTOR OF LENGTH

C 2. ACC IS ASSUMED TO BE THE RESULT OF

C CALL]NG VXADD OR VXMUL TO PERFORM EXTENDED

C PRECISION OPERATIONS.
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C D - DOUBLE PRECIS]ON SCALAR. (OUTPUT)

C ON OUTPUT, D CONTAINS A DOUBLE PRECTSION
C APPROXIMAT]ON TO THE VALUE OF THE EXTENDED

C PRECISION ACCUMULATOR.

c------------
c

DOUBLE PRECISION Acc(2),D
D = ACC ( 1) +ACC (2)
RETURN

END

c
SUBROUTINE USPKD (PACKED , NCHARS , UNPAKD, NCHMTB)

c------------
c
C PURPOSE - NUCLEUS CALLED BY IMSL ROUTTNES THAT HAVE

C CHARACTER STR]NG ARGUMENTS

C ARGUMENTS PACKED - CHARACTER STR]NG TO BE UNPACKED. (INPUT)

C NCHARS - LENGTH OF PACKED. (]NPUT) SEE REMARKS.

C UNPAKD - INTEGER ARRAY TO RECEIVE THE UNPACKED

C REPRESENTATION OF THE STRTNG. (OUTPUT)

C NCHMTB - NCHARS M]NUS TRA]LING BLANKS. (OUTPUT)

c
c------------

INTEGER NC,NCHARS,NCHMTB

INTEGER*1 UNPAKD(1),PACKED(1),LBYTE,LBLANK
TNTEGER*2 TBYTE,IBLANK
EQUIVALENCE (LBYTE, IBYTE)
DATA LBLANK /lH /
DATA TBYTE /LH /
DATA TBLANK /lH /
NCHMTB = 0

TF(NCHARS. LE. O) RETURN

NC = MINO (129,NCHARS)

Nll0RDS = NC*4

D0 110 ï = 1,N!JoRDS,4
UNPAKD(I) = PASKED(J)
UNPAKD(I+1) = LBLANK

UNPAKD(I+2) = LBLANK
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UNPAKD(I+3) = LBLANK

110 J = J+l
D0200N=1,NW0RDS,4

NN=NIJORDS-N-2
LBYTE = UNPAKD(NN)

IF(IBYTE .NE. TBLANK) GO TO 210
2OO CONTINUE

NN=0
210 NCHMTB = (NN + 3) / 4

RETURN

END


